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Introduction.
Are we living in the last century of our civilization? Despite the impressive technological 
advances of recent centuries, we may have sown the seeds of our annihilation. Our 
behaviour has started a significant climate change process that is now measurable and 
human society could be on the brink of collapse.

Sir Martin Rees, Britain’s distinguished theoretical astrophysicist writes in his publication, 
‘Our Final Century’ that the 20th century was the first in which humanity’s chance of self-
destruction shot up above the eschatological background noise. Rees puts the chances of 
civilisation coming to an end in the 21st century as high as 50:50,

By 2100, less than a century away, global warming may have reached 6 degrees Celsius. 
What does this mean for the living conditions of those of us today and that of future 
generations?

Media reports that global warming will increase by 1 degree or two degrees are 
meaningless, we need to imagine what each increase will bring to us and our society. 
Science proposes that beyond an increase of 2 degrees Celsius we will begin to live in a 
dramatically altered world.

Experts say that extreme changes in climate, combined with dwindling resources, famine, 
resource wars and disease have the potential to create a post-apocalyptic world in less than 
one hundred years.

All of these events are beginning to happen right now with increasing frequency and 
ferocity and our media keep describing each one as ‘unprecedented,’’ failing to join up the 
dots for us, failing to alert us to significant and escalating weather conditions that will 
eventually place our very existence in question.

This novel of linked short stories, was written in 2012 and already the facts of climate 
change appear to be overtaking the fantasy herein. A recent study published in the journal 
‘Environmental Research Letters’, indicates that by 2050 average global temperatures are 
projected to rise by two or three degrees Celsius, this is exactly what this tale predicts and 
you will read of the consequences.

To avoid this chilling future we first have picture it. This series of stories, which is a 
fictional companion to the Rees publication, attempts to portray what each increase of 
global warming will mean to us as a species. These tales for the journey during the rest of 
this century, based on the science, will assist us in imagining the unimaginable and maybe 
will move us to act to avert the worst effects.

We still have time to act from an informed position to stablilise things at around two 
degrees. If it climbs beyond that then our children will witness some of the awful situations 
imagined in these tales. Read on.....and act!

Jack Byrne. Dublin 2015
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Chapter One;  Thom @1 Degree Celsius.

Thom’s instincts told him this was a bad idea. He frowned as he eased the car around the last 
bend coming down from the mountains and the long coastline came into view. It  was breathtaking. 
Beside him Mya was oblivious as she fixed her hair in the sun visor mirror. Everything seemed to 
indicate a perfect  weekend, but Thom worried.  He spoke to Mya without taking his eyes off the 
winding road. 

‘I don't  know, Mya, This may not be such a good idea.’ He hugged the cliff wall as they 
curved with the bay.

Mya stopped her grooming to look in his direction. ‘Nonsense, Thom.’ She chuckled.  ‘I 
want my daughter to meet you. I've told her you're sweet.’

‘We're too old to need our children's approval.’
‘Please Thom…Don’t get nervous on me.’
‘I’m not really  nervous…But, this idea of securing such intimate approval over one 

weekend, is a bit unrealistic.’
Mya reached over to pat his nearest hand holding the wheel. ‘You’ll be fine. It will mean a 

lot to me if Nima approves of you. Try to enjoy the weekend.’ She sat back in her seat and added.  
‘Oh, and Thom, try to refer to their environmental concerns.’

‘Which of them, again, is the environmentalist?’
‘They  both are. They're employed in some environment project...I can't  remember which 

one, but try to say some environment things to them, so they  can relate to you, okay?’ She chuckled. 
‘Relax, we're going to have a great time.’

‘We'll see....we'll see.’
Thom spotted a tiny filling station snuggled into a niche in the rock face. He swung the car 

up to the nearest pump, ‘I’ll get some fuel and maybe I’ll buy your daughter some flowers, eh?’
‘Er, Thom. Don’t get her cut flowers…She’ll only  go on about killing flowers for profit, and 

transport and things. Buy her a nice pot plant.’
Thom put his head back into the car and smiled at Mya. ‘Okay, A captive pot plant.’ 
‘Please Thom. Don’t start. I’ll call Nima to let her know we’re almost there.’
Thom placed the nozzle into his car and as the fuel transferred he mulled over Mya’s 

preoccupation with her daughters environmental fixations. That  morning before he left his 
apartment to collect Mya, he had run a quick environment search and had found a few references 
that might assist  him in this quest for family  approval. One had been from a guy called …called? 
Brown, yes that was it, Lester. R. Brown. As the fuel gurgled, he tried to recall it. It  went something 
like…The western economic model of a fossil fuel-based, car centered, throwaway economy, was 
not viable for the world….Yes, that was the sort of thing he needed to regurgitate for the gathering. 

While Thom used the pump, Mya retrieved her phone and dialed her daughter. After several 
bursts of tone, she heard her daughter respond. ‘Hello?’

‘Nima, it’s me, mother.’
‘Mother, where are you?’
‘We’ve stopped at the filling station near you, we should be there in ten minutes.’
‘We? So, you did bring him?’
‘Yes, he’s really nice, I just know you’ll like him.’ Mya patted her hair as she spoke. She had 

been to the hairdressers that morning to ensure that she looked well for the weekend. She was 
pleased with their efforts.

‘Mother, I wish you hadn’t put this pressure on me.’ Nima said crossly. 
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‘Be nice to him.’ Mya spoke softly, glancing at Thom as he finished with the filling and 
replaced the hose. ‘Remember his condition.’

‘That’s what puzzles me about all this.’ Nima complained. ‘He’s dying, you ….’
‘What Nima? You’re breaking up on me. What did you say? 
‘I said, you told me last week that he’s dying of cancer, right?’

 ‘Yes, he has really bad cancer. In his stomach, I believe. Isn’t it  awful, Nima, he’d just 
retired and he gets this news. They say he has about six months to live.’ 

‘Then why do you want to marry him?’ 
‘Oh Nima, He’s really sad and lonely since his wife died last year.’
‘He’s in an awful hurry to re-marry. You’d think that terminal cancer would be enough to 

keep him busy.’
‘Don’t be mean, Nima.’ Mya glanced out the window to see Thom disappear into the shop. 

‘I really like him Nima, and maybe, just maybe, I’m lonely too.’
Thom wandered over to a rack containing a selection of potted plants and tried to make a 

selection while he recalled the other piece of useful data he had secured that morning. This was 
from a thinker called Bookchin, no first name came to him. Well this Bookchin asserted, and Thom 
might paraphrase him later, that the history of civilization has been a steady process of 
estrangement from nature that  has increasingly developed into outright  antagonism….There was 
more but it wouldn’t surface. This kind of research had been bread and butter to him until recently, 
but this growth in his gut was sapping all his initiative. Irritated by his ineptitude, he selected a 
plant and paid for it and the gas.  

Outside Mya was still in conversation with her daughter. ‘I can’t hear you again, Nima, 
these mountains must be blocking…Oh, now I can hear you. Go ahead.’

‘I said, Father has been dead for ten years or so, mother. You seem to be doing all right. You 
have lots of friends, don’t you?  How can you be lonely?’

‘Maybe I miss sharing my  life with a sweet man. Thom is very kind and bright, Nima. He 
was CEO of a big advertising agency before he retired.’

Nima sighed. ‘A tout for capitalism.’
‘Oh, Nima, don’t dislike him because of his career. Try to like him, for my sake.’ 
‘All right, mother. But you should know that I resent this pressure and it’s not fair to Karl 

either.’ 
‘Your husband is a good man, he’ll make Thom welcome, I’m sure of it. We’re going to 

have a really great  weekend, Nima, I just know it.’ Mya sensed Thom approaching the car. ‘Oh I’d 
best hang up, he’s coming back. We’ll see you in a few minutes, Kiss, kiss.’

Within ten minutes they were pulling into the short gravel driveway of Mya’s daughter’s 
country  cottage, perched on a low cliff overlooking the wild sea.  Thom’s frown deepened.  ‘I still 
think this is a bad idea, Mya.  

‘Having a nice weekend away together?’
‘You know it’s not that. It’s this notion of yours, that your daughter, and by extension, her 

husband have to like me before we can plan our marriage.’
‘Everything will be fine, I’m sure of it. Let’s just relax and have a nice time, eh?’
They  climbed from the car, which was parked a little way from the cottage in a space 

provided. ‘Leave the bags in the car, we'll collect them later.’ Mya giggled. ‘I want to introduce you 
to Nima and Karl.’

Thom hoisted both bags out of the back seat. ‘They're only overnight bags, I can manage 
both, you go on ahead and knock.’ With a small potted plant under one arm and weighed down by 
two overnight bags and Mya’s vanity  case, Thom struggled towards the front door of the single 
storey cottage. 
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Mya rang and her daughter answered immediately. They hugged as Thom approached. 
‘Nima, my darling, we're here just like I promised.’

Nima glanced over her mothers shoulder. ‘Mother, come on in. And this is….?’
‘Nima, this is my friend Thom. We're becoming really good friends, aren't we, Thom?’
Thom dropped the bags and extended the plant by way  of greeting. ‘Hello, Nima. Yes, these 

past months have been very...eh...interesting.’ He was slightly distracted as he waited to see if his 
gift was accepted. 

‘Interesting. An odd description of a relationship.’ Nima smelled the plant and seemed 
pleased with its fragrance. 

Mya laughed nervously, ‘Oh, hush now, Nima, make room for poor Thom, let him in with 
the bags. Where is Karl?’

Nima called over her shoulder. ‘Karl….Karl, mother is here.’
Karl appeared from a room nearby, strumming a guitar.  Hello mother, dear. Come in and sit. 

And this must be Thom. We've heard a lot about you.’
Tom offered a chuckle. ‘Not all of it is true.’
‘I hope not, I hope not.’ Karl responded cryptically. ‘Right Thom, I'll show you to your room 

and you can dump those bags, eh.’
‘Yes, you and Thom get acquainted while Nima and I catch up.’ Mya offered.
‘Follow me Thom. I hope you enjoy  your weekend with us. The view of the sea is 

spectacular from here.’
Tom followed his host through a bright living room ‘I can certainly hear it. Is the sea very 

close?’
Karl strummed some sombre chords. ‘It's getting closer, my friend. He suddenly burst into 

song.  "The seas are rising and the land is a--wash."
A startled Thom decided to ignore the impromptu song. ‘You're perched right on the cliff 

face here, are you concerned?’
“We should all be concerned at the rising sea levels. Follow me out to the back garden and 

you'll see what I mean.’
Karl opened a wooden, sliding patio door and the sound of the sea rose spectacularly. Thom 

felt sea spray on his face. ‘Wow! I see what you mean, your garden juts out into the sea.’ Leaving 
down the bags, Thom walked the length of the short garden, past a wooden bench table with four 
matching chairs and reached an overgrown boxwood hedge. 

Peering over the hedge he judged that only  another twenty  feet or so scrub grass and 
wildflowers remained before the land ended abruptly  with the noisy, wild sea spraying the area. 
Brine settled salty on his lips. The boxwood hedge, he noticed, was alive with insects, several small 
birds fluttered around the area, disturbed by his approach. A ladybird crawled on the back of his 
hand as he leaned on the hedge. Thom weighed up  the situation. ‘You are about...I'd say, ten feet 
above the water. And you are the last bit intact along the coast. You’re jutting out. How safe are 
you?’ 

Karl was still strumming an accompaniment to Thom’s commentary. ‘Yes, all along the cliff 
face the pounding sea has caused collapse. Our nice garden with its lawn and seating area is the last 
bit as you’ve noticed, left jutting out. I reckon that eventually  that public land beyond the hedge will 
be claimed by rising sea levels. Our hedge will be the new boundary.’

‘Shit! Aren’t you scared by the prospect?’
‘We are reconciled to such catastrophe. The planet is heating you know. The storms are 

becoming more frequent and more violent.’
‘So, you have insider information, why not sell now to some poor shmuck who isn't aware 

of the warming issue?’
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Karl’s chords became discordant. ‘That  would be unethical. Anyway, we want to keep 
ourselves focused on the dangers, it helps us in our work.’

Thom shrugged losing interest. ‘Well, each to his own. Can you show me where to leave our 
bags?’

“We have wandered off the straight path and entered a rugged road.” Karl sang as he turned 
and walked back into the house. ‘Follow me, follow me.’ 

Thom took one last look at the surging breakers and then walked after Karl who was still 
strumming. ‘I feel I’m in a scene from the pied piper….’ He muttered to himself.

Mya called to him from an adjacent bedroom. ‘Thom over here. Bring the bags, this is our 
room’ Thom dropped the bags at the foot of the double bed as Mya indicated. ‘Let’s go out  and 
share a drink with Nima and Karl.’ Mya suggested. She was standing in front of the dressing table 
mirror, caressing her hair approvingly.  Thom moved up behind her and encircled her with his arms, 
letting her feel the beginnings of an erection. Mya squirmed around in his arms placing her full hip 
in the path of his exuberance. ‘Oh Thom, I just love to cuddle, don’t you?’ She giggled quietly.

‘Let’s stay here a while, Mya. It’s our weekend.’ He suggested reasonably. 
‘But Thom, what about your condition? I don’t  want to cause you any discomfort. Let’s just 

cuddle later, eh?’
He sighed and loosened his grip. ‘My condition is fine, Mya. My second favourite organ is 

still functioning.’ He chuckled huskily.
‘Second favourite…?’ Mya extricated herself in puzzlement.
‘Well actually, my favourite organ.’ He chuckled again, trying to lighten the mood. ‘Woody 

Allen reminded us that a man’s brain is his second favourite organ.’
‘Oh, Woody Allen, I can’t stand him.’ Mya patted her hair where Thom had mussed it. 

‘What an awfully sad little man.’
Thom sighed again, feeling more like Woody  every  minute. ‘I’ll just change my shirt and 

tidy  up.’ He muttered, but Mya was anxious to mingle. ‘Your shirt is fine, just tidy your hair and 
join us.’

She left closing the door behind her and Thom stood in the middle of the floor quietly 
assessing the situation. This kind of jousting had been going on for their entire relationship. Mya 
was being won by  a war of attrition. He could never be sure of any inch of territory  conquered. It 
could all be reversed the following encounter. Still, Mya promised that she would soon be all his. 

It might actually  take marriage to achieve this. This was all right with Thom who was lonely 
too and getting a bit scared. Mya was a lot of fun and still a beautiful woman. Not as bright as Vera 
his first wife, but a man with terminal cancer wasn’t much of a catch and Mya seemed willing to 
give herself to him, eventually. 

He recalled that he had tested this promise of perpetual cuddles. He’d looked up the term in 
a dictionary and conveyed the meanings to Mya one evening as she told him on his couch that they 
were currently in the midst of another nice cuddle. Just in case she was misinformed or was using 
the term as a euphemism for something more physical. ‘You know Mya that cuddle in a dictionary 
means ‘to curl or snuggle up into a comfortable position.’

‘Just like we’re doing now.’ She gave him an extra snuggle, pleased with the accuracy of her 
terminology. 

‘It can of course, according to the same dictionary, also mean to canoodle or pet.’ He tried 
desperately.

Mya had seemed additionally  pleased with this information. She snuggled even more and 
whispered. ‘And we will canoodle and pet, you can bet on it.’

Thom currently  wouldn’t like to bet on it. He surveyed his downbeat face in the mirror.  A 
man on the edge of extinction, with a socially distasteful disease, still needed to feel appealing. As 
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his body betrayed him, he needed to feel that all was not lost. He still felt a great sexual urge. He 
wasn’t dead yet. 

His oppressor reminded him about who was in charge now. The pain that had been gathering 
on the journey was now more belligerent as it spread from his upper stomach to radiate to his 
backbone. This was the pain that had recently  brought him to a doctor who diagnosed pancreatic 
cancer. Well-advanced cancer, which had grown silently during his last few working years. 

He leaned forward as this seemed to ease the worst effects of the pain. Alcohol, he had 
found, also eased his condition. He resolved to administer this antidote as often as possible during 
the evening ahead. He might also lean forward while doing so. 

He reached for his hairbrush and another piece of the environmental research surfaced. ‘..the 
powerful technological agents we have unleashed against the environment include many of the very 
agents we require for its reconstruction….’ Yes, that would make for a fine and impressive riposte 
to some utterance he had encouraged. He smirked at  himself in the mirror, then paused.  He didn’t 
like what he saw there. This wasn’t him speaking. It even sounded false in his head. Brown, 
Bookchin and the pair outside might believe passionately  in such notions, but it wasn’t him. Best to 
keep  his environmental asides light. No point in trying to impress them with false erudition. If they 
liked him, it would be for who he was, who he had become over sixty years of evolving. 

Grimly  he combed his thinning hair. ‘Jeez.’ He chided his sour expression in the mirror. 
‘Look at you, better cheer up if you are to win this popularity contest and get the prize.’ 
Straightening himself and fixing on a warm smile he entered the room where the others were 
waiting…..

Next morning Thom sat at the wooden bench at the end of the garden. Last night had been a 
disaster. He looked at the wild sea. The water, although choppy, was mirroring the clear blue sky. 
Gulls planed easy and high. There were a few wisps of cloud drifting and the rising sun was warm 
on his head and shoulders. The scene was of shimmering light. Yet his mood was dark.

‘Who was to know?’ He asked of no one in particular. Last  night, having resolved to keep 
his environmental exchanges light in what he sensed was an already hostile environment, he had 
punned around a saying he associated with development, which they were sure to enjoy. 

Nima had cooly handed him a can of beer as he left the bedroom and Thom had thanked her, 
but remined her that, ‘Give a man a beer and he’ll drink for five minutes, teach him where the stash 
is and he’ll drink all evening.’ 
 ‘Mum.’ Nima had complained. ‘He’s dissing one of our revered tenets.’ 
 ‘Thom.’ Mya cautioned. ‘Nima and Karl take such matters seriously. No more jokes, 
please.’
 ‘Fine, fine.’ Thom had raised a concilitaory hand and made for a corner seat.  But Karl 
couldn’t let it go.
 ‘You see Thom, sustainable development is a very serious matter and if you knew more 
about it, I’m sure you wouldn’t mock it.’ 
 ‘I wasn’t quite mock…’
 ‘Mum,.’ Nima interrupted him to turn to her mother. ‘Karl is composing a cool new 
biodiversity song.’
 ‘Great, Karl.’ Mya enthused. ‘Thom did you know that Karl is a fine songwriter.’
 ‘Would anyone like to hear it?’ Nima gushed as Karl in anticipation retrieved his acoustic 
guitar which was leaning against his chair. Bowing to the inevitable, Thom assured all that he 
would love to hear such an offering.  Karl strummed and reflected towards the ceiling, as everyone 
else sat  to listen. Mya caught Thom by the hand and sat him down beside her. Karl eventually 
seemed content with his tuning. He paused and Nima clasped her hands expectantly. Karl began. A 
few melodic chords and then he sang in a soft, soulful voice.
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 ‘Biodiversity, biodiversit….eee!
            Darwin’s submissions described it all.
            Carbon emissions destroyed it all…..Woe..Wooooooh.’

He paused apologetically. ‘That’s as far as I’ve gotten, but you can see the urgency of it.’
 ‘We hear the strength of it, right.’ Nima looked at Thom and her mother. ‘Right? A very  
poignant song.’
 ‘Oh, I can’t wait till it’s finished.’ Mya enthused. Everyone now looked at Thom.
 ‘Well, I see the rhyming thing around submissions and emissions. But who did Darwin 
submit to. I thought he just pronounced.’
 ‘Well his hypothesis was very novel at the time.’ Karl responded, still strumming. ‘He 
would have had to submit to his peers for endoresment.’
 ‘Don’t mind that.’ Blurted Nima. ‘What about the song?’
 ‘Oh, the song is very nice.’ Thom struggled for something else to say. ‘The melody  reminds 
me of something else though.’ 
 ‘Karl is only concerned with the lyrics, with his message.’ Nima snarled, her mood cooling.
 ‘Well.’ Thom replied reasonably. ‘There wouldn’t be much music diversity  if everybody  
stole everybodies tunes.’
 ‘Stole!’ Nima could hardly bring herself to speak. ‘Mother, where did you get him from?’ 
And Thom didn’t  think she meant he’s a treasure. It sounded more like which rock did you find him 
under.
 Before he was sent to his room, Thom stood and went into the room he was to share with 
Mya  His overnight bag stood at the end of the bed. Earlier, Mya had told him to place them there, 
side by side, as she gave him a lewd wink. He sat on the bed. This wasn’t going too well. Mya had 
hoped to get her daughters approval for her relationship with Thom. This looked increasingly 
unlikely. Even a weekend lay looked fraught at the moment. 
 He rubbed the angry spot on this stomach, which seemed to be advising, ‘Fuck them, let’s 
get out of here and I’ll have you all to myself.’ Yes, he’d leave. He bent down and grabbed the 
handles of his overnight bag and stood up. He paused, was he really thinking of quitting over such a 
tiny  spat? He wasn’t  a quitter, that  wasn’t  his style. He sat again on the end of the bed replacing the 
bag. He took a long slug from his beer can. Draining it he left the empty on the nearby dressing 
table. But how to redeem himself with Mya and family? He began mapping out possible alternative 
scenarios. 
 He would approach Nima and apologise, humbly, it must be sincere. She would laugh 
graciously and say it was just a simple misunderstanding, hardly  important in the great scheme of 
life. That seemed plausible.

Or, Karl would have composed a new whimsical ditty about the contretemps which would 
make everybody laugh. That seemed less likely and not as pleasing a prospect, he pushed that down 
the list of possibilities. 

Mya might have become even more overwrought and he would try to lighten things up  by 
offereing her Woody  Allen’s phyciatrist. That wasn’t going to go down too well, best  drop that from 
the possibilities. 

Maybe, Nima would crack and break Karl’s guitar over his, Thom’s head as soon as he 
walked through the door. She had always secretly hated Karl’s singing and felled Thom and the 
troubador in one clever move. He chuckled, he was entering fantasy land. Best identify  a real 
possibility and go with it. 

Suddenly he snapped his fingers. He thought back to the times he and Vera, his dead wife, 
had fallen out. A large bucket of chicken parts had always done the trick. Before the bucket was 
enpty, they would be giggling and kissing as their hands met on a succulent piece.
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The group outside had not eaten since he arrived. It was getting late. A nice meal will do the 
trick. He opened his laptop and found a local delivery store and ordered a large bucket of breaded 
chicken parts and fries. He’d time it so that his and his future daughter in law’s hands met on a juicy 
chicken thigh and that was sure to restore equilibrium. That was a plan with no flaws. 

In the room outside, three peoople sat and stared at each other. Nima was the first  to speak. 
’Mother, he’ s even worse than I feared. This dreadful punning around environmental issues.  What 
do you see in him?’

Mya spoke softly. ‘Oh Nima, be kind to him. Remember his condition.’
‘There’s only so much allowance one can make for a person’s condition.’ 
Karl added. ‘Boorishness is never excusable, mother.’
‘I’m sure he doesn’t mean to be boorish.’ Mya said. ‘He’s nervous, you know. Meeting you 

all with your environmental knowledge. He’s just trying to relate.’
Nima rose and stared at the closed door. ‘Well he’s very inept at relating.’
Mya worried her hair nervously. ‘Remember, he’s probably  angry  at dying so young. He 

hears you talking about the future and he hasn’t got one.’
Karl sighed. ‘Mother is probably right, sprout! We should try to cut him some slack. We’re 

all nervous. This cancer thing is the elephant in the room.’ 
Nima turned to the others. ‘Well, I suppose it’s an apt metaphor for our behavour. Humanity 

is the cancer on the face of the planet.’ 
Mya’s voice rose petulantly. ‘Oh please, Nima, don’t turn a man’s health into a metaphor.’
‘Mother, I’m trying to deal with the situation….’
‘Please, Nima. Give him a chance.’
Karl strummed a placatory note and spoke. ‘Yes, Nima, let’s give it another try. When he 

comes out give him a beer and we’ll all start over again.’ 
Thom decided while waiting in the room to change his shirt. He selected a soft brown casual 

shirt that looked good on him, or that he felt  he looked good wearing. He judged the time and when 
he felt that a delivery  was imminent he left the room to saunter towards the front door. Karl was 
strumming and humming some other environmental creation for the two women. Mya looked up as 
he opened the door and smiled a welcome. ‘There you are Thom. Come join us. Nima has got you 
another beer.’
  A silent Nima handed him a fresh, cold beer. Okay, no witty ditty from Karl, no hysterics 
from Mya and no assault from Nima. Those scenarios were now obsolete. His plan was still good. 
Thom nodded his appreciation and spoke cautiously  to Nima. ‘Thanks, I'll just  take it  and have a 
look at the nice paintings over by the hall door.’
 Mya looked in the direction of Thom’s gaze and laughed excitedly. ‘You like them. Oh 
Thom, Nima painted those. Aren't they lovely? What did you call them Nima?’ 

‘Scenes never to be repeated.’ Nima offered. ‘They are of pre-warming vistas.’
Mya gushed. ‘Did you hear that, Thom, Nima is talking about the warming thingy...’
‘Yes. Yes,’ Thom muttered as he stepped closer to the hall door which was a necessary part 

of his plan. As a graphic artist, he was genuinely interested in the art. He understood the liberating 
role of art and imagination, the soaring pleasure it gave to the creator, even if carping critics 
asserted that advertising wasn’t real art.  ‘I just need to get a closer look.’ He inched closer to the 
hall door. ‘Yes, they are very well constructed. A sunset and the other's a sunrise, right?’

‘Yes.’ Nima called from the chair beside the strumming Karl. ‘Over rain forest and 
farmland.’

‘And.’ Thom added as he leant forward to read a scrawled caption along the bottom of both 
paintings. ‘You’ve titled them both “abandon every  hope.” From Dante isn’t it?  An odd description 
of two very well painted, peaceful scenes.’
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Nima sighed. ‘I meant them to be prophetic. I hope I’m wrong.’ 
The door bell interrupted any further rapproachment.  ‘I’ll get  it.’ Thom called and raced to 

the door, wallet in hand. Giving the delivery boy a big tip, he proudly carried his peace offering into 
the lounge, where Karl was strumming a puzzled riff. Thom placed the gaudy bucket on the middle 
of the central table.
 ‘Okay, everybody dig in, my treat. I got the jumbo size.’ He chuckled. ‘It’s not elephant, just 
chicken.’ 
 ‘Oh mother!’ Nima wailed. ‘He’s brought dead animals into our home.’ 
 ‘Jeez, Thom, how could you.’ Mya took up the wail. Karl’s guitar uttered a reprimanding 
moan.
 ‘What? What?’ Thom asked in amazement. ‘Everybody loves chicken.’
 ‘Not vegetarians.’ Mya said quietly. 
 ‘Vege….? Who’s a vegetarian?’ Thom looked about for the miscreant to own up. 
 ‘Nima and Karl are.’ Mya said. 
 ‘Both of you?’ This was more vegetarian than he had met in years. ‘How was I to know?’
 ‘Don’t you think that as we are both commited environmentalists, that we might also be 
vegetarians?’ Karl asked in sadness. 
 ‘I don’t know any other environmentalists.’ Thom offered in defence. 
 ‘Mother this is too much.’ Nima wailed.
 ‘You’re fuckin’ right, it’s too much.’ An exasperated Thom replied. ‘Well if no one else 
wants any chicken, I sure as hell do.’
 He grabbed the bucket under his arm and made for the patio door out into the garden. We 
walked to the wooden table and seats at the rear where he stood with his arm still cradling the food 
and took in the view. Shit, he hadn’t  anticipated this outcome in his planning. That’s the problem 
with alternatives, he mused, they always take on a life of their own.

The choppy sea broke against the porous sandstone cliff which supported the garden. He had 
an unimpeded view of the vast stretch of water. In the fading light he observed tall white topped 
breakers as far as the eye could see. Far off, out over the dark sea, a thunder storm was active. A 
stiff wind was blowing fine salt spray across the seating area. This helped to cool Thom’s mood as 
he sat  and began to gorge himself on chicken parts. The taste was as good as he remembered. In 
spite of the sea spray it was quite balmy. 

He heard the patio door slide open behind him. He kept eating. Someone finally coming to 
apologise for a lousy way to treat a guest. It was Mya. She placed a cold beer beside the bucket. 
‘I’ve made up a bed for you on the sofa in the study. You’ll be comfortable there and we’ll see 
about tomorrow, tomorrow. Good night Thom.’ 
 So, here he was on day two of his holiday weekend with the children of the corn. He had 
slept alright on the sofa in the study, but it wasn’t what  he had hoped for as they drove down here 
yesterday.  Mya appeared carrying two cups of steaming coffee. ‘Good morning, my love.’ She 
chirped. Her mood seemed to have improved. She sat beside him and they drank strong coffee and 
watched seagulls dance across the waves. They could hear their cries and the slap of water against 
the sandstone rocks just below them and out of sight. It  was idylic. Thom began to feel better about  
the world, life and potential copulating.
 ‘Listen Thom.’ Mya broke into his reflections. ‘Nima tells me they  have a group of friends 
coming this evening for a holiday meal.’ 
 ‘Are they friends of the Earth?’ He grinned at her. 
 ‘Now don’t start again, please.  Try to behave.’
 ‘Okay.’ He reached across and squeezed her hand. ‘Will Karl’s song be ready do you think?’
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 ‘I’m going to treat that as a serious question. Karl has several topical songs already  
recorded, so he can probably play some of those for the group.’ 
 ‘That’s good news.’ 
 ‘You really should get to know Karl. He’s a fine man, Nima adores him. She was a shy girl 
until she met Karl and she says he took her into the stratosphere.’
 ‘Just like carbon emissions.’
 ‘Jeez, Thom. I’m going to get you out of here for as long as possible. Let’s take the car and 
drive down the coast. There’s a nice sea food restaurant a few miles along.’
 And they were gone for most of the day. The coast was spectacular. Majestic rocky hills to 
their left and sheer cliffs to the sea on their right as they wove slowly  along. They found the 
restaurant and both enjoyed trout and cold beer. It was fairly busy for such an out of the way eatery. 
As they  drove back to the country cottage, Mya was in a fine mood. She hummed some ditty  from 
the charts. ‘Wasn't that a nice meal, Thom? Nima pickets that restaurant regularly and says it  seems 
very popular.’

‘Well she has good taste in picketing.’ Thom offered as he looked for a place to park.
‘And the view Thom, isn't it a good as I promised?’ Mya inquired.
‘Spectacular. But I can't help noticing the growing erosion, since Karl mentioned it.’
‘Karl has a way of drawing your attention to the important things.’
‘Well the important thing right now is to park and nuzzle, right? Here's a perfect  spot. A park 

and view the bay, area.’
Mya giggled as Thom found a spot and applied the handbrake. ‘Just a quick cuddle, Thom. 

It's too bright and there are other cars here. They may be watching.’
Thom chuckled in response. ‘Let ‘em watch and see a master lover at work, C'mere.’
‘Later Thom, later.’ Mya allowed him a reluctant squeeze, then she sat  back in her own seat 

and patted her hair into place. ‘We can move you back into my room, our room and we’ll see what’s 
what eh?’ She kissed his flushed cheek. ‘We’d better go, Nima will be preparing dinner. Now 
promise to be a good boy and mummy will give you a nice present later.’
 ‘I’ll be good. I’ll eat all my lentils and I’ll clap along with Karl’s cantata.’ 

They  arrived back at the beach cottage with an hour to spare before the guests arrived. Thom 
and Mya took turns showering. Thom noticed when he went looking for his bag that it had been 
moved back into the guest bedroom. Grining softly, he combed his receeding hair and put on a fresh 
shirt.  Karl met him with a whiskey  as he came from the room. John Denver was singing softly  in 
the background. Thom made himself promise that he would be on his best behaviour. He knew that 
Mya’s favours depended on it. He felt he could sit and sip whiskey for the night nodding solemly as 
called for. 

The first of the guests arrived. There was much hugging, air kissing and shouts of happiness. 
Thom took a good swig of liquor and sat quietly in his corner. The first  two were a married couple. 
A doctor and a solicitor, Thom couldn’t remember which was which.  With drinks in hands they 
were introduced to Mya and Thom. The next three were younger. Two women and a man. These 
were Peter, Paula and Mary. All looked to Thom as if they had spent some time in a local bar before 
arriving. He could understand that. 

And finally, the head of Karl and Nima’s organisation arrived. Thom noticed the pony tail, 
denims and sneakers and took a great fiery gulp  of whiskey. The alcohol seemed to ease his pain. 
He began to relax. The talk was about TV and recently read books. Maybe they’re all off duty 
tonight. He’d watched a lot of TV and he could read, he could cope with this. He replenished his 
own glass as no one seemed to be doing the rounds. He was generous. 
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He moved forward, ready to match their off duty chat, but, he should have known better, just 
as he approached the group, Karl spoke. ‘I just saw online, one third of the Amazon is burning. You 
know what that means?’

There were knowing nods and sighs. Thom opened his mouth to ask what it meant, but 
thought better, and poured whiskey into his open mouth instead.  Nima invited everybody to sit at 
the table and Thom followed the crowd draining his glass as he walked. Mya had saved a seat for 
him beside her so he sidled in to the table. The food, the non-meat food, was surprisingly good. 

‘This is delicious.’ He offered Nima as he spooned something unusual into his mouth.’ What 
is it?’

‘It’s spicy corn chowder.’ Nima smiled at him for the first time.
‘And wait till you taste her spinach quiche.’ Karl said cheerfully.
Thom sipped from his glass of red wine which someone had poured for him. He could 

handle this without creating an incident. Mya rubbed her knee against his thigh. Yes, things were 
definitely on the up, until Karl, who can’t leave the worlds problems outside while he entertains 
inside, offered his dinner guests a tasty morsel.

‘The global average has risen by  one, point two degrees. Greenland is melting and fast.’ He 
pronounced as Nima distributed the quiche.

‘One degree.’ Thom blurted leaving down his glass. ‘One degree. Big deal. Why only last 
week the weatherman on my TV told me that Thurdsay would be three degrees warmer, so, I knew 
not to wear a coat.’ 

There was a stunned silence and Thom took it as evidence of his brilliance. He gulped a 
congratulatory mouthful of wine. Karl spoke. ‘We are talking about global average temperature. 
You wouldn’t want to see a three degrees rise in that, my friend.’

There was a chorus of agreement. Admonished, Thom drank some more wine for 
sustenance. A nice local brew. After an uncomfortable silence, talk resumed again.  And they  were 
now on a roll. 

‘I’m more concerned.’ Said the doctor, or solicitor. ‘About species elimination.’ There were 
murmurs of sad agreement. Thom felt he had them here, he left down his glass with firmness. ‘No 
species are disapearing are they? Has anyone actually seen a species disapear?’ 

‘What about the purple marsh crab?’ Asked Nima triumphantly.
‘Yes.’ Crowed Karl. ‘That’s a good example.’ They high fived, which Thom felt was 

somewhat improper at such a table. He hadn’t even known such a creature existed, so he couldn’t 
comment on its demise. He became restless, the high fiving told him something. He sensed that he 
was becoming the adversary and he couldn’t stop the process. Indeed, he seemed hell bent on 
accelerating it. 

‘Can you not see the implications, my  friend.’ The solicitor or doctor called out. ‘Of 
Greenland melting. It will raise sea levels by five meters. A catastrophic rise for many islands and 
coastal regions.’ 

Thom frowned. They were hopping all over the environmental landscape. Perhaps to 
confuse him. He knew how to handle such manipulative tricks. He had survived the advertising 
industry. He seized control of the situation. Taking a good swig of wine and ignoring the obvious 
banter, he collected his thoughts. ‘Why then, hey Karl and Nima, I’m talkin’ to you….Why, with 
this threat of rising sea levels, are you still living by the sea, then?’ He called down the table, 
leaning forward more than was necessary to shout around Mya.  

‘This may be our last opportunity to view a scene as old as civilisation.’ Nima said solemnly. 
‘Thom.’ Mya said quietly. ‘Stop baiting them and you may have had enough to drink.’ 
‘Nonsense.’ Thom muttered. ‘I can hold me liquor woman.’ He peered into Mya’s face to 

ascertain her mood. It was difficult to fathom her stoic expression. She seemed a bit fuzzy. 
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He turned to the rest of the guests who were engaged in discussing a point raised by one of 
the young women. Something about the latest computer models on climate change. ‘It points to a 
serious carbon-cycle feedback and runaway global warming with us as powerless bystanders.’ The 
young, black haired woman spoke quietly  from the far end of the table. Thom could barely  see her. 
She kept going out of focus. He raised his voice as he felt he had an important point to make on the 
subject.

‘Look, friends, in my  business, I’ve run computer budgets and made sure I got out what I 
needed from them, see. Can’t these modelers be chasing the next global warming grant?’

‘Are you saying that I’ve falsified data for monetary  gain?’ The woman almost screamed up 
the table at him. 

Thom raised an unsteady hand to calm her. ‘Not falsified, as such. Certain information in 
and certain data out, is all I’m saying.’

‘Make him stop, make him stop.’ She was sobbing, her face in her hands. Thom felt that 
she’d definitely had too much to drink.

The young man who had accompanied her was sitting opposite to Thom. He leaned forward 
into Thoms face. ‘Listen, these are not subjective constructions, unlike your iffy  budgeting, these 
are based on fundamental laws of physics.’

The other, dry-eyed woman added. ‘We are modeling knock-on effects. Don’t you know that 
floods and droughts evident today are linked through teleconnections.’ 

‘Jargon.’ Asserted Thom. ‘You won’t reach anybody with that kind of talk. ‘
‘My point is.’ The young man continued. ‘Convection, and reflectivity  can’t be changed for 

politics or money.’ 
‘More useless jargon.’ Thom asserted, chuckling and swirling the remains of wine in his 

glass, while looking for the bottle which someone had inadvertantly  moved. ‘Get yourself a good 
advertising agency.’

‘Thom may be right.’ The denimed leader spoke for the first time, scratching his greying 
beard. ‘We need to realise that many people like Thom, here, are not maliciously hell bent on 
destroying their planet.’

‘He’s right, the bearded one is right.’ Thom called as he sensed Mya stand and move away, 
but this was too important to leave. He left down his glass. ‘I’ve become the token global citizen at 
this table. The one who doesn’t get it. I’m not the enemy. We’re not the enemy.’ He spoke stoutly in 
defence of the missing millions.  Most people are not maliciously  destroying their planet, as he said, 
the one with the beard. We just want to live our lives, have a few laughs a few beers and the 
occasional screw, you know.’ 

‘But.’ The bearded one replied staring directly at Thom, the token citizen. ‘If we wanted to 
destroy all life on earth, there is no better way than to dig up and burn as much fossil hydrocarbon 
as we can.’ 

‘Exactly!’ Triumphed Thom to much muted laughter. He unsteadily  poured himself more 
wine as he reflected that the bearded bastard might have suckered him into agreeing with them. 

But the bearded one sought to bring him back into the conversation as he addressed the rest 
of the guests, ‘Thom may have a point though, we may need to use some of the tools that we 
currently despise. Our shared space is almost hermetically sealed, we may need an irritant from 
outside to assist us.’ Thom didn’t like the allusion to an irritant, but the guru continued. ‘Remember, 
an irritant can grow a pearl.’ 

Thom couldn’t help  himself. ‘Also, an irritant can cause a horse to throw its rider.’ This 
brought an appreciative chuckle and Thom continued to insinuate himself into their hermetical 
space. ‘Look, if you want my advice, start selling your story properly.  I recall that I once used a 
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reflection by McLuhan that ‘the future isn't  what it used to be,' to sell a new car. Why can’t you use 
the same slogan to alert people to these alleged dangers?’

This caused a buzz, not all of it complimentary. Thom realising this, lost interest and 
reached for the wine bottle.  He couldn’t now recall what he had just said.  The conversation 
became a dull drone in his ears. His mind wandered and eventually settled onto what seemed like a 
sure fire hiilarious notion to regain the initiative.  He decided to share it  with the others. ‘Hey…Hey 
Karl.’ He called down the table to his host, stalling all other conversation. ‘I have an idea for a new 
song. Listen to this…..The ice is going, the sand is coming…is a-coming.  The…..well you get the 
gist of it, can you find us a nice tune and we’re in business?’

‘I don’t think that’s very funny.’ Nima snarled. 
‘No, no you’re right.’ Thom muttered. His glass fell over, spreading a red stain across the 

white linen cloth. ‘Oop! Just spilt  a drop of wine...No point in crying over....Sorry Noma....Sorry 
Karl, it seemed like a good idea at the time. no offence meant…’

Karl waved a hand in his direction, which Thom took as a  farewell wave and he climbed 
unsteadily to his feet. ‘Well, good night all. I’m away to me little love nest.’ Chuckling, he streeled 
towards the guest bedroom. He tried the handle, expecting to stagger into the room and crash on the 
bed. He found the door locked and his overnight bag outside the door, banging against his ankle. 

‘You’ve been thrown out again.’ He addressed the bag. ‘How do you keep  annoying 
people?’ 

He leaned a steadying hand against the door frame as he assessed the situation. Shit, it was 
the sofa again. Where was it? Which direction? He realised that he would have to make his way 
back into the dining room to get to the study. Shit! 

Best to put a good face on it. Picking up  his bag he straightened himself and slowly walked 
back into the room where talk was still going on. They  weren’t talking about him behind his back, 
they were on the same burning issue. The denimed one was speaking to a hushed table. 

‘Even if we stop all of our damaging behaviour today, warming will continue but it might 
stabilise at two degrees, It is my belief that at two degrees we would still witness….’

He stopped suddenly and joined the others to watch Thom’s unsteady navigation of the 
room.  Say something, Thom urged himself,  look nonchalant. ‘Well I think that the climate has 
turned very frosty.’ He declared as he reached the door to the study. ‘You now witness the very first 
climate refugee. Good night to one and all.’ He shut the door and collapsed on the sofa in an untidy 
heap.

‘Thom, Thom, wake up.’ He came awake with a fuzzy sense of himself.  The voice 
continued. ‘Can you hear me. For gods sake it’s an emergency.’

He risked opening one eye into the damaging brightness. He saw a foggy female bending 
over him. ‘Jeez, Thom, you slept in your clothes.’ She admonished. 

This was the least of his worries. Where was he. He felt he knew who he was, but why was 
this woman raising her voice so harmfully? He winced and sat up. His head was filled with cotton 
wool. Painful cotton wool. He took his head in both hands and tried to console it. She kept talking. 
He remembered now. This was Mya the woman who kept her goodies to herself. He was in her 
daughters house and hungover. It was morning. Right all the facts were assembled now he could 
deal with the world on its terms. 

‘What is it, Mya. What time is it?
‘It’s ten o’clock. But nothing is working. Nima is gone to a conference, or something in the 

city and Karl is useless.’
‘One thing at a time, Mya. Wait till I have shower.’
‘You can’t.
‘Karl is in there?’
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‘No one is in there, you just can’t.’
‘Can’t, why not?’
‘Nothing works. I told you.’ She wailed.
He stood unsteadily. ‘Right, a cup of coffee then.’
‘No coffee, nothing is working.’ Her cry became more plaintive.
‘What are you saying, Mya. We have power failure?’
‘There’s a huge storm outside, maybe that’s what caused it.’
He became aware of the soughing roar of the wind and the more muted crash of waves 

against cliffs. ‘So what is out? What is working?’
‘Everything I try is not working. Karl won’t answer me when I  talk to him. He’s strumming 

and singing that fucking song.’
‘Well, it’s his house, he’s best placed to fix this power failure.’ He walked into the dining 

area and could hear Karl’s guitar over the storm.  When he entered the lounge area, Karl was sitting 
head down fretting over his instrument. 

‘Hey, Karl, any ideas around this power out?’
Karl raised his head and smiled at  him. ‘Thom, good morning. You know, I kinda liked your 

idea for a song. What do you think of this?’ He began to pick up a tune on the guitar head bent in 
concentration. ‘Snow is a going, oh yeah! And the sand is a comin’ now..w..w..!’ He kept strumming 
and smiling. ‘What you think of what I’ve done with it? Are you happy?’

‘Shit, I don’t care. I understand we got  no power to shower, or to eat. Forget the fucking 
song.’

‘I think the next part should build on that.’ Karl raised his voice over the increasing storm. 
‘Something like…. “There’s no knowing, yeah, what the drumming means, oh yeah!’

‘Shit, Mya, there’s no talking to him. Where is the fuse board?’
‘I don’t know. Oh, Thom fix it, I need to do my hair.’
‘Is there a basement?’
‘There’s a door in the hall that leads down. I’ve never been down.’
Thom found the door and a light switch which didn’t work. He cautiously went down. His 

eyes grew accustomed to the dim light. He flicked on his lighter and inched forward until he found 
the fuse board. He had hoped to find a blown fuse or trip switch. But the board showed no sign of 
distress. He stood uncertainly. There was no easy solution. He inched his way back upstairs to 
where an increasingly distraught Mya waited.  ‘No good.’ He declared. ‘I can’t see any reason for 
the power out, must be the storm.’

‘But, Thom, we’re helpless.’ Mya declared. ‘We can’t eat or wash or do our hair or anything. 
It’s terrible.’ 

‘Well, if Karl won’t help  and the house is useless. We’ll just have to drive to the nearby 
filling station. Do our washing and eating there.’ Thom decided. 

‘Oh, Thom, it’s so uncivilised.’
‘Nonsense, people have been utilising these facilities for years as they drive about.’ Thom 

assured her. ‘It’ll be fine.’
Karl was still in composing mode, head bent in communion with his guitar. ‘Sand…sand…

wo…wo….sand.’ He warbled.  
‘Christ.’ Thom swore as he collected his car keys and led Mya to the front door. As he 

opened the door they were met with heavy, gusting winds and drumming rain. The car was parked 
where he had left it two days ago. A short  distance away on a summers day, but a daunting space in 
the heavy rain. 
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Thom leaned forward and rain danced on his thinning hair. ‘Christ, look at that rain. We'll 
have to make a run for the car.’ He muttered to Mya, who handed him a tiny decorative umbrella 
from the hallstand.

They  began a hasty dash towards the car. Mya screamed as they ran. ‘My hair...my 
hair...Thom hold the umbrella over me.’ 

A breathless Thom gasped as he ran. ‘I'm trying to carry your vanity case. I'll get the car 
door open.’ He zapped the self-locking mechanism to allow them to make a speedy entrance. Both 
of them grabbed at doors and scrambled into the protective interior. Thom setteled himself in  the 
drivers seat, shaking rain from his eyes,. He inserted the key to set the car in motion. 

‘Oh, I'm soaked.’ Mya wailed. ‘Look at me...No, don't look at me.’
Ignoring her, Thom turned the ignition key. Nothing happened. The engine refused to 

respond. There was  a lonely click and nothing else. Thom sat perplexed. This rarely happened to 
him. He bought new, reliable cars. He looked at a pale Mya. And he tried again. ‘There is probably 
nothing more useless in the world than a car that won’t start.’ He muttered to himself as rain on the 
windscreen obscured all in front of him. ‘What the fuck is going on?’ 

‘Let's go, let's go.’ Mya demanded. ‘I want to get my face on.’
‘What the hell.’ Thom muttered. ‘What the hell is wrong with the car?
Mya looked over at him through sagging hair. ‘What is it, Thom? Why aren't we moving?’
‘The car won't start. It's always been reliable. Shit! We’re stuck.’ 
‘Can't you lift the front part and look in?
‘Of course I could, but  what would that do?’ He snapped. ‘I'm not a car mechanic. I get it 

serviced regularly. I don't have a clue what goes on under there. I'll try it again.’
This time the engine wheezed impotently and pleaded for respite. ‘It's no good, Mya This 

car aint going anywhere.’ Thom declared.
‘What can we do?’
‘We've gotta go back inside. No point in sitting out here in this weather.’
Mya began to sob. ‘This was supposed to be a special weekend.’
Thom placed his arm around her slumped shoulder. This wasn’t a cuddle. ‘Well, it looks like 

we're stuck here. We'd better make the best of it. Ready for the dash back into the house?’
Mya composed herself. ‘Okay.’
Thom looked into her stricken face and spoke gently. ‘I'll hold the umbrella over your hair.’
Mya smiled softly at him. ‘I think it's too late for that.’
They  ran back into the house. Karl was still strumming quietly. Shaking rain from their 

clothing, they ignored him and walked through the house. ‘There must be some way to do the things 
we want to do.’ Thom reasoned in a house that had become as useless as a stalled car. ‘I suppose we 
could rub two stick together and start a fire.’ 

‘It’s not funny, Thom.’ Mya chided. ‘We need to figure out things.’
‘Well without power and transport, we’re fucked.’ Thom asserted and Karl  stopped playing 

and raised his smiling face. ‘Well done, lesson learnt.’ He left down the guitar and stood in the 
middle of the floor clasping his hands together. God, is he going to sing his new song for us. Thom 
worried. But Karl had other things on his mind.

‘You were right Thom, last night.’
‘I was, how?’
‘Too much jargon loses most people, you were right.’
‘Good, but right now….’
‘Right now you are faced with the loss of your energy and helpless. You are engaged with an 

immediate problem, not like last night when you were in denial.’
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‘Listen, I’m in too much pain for this. Are you saying, that you engineered this, including 
my car?’ Thom hissed. 

‘A little manipulation to bring home to you both what is in store very soon if we don’t act 
together.’

‘Why am I being inconvenienced.’ Mya shouted. ‘If Thom is in denial, why  stop  me from 
fixing my hair, I mean look at me.’

‘Thom is in denial, Mya and you never even engaged.’ Karl offered. ‘Giving you both, facts 
and more facts won’t work. I had to resort to more extreme measures. You both, like most people 
respond to immediate threats, not to long term ones that can be put off.’

‘But if switching off all energy is the only answer, we’re doomed anyway.’ Thom replied, 
geting involved in spite of his annoyance. ‘Society would grind to a halt and billions die.’  

‘Thom, we are already in a drastic situation. The climate has climbed by  one degree, we 
need to hold it at two degrees. If it goes beyond that, it could escalate beyond our control. We could 
precipitate the worst extinction of all historical time. We must find ways to stabilise global warming 
at two degrees.’

‘You are talking to a man who doesn’t give a fuck.’ Thom snarled. ‘In six months I’ll be in a 
position of sublime indifference.’ 

‘And I’m going to tell Nima that you deliberately  switched off all the power. It’s a 
disgraceful way to treat your mother-in-law.’ Mya wailed.

‘Sorry, Mya. I was trying to reach Thom with this information.’
‘And I’m standing here with my hair all a mess, so that you can make a point. It’s a 

disgrace.’
‘Why do you need to reach me?’ Thom asked, trying to ignore his stomach ferment.
‘You may be finished with this world, Thom.’ Karl responded. ‘But I hear you have two 

sons. Grown now I’d imagine and with children?’
‘My youngest, Ivor, has two children.’
‘There you are Thom, your grandchildren need a world to grow up in. I’m sure you’ve made 

some arrangements for their future?’
‘I have settled educational trusts on them, if you must know.’ 
‘Exactly.’ Karl enthused. ‘You’re thinking about their future, but they may be too busy 

surviving to think about college by then.’
Thom was feeling desolate enough, he didn’t need the addition of such bleak news. Mya 

was about to speak, but Thom silenced her with a raised hand. ‘Are you issuing threats against my 
grandchildren?’ He asked Karl.

‘I’m not threatening them. I’m trying to save them. You on the other hand, may  be putting 
their future in jeopardy.’ 

‘Me? I’m doing nothing.’
‘Exactly.’ Karl asserted. ‘You’re doing nothing about the situation. It’s people like you that 

have to be convinced of the dangers, so that you will take a longer-term view. So that you can, in 
great numbers, put pressure on politicians to change policies’

‘How will that  affect the physics?’ Thom asked. He tried to ignore his gnawing stomach. 
The problem set by Karl intrigued him. 

‘The physics is not the problem. The problem is in the politics and the economics. ’ Karl 
responded. 

‘And I suppose those are changeable.’
‘Exactly, but we must hurry. Already our future has been substantially written by our past.’ 
‘I’m still not convinced that it’s as serious as you say.’ Thom paused for breath. ‘Haven’t 

most of these environmental predictions proved wrong or been overstated in the past?’
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‘Would you cancel fire alarms, just because some times they are wrong?’ Karl  asked. 
Thom was about to respond when Mya exploded. ‘Chrissake, shut up  the pair of you. I’m 

standing here with my….my needs and you two are talking, I don’t know….philosophy, or 
something. You are not nice people.’

Karl sighed. ‘I’ll switch on the power shortly, Mya, but you are right. I fear that people 
living in the future hell, we’ll leave them, will say that none of us were nice people.’ 

Just then, a car pulled into the space in front of the house. They  all stood waiting as a wet 
Nima dashed in. ‘Hi, everybody. Just back from my lobbying. Why is everybody standing around?’

 ‘Nima…’ Mya began when the floor and walls shook and a great sundering roar filled the 
house. It  came from the back garden. Everybody went to the patio window and through the pelting 
rain, they saw the entire lawn and seating area tilt  into the raging sea. The boxwood hedge and its 
insect life, had gone to be followed by  the table and chairs as almost the entire garden fell away out 
of sight. Only a ragged edge of grass remained clinging to the back of the house. The sea, now 
much closer began to send its crashing spray directly against the patio window. 

The group fell back from this violent assault. The patio glass rattled dangerously and cracks 
appeared in an upper pane. Karl and Nima looked at each other in panic, the future was here. Mya 
screamed and collapsed, her hair splayed in mortification across the floor. Thom went to the 
whiskey bottle, there would be no nookie tonight either, and possibly  never again. ‘Stop the world 
and let me off.’ He sighed.

And the heat rose.......     
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Chapter Two; 'Ajib and Yuki @ 2 degrees Celsius. 

 ‘Allura! You gotta be kiddin’ me. Her name is Allura.’ Yuki whispered to Ajib. ‘Shit! how 
prescient was that? To name a baby Allura and to see her grow into such a vision.’ 
 ‘I know.’ Ajib groaned. ‘Look at her legs. The length of them. Have you seen her stand?’ 
 ‘And what about her tiny  breasts?’ Yuki joined him in erotic moaning. ‘I just love them, pert is 
the term I’d use.’
 ‘Stop staring, she’ll notice.’ Ajib advised. They both returned to the physics books they  were 
reading for next weeks exams. But both kept catching the other peering at her over the top of their 
respective tomes. 
 ‘Do you think she’s still a virgin?’ Ajib whispered.
 ‘Course she is.’ Yuki asserted. ‘Just look at her, ice cool, untouched. No one dares go near 
her.’ 
 ‘Imagine caressing that cool skin.‘ They both sighed in unison while Allura sat two tables 
away in the college library, alone and apparently oblivious of the emotions she was generating in 
her fellow students......
 Ajib, now from the vantage point of forty years hence, smiled at this fragment of memory 
surfaced. He sipped his G&T on the verandah of his Kenyan holiday home and listened to the 
mosquitos buzz angrily at the net which excluded them. 
 He recalled his almost total awe in the presence of this tall beauty and the way they  both 
goaded each other to approach her, knowing that neither had the courage to do it.  Until one day, he 
must have said something that actually goaded Yuki to stand and walk to her study table and bend 
over her. He recalled how he had held his breath as Yuki spoke to her and she looked up from her 
book. He had expected a cool rebuff, but instead she had smiled a very welcoming smile. She 
seemed almost to welcome his intrusion. Yuki sat opposite to her and they began a conversation 
while Ajib gurned silently. 
 Dissatisfied with this memory, he rose and refreshed his drink from the nearby table. His man 
servant had the night off and he must fend for himself. He sat and tried to recall a more pleasant 
memory, one where he triumphed over Yuki.  He chuckled, there were plenty of those. They just 
kept coming. 
 ‘What the hell did you go to the media with this story, Ajib?’
 ‘Because you were wrong to use a biased source for a UN report.’
 ‘Biased? Dick Murray is a respected physicist.’ 
 ‘And a leading member of STOP.’ 
 ‘But he was a climate scientist before he joined ‘Save The Only Planet.’
  ‘God, what an acronym. A bit contrived isn’t it? 
 ‘I suppose it is.’
 ‘ It’s not even grammatical when you come to think of it.’ 
 ‘I guess not.’ 
 ‘Why didn’t you get them to try, Stop Hurting Innocent Terra.’
 ‘Very funny.’ 
 ‘But seriously, Yuki, Some of the claims he made were propagandist about the potentials of 
renewable energy and you were worse, you selected the most optimistic modeling scenario he 
used.’
 ‘They  were used in good faith. We have two tasks, to alert people to the dangers  of global 
warming and to offer good alternatives.’
 ‘This kind of behaviour discredits your cause.’
 ‘The investigation found no evidence of fraud or scientific misconduct, remember that.’
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 ‘Just a lack of transparency.’
 ‘You really can be a shit, sometimes you know that?’
  ‘I did my bit by drawing attention to your use of  Murray is all.’
 ‘It’s not all, I got canned. I’m out of work a month before my maraige’ 
 ‘That I’m genuinely sorry about.’
 ‘Are you?’
 Was he? He sipped and tried to recall just how he had felt at that moment. He was actually 
wondering how Allura would take it. Would she despise him for outing her future husband? Would 
he even be invited to the wedding now? 
 But he was, he recalled a funny  bit of his speech where he declared; ‘If I’m the best man, how 
come Allura is marrying Yuki?’ That got as bit  of nervous laughter going. He sipped, it was getting 
dark but the heat did not seem to be dying. 
 Of course, Yuki found work soon with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The 
good old IPCC. He was too good a scientist to be unemployed for long. But this was when, he 
recalled, they really got into serious conflict. The next memory to be treated was probably the first 
really serious row they’d had and Ajib was still convinced that Yuki had over reacted. That was also 
the moment when his own career took a turn, he was still not sure for the best or for the worst. He 
sipped, even now the jury was out. And Yuki as usual blamed him.....
 ‘What the fuck did you do that for?’
 ‘You dared me to.’
 ‘When?’
 ‘The night we celebrated your first wedding anniversary.’ 
 ‘Shit I was drunk.’
 ‘Nevertheless, you dared me to devise a counter argument to the IPCC position.’  
 ‘But you could have given it to me, it  was private bet, rather than present it at a public forum 
on the subject. You embarrassed Professor Mulcair as chair of the session.’
 ‘Fuck him, the old wind bag.’
 ‘But why did you do it, Ajib, were you having a go at me for some reason?’ 
 ‘Because as I assembled the data as a joke Yuki, I began to really  question the IPCC models, 
I’m convinced that they are too sensitive and are producing too much global warming.’
 ‘I don’t  fuckin’ believe this. You go off to the library for half a day and come back with this 
cockamamey notion and announce it at a serious conference.
 ‘Yuki, I’m convinced that increasing CO2 alone can not explain recent global warming.’
 ‘But you are accepting that there is global warming?’
 ‘Oh yes, but we’re not causing it by burning gas, it’s a natural, adjustable cycle.’
 ‘Oh sweet Jesus, Ajib, forget this looney stuff and help  me with the assembly of the data that 
matters.’
 ‘Become your assistant?’
 ‘No, we work together.’ 
 ‘You want me inside the tent, eh.’
 ‘Goodnight Ajib. I’m tired, we’ll talk in the morning. Allura will fret if I stay  up too late 
drinking with you.’  Allura usually accompanied Yuki to these events and Ajib was always glad to 
see her although she rarely  sat through their fractious debates.  Yuki took up his drink and left the 
bar of the London Hilton.  Ajib sat for a while in contemplation. Most of the lights were out in the 
bar and only one or two other drinkers were still there. Eventually he drained his glass and went in 
search of the elevator. 
 He had only found his room and closed the door behind him when he heard a soft knock on 
the door. Was it  Yuki come to apologise? He sort of hoped it  would be Allura come to say  she would 
make it up  to him for her husband’s lack of understanding.  Smiling he opened the door to find a 
stranger standing there.
 ‘Mr Ajib Dowson?’
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 ‘Yes can I help you?’
 ‘I believe that you can. May I come in?’ 
 ‘No you may not. What do you want?’
 ‘My name is Dave Krugman and I was at the climate session earlier this evening. I found your 
presentation very interesting.’ 
 ‘Well thank you, good night.’
 ‘Hold on, I want to put a proposal to you.’ Ajib recalled that Krugman actually used his foot 
as a door blocker like a desperate salesman. ‘I can get funding, substantial funding to assist you 
further your research into the matters you alluded to tonight.’ 
 ‘You can, well come in, why are you standing out there in the hallway?’ Krugman followed 
his foot into the room.’
 Ajib ushered Krugman in and closed the door behind them. He went to the bar and offered his 
visitor a drink. He declined. Ajib poured himself a large whiskey as Krugman continued to outline 
his proposal. ‘I represent an organisation called the Friends of Sensible Development, ever heard of 
them?’
 ‘Can’t say that I have. Did you say sustainable development?’
 ‘No, sensible.’
 ‘I see, and who are these people?’
 ‘They prefer to remain anonymous.’ 
 ‘I’ll bet.’
 ‘But Mr Dowson, if you now sense that climate sensitivity is indeed considerably less than the 
IPCC claims it to be and that  you have an alternative explanation, then we can fund your research to 
allow a counter voice to be heard.’ 
 ‘I have an idea, but to be fully  developed it will require considerable resources including 
satellite time.’ 
 ‘That’s no problem, the friends have deep pockets.’
 And so it began. His life long tussle with life long friend Yuki. But they also shared intimate 
drunken moments like the time in the Paris Hilton, when Yuki confided in him....
 Yuki cupped her tiny, pert breast in his hand and babbled. ‘You’re breasts are beautiful 
and...and pert!’ He fondled and waited for her grateful response but none came, she just returned his 
kiss. He chuckled, his ineptitude would have been nothing compared to that of Ajir if he had tried 
his line. ‘Do you know.’ He whispered. ‘That Ajir fell in love with your legs?’
 Again this was met with silence. She was clearly enjoying lying in his embrace but was not 
responding as he’d expected, usually such compliments as part of foreplay, he had found, resulted 
in grateful thanks and generous sharing of said attributes. 
 His research mind kicked in. He pulled back from her and propped himself on an elbow. ‘I’ve 
just paid you a compliment and you’ve behaved indifferently, why?’ 
 ‘You didn’t compliment me.’ She said quietly as she also propped herself on a facing elbow. 
‘Somehow, you’ve decided to compliment my genes. I didn’t design my breasts or my legs.’ 
 ‘God, you’re very factual.’ He moaned deflated, this was his best and only move. 
 ‘That doesn’t mean that I don’t want to have you caress my breasts and I wrap my legs around 
you.’ She whispered as she tugged him towards her. ‘I’m very happy to use the equipment I’ve been 
provided with.’  So saying, she took Yuki in her warm embrace and they lost all sense of 
practicality. Ajib and Yuki laughed at this exchange between lovers.  
 ‘I shouldn’t be telling you this.’ Yuki muttered drunkenly.
 ‘No, no, it’s sweet.’ Ajib assured him. ‘It’ll be our secret,eh.’
 And then things began to get fractious as Ajib with the resources of Friends of Sensible 
Development, stepped up his research and really got up Yuki’s nose.....
 Ajib struggled with indifferent memory to recall where that confrontation had been.   Oh yes, 
the Hilton in Stockholm. Another Hilton another show.  He recalled that Allura had been there for 
this scene. He had intended to wait until she had left them before explaining his position to Yuki, 
but Yuki had forced him to introduce his topic. 
 ‘What are you doing, Ajib? Why are you muddying the waters? 
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 ‘It’s not obfuscation, Yuki, there is a very  credible alternative to the IPCC climate models. It 
is based on the PCO research.’
 “Oh please!’
 ‘I’m saying I can mimic the major features of the global average temperature change as 
presented by the IPCC as proof of runaway warming.’
 ‘No one has said runaway just yet.‘ 
 ‘But you will, it’s how scaremongering escalates.’  
 ‘Stop trying to turn us into the villians.’ 
 ‘Scaring people is how environmental terrorists operate. You won’t accept that the warming 
trends are mostly natural. There is also mounting observational evidence that the climate system is 
much less sensitive to carbon dioxide emissions than the IPCC’s climate models simulate.’
 ‘So what should we do with all the assembled evidence?’
 ‘Just become homo mind its ownbusinesseicus.’ 
 ‘And let corporative destructivicus, continue as usual?’ 
 ‘Let’s get serious, Yuki, you should know that I have assembled incontrovertible satellite 
evidence that  the climate system is much less sensitive to greenhouse gas emissions than the U.N.’s 
IPCC climate models suggest that it is.’
 ‘What satellite evidence?’
 ‘This is my point. you are so wedded to the main arguments for global warming being man 
made, that when challenged you say, what else could it be? After all, you keep saying, we know that 
our calculations show that increasing carbon dioxide concentrations are sufficient to explain recent 
warming, so what’s the point of looking for any other cause, isn’t that your position?
 ‘But this is true, mankind’s CO2 emissions over the last 100 years. are strong enough to have 
caused the global warming we’re witnessing’
 ‘They are not!’
 ‘Are too.’
 ‘Listen, Yuki I should tell you that I’ve been engaged by a group, The Friends of Sensible 
Development, to present my counter evidence to the conference tomorrow. I’ll show documented 
satellite evidence contradicting the IPCC models on the subject of climate sensitivity, I’ve made 
simple graphs to contrast the IPCC-projected warming from a doubling of atmospheric carbon 
dioxide with the warming that would result  if the climate sensitivity  is as low as implied by various 
kinds of observational evidence.’
 ‘My modeling over the past.....’
 ‘Yuki, hear yourself. My computer modeling. Human influenced modeling. You, with your 
predjuces inputting, as opposed to my objective satellite data. It’s a no brainer.’ 
 ‘Please Ajir, don’t sell me out, don’t sell out the planet. I know you are intelligent enough to 
concoct data to support any proposition, but this is too serious.’
 ‘I am in possession of the same data as you in the IPCC. I have the same frequency histogram 
of total feedback parameters in all climate models tracked by  the IPCC over the past  five years.  I 
have them and I can contrast them with the same calculations from satellite data. And, Yuki, I arrive 
at entirely different conclusions.’
 ‘Why are you telling me this?’
 ‘As the matador pities the bull, I.....’ He looked across at Allura sitting quietly  sipping her 
coffee and he changed tack. ‘I just want you to see it coming and for you to prepare a gracious exit.’
 ‘Fuck you! You are very confident.’
 ‘I am and do you know why? I’ve discovered a new media buzz word. I shouldn’t be telling 
you this, but I care. We are all asking what has caused the warming seen over the last 100 years or 
so, right?
 ‘Right.’
 ‘Tada! Tomorrow I will present new evidence that most  of the warming could be the result of 
a natural cycle in cloud cover forced by a well-known mode of natural climate variability, the 
Pacific Decadal Oscillation, or PDO to it’s friends.’
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 ‘That’s horse shit! From what I know of it, this PDO is located over and influences weather 
patterns mainly over North America.’
 ‘While the PDO is primarily a geographic rearrangement in atmospheric and oceanic 
circulation patterns in the North Pacific, it is well known that such regional changes can also 
influence weather patterns over much larger areas, for instance North America or the entire 
Northern Hemisphere, which is, by the way, the region over which the vast majority of global 
warming has occurred, Tada, again.’
 ‘But this is just not true. Some of most rapid warming is happening at the poles.’ 
 ‘Nevertheless, The Friends of Sensible Development love it. They are lobbying even as we 
speak.’
 ‘Well I think I can cancel your cloud nonsense.’
 ‘So what have you got?’
 ‘I’ve marshaled forty  years of credible research, your data is only for ten years at most, when 
I present this wealth of data........’ 
 ‘No good, my friend, you still haven’t grasped the media aspect of this. You need a killer 
soundbite and I’ve come up with a new one. The media will eat this up. Wait for it.’  Ajib held out 
both arms and grinned at Yuki and Allura. ‘Feedback strips’ He shouted. ‘This as you’ll no doubt 
see, is connected with intraseasonal fluctuations in the climate system, but the public won’t, they’ll 
just hear that the satellite is telling them a more comforting story.’
 ‘Shit, Allura, how do I cope with him?’ Yuki turned to his wife. 
 ‘Perhaps listen to him. He always seems to know how to get his message across.’
 ‘Thank you Allura.’ Ajib said. ‘You always were more practical.’ He smiled at her and Yuki 
gurned.’ 
 ‘But he’s basing these predictions on a limited period of study, less than ten years. We’ve been 
collating for half a century.’ Yuki could not let it go, particularly as he saw Allura being won over. 
 ‘Agreed.’ Ajib had said. ‘These satellite measurements  span only seven or eight years, but 
they  still strongly support the Pacific Decadal Oscillation as a potential major player in global 
warming and climate change.’
 ‘And what if you’re wrong and people go on behaving as they are and it all collapses?’
 ‘And what if I’m right and people can go on living a decent life as they have done?’
 ‘See what I mean Allura? Always the smart answer.’ 
 ‘I’m going to bed, I can’t cope with your adolescent jousting.’ 
 And the years rolled by with stalled conference after stalled conference. Always the same, an 
agreement to meet again in a few years and try  again for more agreement. The Friends were estatic.  
Ajib chuckled as he recalled how television entered the fray at a conference in New York. 
 ‘Are you up for it, Yuki, a joust as Allura calls it, live on television?’
 ‘Why would we want to do that?’ 
 ‘It’s a trade off, they  get their show of two boffins knocking lumps off each other and we both 
get a chance to introduce our ideas to a wider audience than the usual conference crowd.’
 ‘I’d find it difficult to get my data across in the format of a live TV programme.’ Yuki fretted.
 ‘That’s always your problem.’ Ajib offered. ‘You lose most of the conference crowd as well. 
Stop calling it data and talk to people.’
 ‘You’ll be better at this than me.’ 
 ‘That’s a given, but  you can still get some idea of the enormity of the problem out to folks 
who never hear about it.’ 
 ‘Ok, I’ll give it a try.’
 ‘Fine I’ll set  it up with the channel. We’re both in New york next week and that’s where we 
can do it.’
 And so.....Young Teddy Rhyme, new to television hosting but already establishing himself as 
a consumate practitioner, pranced in front of the cameras and announced; ‘Good evenin’ folks, this 
evenin’ we gotta ‘End of the World’ theme goin’ for you.’  The crowd loved it and clapped and 
cheered. ‘We got Cha Cha and Chatter.’ He announced as the orchestra struck up  a cha cha tune for 
him to prance to. The cameras panned across to the seating area and viewers saw a trio waiting. An 
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older man and a young couple. Ajib and Yuki sat fascinated in the green room watching this on a 
monitor.  They were on next. 

Teddy Rhyme stopped dancing and put on a dumbfounded look and came and sat in front of 
the trio on the couch. ‘So, tell me what you got. I hear you have definite proof about this 
Armageddon event, have you?’ 

‘Yessir, absolutely.’ The older man answered with quivering conviction. The young woman 
and the teenage boy nodded in agreement. ‘The Second coming is….coming.’ 

‘Wow!’ Teddy gasped and turned to his audience. ‘Any of you folks hear about this?’  
‘Don’t joke about this…Mr. Rhyme.’ The woman insisted. ‘This is serious business.’ 
‘If you’re right, it  certainly is.’ Teddy agreed. ‘So, tell me about the evidence you’ve stacked 

up.’
‘Antichrist is coming.’ The woman intoned.
‘Evidence is all around for those that care to see.’ The youngster announced.
‘I care….I care.’ Teddy protested. ‘But I still can’t discern the clues, you gotta help me out 

here folks.’ 
The younger two turned to the older man and he began to tick things off on his fingers. 

‘Take the rise of Islam, gay marriages, stem cell stuff, abortions, earthquakes,’ He started on the 
other hand. ‘Tsunami, earthquakes, I think I said that already, corruption, terrorism, immorality and 
lots more. The world is a cesspool and God is coming to clean it up. End times is nigh’

‘Will there be signs?’
‘I just finished giving you signs.’
‘So, okay after the signs, what can we expect?’
‘The Rapture.’
‘The Rapture, what’s that?’
‘That’s when true believers get carried up  to heaven…..and the rest.’ The trio glared 

meaningfully at Teddy. ‘The rest get seven years of tribulation with the Antichrist.’
‘Only seven years…. Jeez, I’ve already had ten years of tribulation with this network.’
‘Scoff at your peril, Mr. Rhyme, you’ll get yours when the end of times arrives.’
‘You folks being straight with me?’
‘We aint never less’n straight when we’re on the lords business.’ 
‘So, you’re saying to me and these folks in the studio, we all better straighten up an’ fly 

right.’
‘Yessir, Couldn’t’ a put it better myself. God bless you.’
‘And god bless you. Give them a big hand folks and it’s time for us to get another 

perspective on this world’s end business, will you welcome two climatologists who can give it 
straight from the horses mouth, after a word from our sponsors.’ The band struck up a sombre tune 
and a nervous Ajib and Yuki were ushered on to the couch and they  were live and Teddy minced 
towards the pair and asked. ‘So tell me, doctors,what are our viewers to make of this clamorous 
climate change stuff?’ Are we to curl up and die or what?’ Will we be too warm to wear an overcoat 
in the afterlife?’
 ‘Of course not, Mr. Rhyme.’ Ajir said as Yuki opened his mouth to correct such inaccuracies. 
‘Things are going to get better, don’t worry.’
 ‘Hold on.’ Yuki intervened. ‘Things are not going to get better. This kind of simplistic 
explanation is not helpful.’ 
 Teddy held his face in his hands and turned a worried face to camera.’ Better, worse? What’a a 
boy to believe?’ The audience loved it. Yuki was distracted by the audience clapping and laughing. 
Some of the laughter might be directed at him. 
 Ajib was not so affected, he recalled. ‘You see, Teddy.’ He explained carefully. ‘My friend 
here is going on the assumptions of the IPCC, which feels that these natural fluctuations in weather 
patterns should be discounted as a cause climate change. They say  that cloudiness could not cause 
global warming.’
 Teddy paused in his gyrations. The audience also paused, he was their barometer. ‘But hold 
on, we simple folks have always believed that clouds caused cooling, even rain perhaps.’
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 ‘They  do, but they  may do more.’ Ajib proclaimed. ‘Unfortunately, our global observations of 
cloudiness have not been complete or accurate enough to document such a change…until recently.’
 ‘And now....?  Teddy asked nervously as he crept towards his giggling audience. 
 ‘Now we can show theoretically  that  daily random variations in cloudiness can actually  cause 
substantial decadal time-scale variability on ocean temperatures.’
 ‘And that all means?’ Teddy scratched his head in confusion to nervous tittering. 
 ‘The evidence continues to mount that the IPCC models are too sensitive, and therefore 
produce too much global warming.’
 ‘They are scaring us unnecessarily?’
 ‘Exactly,’ Ajib asserted. ‘If climate sensitivity is indeed considerably less than the IPCC 
claims it to be, then increasing CO2 alone can not explain recent global warming.’ 
 ‘Hold on.’ Yoki shouted. He’d finally found his voice. ‘You’ve asserted that the evidence 
continues to mount that the IPCC models produce too much global warming when we’re not even 
allowing for the explosion of methane not even predicted by our most pessimistic models?’ 
 ‘Decadal’s and methane, my poor brain.’ Teddy  moaned and swayed holding his head, his 
audience laughed. ‘Now you may not be losing my audience, but you are certainly  losing me.’ 
Teddy asserted to more nervous laughter. ‘What are we to take from all these fine portmanteou 
words?’
 ‘What we are saying is relax.’ Ajib soothed. ‘Chaotic variations in cloud cover occur on time 
scales of sometimes decades and centuries. This explains the Medieval Warm Period and the Little 
Ice Age?’
 ‘So we’ve survive before?’ Teddy asked.
 ‘Exactly.’ Ajib asserted.
 ‘Well thank you doctor’s and we’ll all boogie easier tonight.’
 The audience was still perplexed.  Teddy sensed that he was losing his audience with this line 
of debate, the Armageddon crowd had been better. ‘I’m afraid gents that you’ve both only 
succeeded in clouding the whole issue for us. I think folks.’ He addressed his silent audience. ‘I 
think we’ll leave the matter in the capable hands of the good doctors. They’ll find a cure for us, no 
doubt.’ 
 Ajib and Yuki sat and stared at each other and at Teddy’s back, they had been dismissed. 
Teddy had moved forward to become more intimate with his audience. ‘Well gentle folks.’ Teddy 
wrapped up. ‘I wouldn’t have predicted such heat, even warmth from our two guests. Good night 
and sleep well, we have fine scientists doing our fighting for us.’  
 These were his memories, he realised as dropped ice into his refreshed drink. Maybe he had 
not always been so devastatingly successful in debate. Hadn’t Yuki finally  convinced him around 
the time of the Dublin Climate Conference? 
 He had just  checked into the Hilton outside Dublin, when he heard Yuki call his name. 
Turning he saw his colleague approaching, alone. ‘Hi.’ He called. ‘Traveling alone?’ 
 ‘Yeah.’ Yuki replied as he dropped his overnight bag at his feet at reception. ‘Allura has 
relatives in London. She decided to go visit them instead of sitting through another re-run.’
 ‘Yeah, she can always catch the next one. Same old same old.’ Ajib laughed. 
 He recalled that Yuki didn’t  join him in the levity, instead as he signed in, he spoke over his 
shoulder to Ajib. ‘Listen, Ajib, I need to talk to you urgently about some unsettling data I’ve 
received. Can you meet me for dinner in an hour?’
 ‘If the IPCC is paying, my friends are close to penury.’ 
 ‘I suspect your friends own half the planet.’ Yuki had said drily then he headed for the 
elevator. ‘Got to get some more data just sent to me, talk to you later.’ 
 Later, as they idled over dessert, Yuki handed over some hard copies of new information he’d 
just received. ‘Ajib, this game of kick the can down the road, has to stop. We’ve just  encountered a 
game changer. We’ve unsettled large amounts of methane in the Arctic region. 
 He kept speaking as Ajib studied the text. ‘This report from our survey team  up there, shows 
that methane that should be kept under wraps is now spreading extensively. They’ve found that 
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more than 90 percent  of the deep water and more than 60 percent of surface water in the region now 
has methane levels more than eight times that of normal seawater.’
 ‘Wait, let me read this.’ Ajib pleaded but Yuki could not wait, he had to explain what it 
contained. ‘We’ll have to revise our climate models significantly. No climate model currently 
incorporates the amplifying feedback from methane released by a defrosting tundra. Methane, if 
you remember your science, is a greenhouse gas more than 30 times more potent than carbon 
dioxide.’
 ‘I wouldn’t worry  so.’ Ajib had offered. ‘Methane gas oxidises into carbon dioxide before it 
reaches the surface.’
 ‘You asshole, are you preparing your rebuttal already? That can only happen in deep water, 
but in the shallows of the East Siberian Arctic Shelf, methane simply doesn’t  have enough time to 
oxidise, which means, are you following this, more of it will escape into the atmosphere.’
 Yuki paused, but only  long enough to get some more oxygen. ‘We estimate that there’s some 
1.5 trillion tons of frozen carbon up  there, that’s twice as much as is currently  contained in the 
atmosphere.  Ajib, wake up! The carbon has been locked in a freezer for millions of years. But that 
freezer is in the part of the planet warming up  the fastest. Stephen King couldn’t  write such scary 
stuff.’
 Ajib recalled that for once he’d been flumoxed by  Yuki’s vehemence. The best  he could do as 
he remembered it went something like this: ‘There are still too many if’s and but’s in this material.’
 ‘Where?’ Yuki had shouted, drawing a tut  from a passing waiter. ‘Show me one equivocation 
or qualification.’
 And of course he couldn’t. ‘If you gave me time to read it, I might be able to draw your 
attention to several.’ Was the best he’s been able to come up with. 
 “Our survey was designed to work out how much methane might be released by future ocean 
warming.’ Yuki spoke quietly now, he felt he had a more docile audience. ‘We did not expect  to 
discover such strong evidence that this process has already  started. The team witnessed thousands 
of methane plumes on the ocean floor.’
 He leaned over and pointed to a diagramme. ‘The amount of methane currently  coming out of 
the East Siberian Arctic Shelf is comparable to the amount coming out of the rest  of the world’s 
oceans.’  Yuki sighed tiredly. ‘We have never even factored methane into any of our models, it was 
unquantifiable, but we always suspected that it was the wild card in the carbon cycle. Well it has 
just been played, Ajib, it has just been played.’ 
 ‘Shit.’ Ajib had muttered and Yuki allowed himself a tiny smile in spite of the serious nature 
of the discussion. Yuki pressed on. ‘Do you get it?  Release of even a fraction of the huge amount of 
methane stored in the shelf could trigger abrupt climate warming. Abrupt and uncontrollable, Ajib.’
 Ajib didn’t dare mention clouds in the face of such material. Yuki was breathless as he 
continued. ‘It is increasingly clear that if the world strays significantly above 450 ppm atmospheric 
concentrations of carbon dioxide for any  length of time, we will find it  unimaginably difficult  to 
stop short of 800 to 1000 ppm. It will runaway from us!’
 ‘There’s your soundbite.’ Ajib banged the table. ‘Runaway, get with it and run with it.’ He 
tried to banter but Yuki became incensed. 
 ‘Fuck sake, Ajib, this is gone beyond joking. We are now pouring methane and carbon dioxide 
into the amosphere in a fashion not seen since the Permian period. That period, as you may recall 
from your studies, was the worst crisis ever endured by life on earth. The closest we have come to 
the total extinction of all life on the planet. We almost  became a dead rock in space. This time it’s 
going to happen in a shorter time frame and we may not be as lucky.’  
 Ajib had shook his head in bafflement. How had we let it  get this bad? If it  is this bad, he 
asserted silently, I’ll have to check this for myself. There may still be time to work in an alternative 
version for tomorrow’s presentation.
 ‘Did you hear what I said?’ Yuki asked, bringing him back to the conversation. 
 ‘What did you say?’ He had asked, unsettled by the information.
 ‘I said that  I’m going to ask for a clear commitment tomorrow to an immediate emergency  
methane monitoring across the entire permafrost region.  The risk of abrupt climate change is facing 
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us,  Ajib, and it’s simply too grave to be ignored while we discuss less important matters. This is the 
most serious, but preventable problem now facing the human race as a whole. Do you agree?’
 ‘I can’t be rushed into such a position without due reflection on the data.’ Ajib had stalled but 
he knew he was almost convinced and he had seen that Yuki knew it too.
 Both men by silent accord agreed to dispense with the usual routine of repair the the hotel bar, 
with muttered excuses about unfinished work, they took the elevator to their respective rooms.  
 Shortly,  Ajir sat in his room. He was unsettled by the scene with Yuki. Why couldn’t he keep  
it civilised. There was room for scientific disagreement but Yuki took it further. He was so 
passionate about this climate issue. He slumped unsettled. He didn’t even feel like a drink.  All this 
talk of the significance of Siberian methane had him out of equilibrium. Did it strike a chord 
somewhere deep in his scientific mind? He wouldn’t be able to rest until he settled it. He opened his 
lap top and searched for data on the subject. 
 Soon he was staring in horror at scenes delivered from Siberia. Great plumes of yellowish 
water shot high into the air. It wasn’t just on the sea bed, it was surfacing. If this was actually 
methane then they could be in big trouble. His scientific training kicked in. He knew that there are 
hundreds of millions of tonnes of methane gas locked away  beneath the Arctic permafrost, which 
extends from the mainland into the seabed of the relatively shallow sea of the East  Siberian Arctic 
Shelf. One of the greatest fears expressed by climatologists is that with the disappearance of the 
Arctic sea-ice in summer, and rapidly rising temperatures across the entire region, which are already 
melting the Siberian permafrost, the trapped methane could be suddenly released into the 
atmosphere leading to rapid and severe climate change.
 He listened to an interview with Alexei Vernadsky, of the Russian Academy of Sciences.  ‘I 
have never before witnessed the scale and force of the methane being released from beneath the 
Arctic seabed. It is staggering.  I was most impressed by the sheer scale and high density of the 
plumes.’ 
 His finger hovered over the off switch as the professor continued. ‘In a very small area, less 
than 10,000 square miles, we have counted more than 100 fountains, but over a wider area there 
should be thousands of them, column’s of methane bubbling through the water and injected directly 
into the atmosphere from the seabed.’ He switched off the lap top. Now he needed a drink.
 He recalled that he had a restless night. Yuki had finally got to him. Next morning he rose 
early and while shaving he knew that  he had to make a decision. He had done very well financially 
from working with the Friends of Sensible Development and he could continue with them, he had 
his conference speech ready. Dave Krugman had delivered it nicely typed and bound to his room 
yesterday evening, or, he could switch course and align himself with Yuki. He dabbed aftershave 
and came to a decision. He phoned Dave to his room and asked him to drop  by.  Within minutes a 
grinning Krugman appeared. ‘Well Ajib, another day another dollar, eh.’ He chuckled as he came in 
and sat on the bed. ‘You got your speech ready? Did you go over it? Some of this new stuff is 
dynamite.’  
 ‘Listen Dave, I’m not sure we should take this data to the conference, even if it’s right, and it 
seems to be, but perhaps it’s not the whole picture. Perhaps we need to align ourselves with the 
IPCC, this methane issue is a serious development.’
 ‘Your friend getting to you, eh?’
 ‘No, I just want to take account of all factors. This matter is too important to be misjudged.’
 ‘Whose judging?’
 ‘We are, or we should be. Each conference the IPCC cohort think this is the one they’ll win. 
They  have the facts everybody will have to see it  this time.  And they don’t because we offer a 
credible alternative.’
 ‘Exactly, we’re not judging, merely providing another point of view.’
 ‘Look, I know big corporations, probably  big oil, are funding this sensible development 
project. But think about this, the corporations are dependent on continued growth and profits for 
their shareholders and this is best assured by ensuring that the earth remains hospitable to human 
life. Surely that makes sense to anybody?’
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 ‘Not so.’ Krugman sighed. ‘I’m afraid, the life span of humanity is measured between 
corporate AGM’s and political elections.’ 
 ‘But that’s a psychopathic logic.’
 ‘And probably biocidal but it can’t be helped.’ Krugman heaped ice into his glass. He had 
started his celebrating early.  ‘The logic of corporate capitalism is structurally locked into 
generating maximal revenues in minimum time at minimum corporate cost.’
 ‘That’s all fine in more normal times, but now we must ask them to stop and think.’
 ‘Not possible.’
 ‘Why not?’
 ‘Because corporations are legally  obliged to maximise profits for shareholders, it would be, in 
fact, illegal for corporations to prioritise the welfare of people and planet above private profits. 
They couldn’t do it even if they wanted to.’ Krugman said.
 ‘But this is the nub of the problem, Dave, how can this simple fact of entrenched corporate 
immorality not be central to any discussion that is relevant to the destruction of all life on this 
planet. Why aren’t we discussing that at these conferences?’
 ‘Shit, you really have changed your tune.’
 ‘The massive escape of methane off northern Russia recently, probably  means that a carbon 
cycle climate feedback has already kicked in. We could be in big trouble Dave. We need to consider 
this.’ 
 ‘Methane, smethane, you can explain this away, right?’
 ‘Dave, I presume you have a family, We’ve never found time to talk about such things, but I 
assume you have people you care about. They are in peril if this methane feed back really kicks in. 
What about those you care about Dave?’
 ‘Hey! You never showed any interest in me before and I wouldn’t want you to, so don’t start 
now by trying to manipulate me.’
 ‘I’m not trying to manip.....I’m just asking about you loved ones, is all.’ 
 ‘Mind your own business about my so called loved ones. Don’t presume to know anything 
about me, right. Just stick to what we pay you for. Explain away all this global warming shit!’ 
 ‘There’s only one thing to explain, how serious this is. These unprecedented plumes of 
methane, a greenhouse gas many, many times more potent than carbon dioxide have been seen 
bubbling to the surface of the Arctic Ocean by scientists undertaking an extensive survey of the 
region. This is happening almost twenty years before modeling predicted it might happen.’ 
 ‘Ajib, I’m not equipped to interpret what you’ve just said, can’t you just build it into your 
cloud theory?’
 ‘There’s no disguising the significance of this, the scale and volume of the methane released 
is frightening.’
 Dave Krugman stood and walked about the room, glass in hand. It still only had ice in it. He 
was thinking, Ajib remembered that  he had watched the pacing man. Suddenly he turned to Ajib.  
‘Right, Doctor Dowson you’re out. We don’t need a doubting Thomas on the stand today.’
 ‘What? You’re firing me. This is my theoretical material to be presented today,  you can’t do 
that.’ 
 ‘It’s our material, we paid for it.’
 ‘But without me to present it, you have no case.’ 
 ‘Don’t we? Much of the raw material delivered to you for analysis has been compiled by a 
young researcher from Canada, a Claude Debussey, he’s here in the hotel and he’ll make our case 
this morning’ 
 ‘I won’t stand for this. ’
 Krugman laughed. ‘If you can’t stand the heat, get out of the warming debate.’
 And Ajib sipped on his verandah and remembered all those years ago. He had been a 
bystsander as Yuki and his colleagues tried once more to inject the necessary urgency into the 
debate, to no avail Debussey  with the help of Ajib’s findings succeeded once again in confusing the 
conference. And so another climate summit made slow progress.  
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 Ajib recalled how he had a light breakfast after Krugman left.  There was no hurry, he was not 
involved.  Then he went down to the corridor outside the conference room. There were several 
environmental stalls scattered along this space. None of the activists seemed to recognise him. 
 He was prepared to stay  on watch all day and all night if necessary, but the word, by the late 
afternoon, was that a compromise deal was in the offing. Wow! A deal, how unusual, Ajib sniffed, 
so Debussey was filling his shoes adequately. 
 He sat in the silent corridor opposite the still closed doors of the climate conference.  It was 
unusual being on the outside, yet he could imagine what was going on inside. Nothing changes he 
opined. All day talking and achieving nothing. He sat and drank several cups of coffee, ignoring 
waiters and cleaners who tried to engage him in their various occupations. Word came out that the 
Panel of Experts had welcomed the revised Guidance Notes and later still, the Panel noted that the 
recommendations of the InterAcademy Council on the Review Editors had been taken adequately 
into account. 
 Later that evening, he watched for a dejected Yoki to emerge from the conference. A few early  
delegates staggered out into the hall to be followed by a growing mass. Ajib pounced on a known 
delegates and extracted from her a sense of what had been agreed. 
 It was decided that after three conferences of stalemate, that one or the other theory  must fall. 
If the PDO has recently  entered into a new phase, as Ajib had predicted, that will provide clear 
evidence that the Pacific Decadal Oscillation is indeed a major force in climate change. If so, we 
can relax and let life continue as at present and it will eventually settle itself. If however, it was 
agreed, there was no predicted sign of the recovery of Arctic sea ice, then we would agree on drastic 
measures to reduce CO2. Everybody agreed that this was a sensible outcome. The time frame 
agreed to test the PDO was five years of satellite data collated and the result announced at a special 
defining conference at that time.
 Eventually, he saw his friend wearily push open a heavy conference door surrounded by  
acolytes and well wishers, he recalled how he had stepped forward to rescue him. ‘I have a drink 
ordered for you.’ He offered as he pulled on the weary elbow of his friend. They sat at an out of the 
way corner of the hotel bar.  ‘So.’ Ajib said quietly. ‘The UN climate summit in Dublin has ended 
after a marathon all-day  cliffhanger of negotiations, and ended just in time to catch the global 
evening news.’ 
 ‘Yeah.’ Yoki said drily. ‘Corporate media has its soothing soundbite.’
 Ajib beckoned to a passing waiter and ordered drinks for both of them as Yuki fumed. ‘Fuck it 
Ajib, most of humanity are not shareholders or beneficiaries of these global corporations, we can’t 
continue to allow them to call the shots. The stakes are too high.’
 ‘What can we do, even you or I?’
 ‘We must find each other and find our collective voice.’ His own voice was flat with 
exhaustion.
 ‘Internet stuff? It’s been tried with little effect. They are talking offline and where it counts.’ 
Ajib offered.
 ‘We have to activate, The Noosphere.’  Yuki sighed. 
 ‘Ok! Ajib answered slowly. ‘And what’s that when it’s at home?’
 ‘It’s the next sphere, Ajib. After Geo and Bio.  It’s the sphere of mind which is only now 
evolving and we need to give it time to emerge fully, which it won’t do if the biosphere is destroyed 
within the next century.’ 
 ‘Heavy stuff, compadre, and outside my competence. You’ve been reading without me.’
 Ajib chuckled and placed a drink in front of  Yuki, trying to get him focussed. ‘I know the 
conference outcome is disappointing, but I understand you got a clear commitment to talk about a 
legally-binding deal either to cut carbon emissions for the first time and by  both developed and 
developing countries, if the PDO fails and I still haven’t given uo on it. But after so much confusion 
and stalling, that’s progress surely.’
 ‘Is it? We had something similar in 2011 and 2020. Now here we are in 2035 saying much the 
same thing.’
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 Mention of 2020 reminded Ajib of the worst row he and Yuki had ever had. They were in a 
bar somewhere...Where had that climate conference been? Shit there so many it was hard to keep 
track of them. The Melbourne Hilton, that was it. The 2020 conference at which the outcome was as 
always dumbfusion. 
 He’d tried hard to cheer up Yuki. He couldn’t understand how personally Yuki always took 
such outcomes, while he Ajib had also to accept the compromise. He tried to be positive.
 ‘But Yuki, we must agree a legally binding deal in five years time.’
 ‘Which you no doubt are already  working to destroy. Five years from now we’ll be that much 
closer to the brink of climate collapse. Why don’t you stop playing this game and admit that you 
and your corporate friends are never going to agree to such curbing of your activities.’ 
 ‘Hey! They’re not my friends. I’m only interested in the scientific evidence that I can 
produce.’ 
 ‘Which as you know, Ajib, is becoming more tenuous by the day. Without you as a fig leaf, 
we could nail those bastards.’ 
 ‘That’s why I’m always concerned by  your research, Yoki, you are too emotionally attached to 
a position. Recall how you used the STOP researcher all those years ago?’
 ‘You don’t have to remind me.’ 
 ‘I think I do.’
 ‘Shit, just leave me alone.’ 
 ‘Have you phoned Allura.’ Ajib changed the subject. 
 Allura hadn’t traveled to Australia. She and Yuki were going through a tough time. Twenty 
years married and no kids. She desperately wanted children, she had confided in Ajib but Yuki was 
adamant that he would not bring children into such a fraught world. 
 That was Melbourne, now here they were in Dublin and Allura had travelled to Europe with 
Yuki but stayed in London to visit some relatives. And they, Yuki and Ajib, were still arguing. The 
world might change but some things stay the same. 
 ‘This is terrible, Ajib, I fear that the world is now firmly on course for the worst case scenario 
in terms of climate change. With average global temperatures rising by  up to 6C by the end of the 
century.’
 ‘Relax, it may not happen.’
 ‘We are headed for it, make no mistake about it, the carbon dioxide emissions which are 
responsible for warming the atmosphere have increased dramatically  since 2002, in a way which 
only a few of us anticipated.’
 ‘You think we are now on this path?’ Ajib pushed a fresh glass towards his friend who was 
consuming alcohol at a great rate. 
 ‘We’ve speculated, well some of us have speculated.’ Yuki glared at Ajib. ‘About a rise to 6C 
and its potentially  disastrous effects, this is the first  time that I openly declare.’ He half stood, glass 
waving about in his hand. ‘I openly  declare, that society is now on a path to meet it.’ He raised his 
slightly drunken voice to an indifferent bar. ‘We have failed ourselves and the future.’ He told Ajib 
in a quieter voice as he slumped. 
 ‘You’re always too dramatic.’ 
 ‘Am I,  you’re fuckin’ cloud shit lost us decades.’
 ‘But the conference here today has made progress and have you noticed I was missing?’
 ‘You might have been missing, Ajib, but your fuckin’ clouds were still hanging about.’
 ‘Please Yuki.’
 ‘Nothing has been achieved, Ajib, nothing.  It’s just another stall.’
  ‘You are too close to the negotiations to see what has been achieved.’
 ‘What do you care, you still don’t accept the climate change thesis, even with methane 
spewing out of Siberia.’ 
  ‘I want it settled to everyone’s satisfaction. This agreement is an enormous advance on the the 
impasse that has prevailed for years.’
 ‘Do you write the press releases as well, I can hear a dozen news readers parrot off  those 
exact words in the next few hours.’ 
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 ‘You are becoming too cynical, my friend.’ 
 ‘I’m not sure that we are friends anymore.’
 ‘I’ll put that remark down to exhaustion, get some rest. Have you phoned Allura?’ 
 He wanted to tell Yuki that  he was now convinced that he, Yuki was right but his friend 
looked too exhausted. He decided to tell him over breakfast. Yuki stood unsteadily, groped in a 
pocket to make sure he had his key swipe and went to his room. He had left his folder with his notes 
behind. Ajib would give that to him at breakfast tomorrow morning. 
 Ajib stayed and drank alone, drank excessively alone. He spotted Krugman and whom he 
presumed was the new kid, Debussey and some corporate types celebrating. He wasn’t asked to join 
them. Next morning they found Yuki’s body in the bath, wrists slit.
 Now here he was five years after Yuki’s suicide and on the eve of the announcement about 
which theory  would be endorsed by the global community. He was married himself now, with two 
children, both boys. He even called the eldest boy Yuki. They were both in junior boarding school 
in England and Ajib was here in Kenya with his wife to get  away from all the ballyhoo of the 
climate announcement. 
 In the meantime, climate change had really kicked in. There was visible evidence all across 
the planet. He had no doubt about which course we should take, but the Friends of Sensible 
Development had deep pockets.  
 He stood unsteadily, he was unsettled by the various memories that had surfaced. He looked 
about at his large verandah and the land beyond. He had done well. His bones creaked, but he had 
done well. Yet he was unsettled. He had consumed enough gin, he felt  like a beer from the fridge in 
the kitchen. He went in and padded down the hall towards his goal. He went as softly as he could 
but the swing door slammed behind him and disturbed his wife ‘Are you coming to bed, dear?’ She 
called as he passed the bedroom door. 
 ‘Shortly sweetheart.’ He answered. ‘Just one beer and then to bed.’ 
 ‘Alright.’ She called ‘Goodnight, Ajib.’
 He opened the fridge door and called to her. ‘Goodnight Allura.’

And the heat rose.......      
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Chapter Three; Macy @3 degrees Celsius.

 Macy hummed along with the tune on the radio as she sped across the wide green plains 
towards the Harvest Festival some three more miles away. Up ahead she could see the vast expanse 
of the mountains stretching from one side of her vision to the other. Once she recalled they would 
have been invisible from this distance as they had been swathed in ice and snow almost all year 
round. But now the snow was mostly  gone and the grey rock underneath made the great rocky 
escarpment visible from miles away. 
 The region was one of gentle rolling hills and the road although dead straight, was like a roller 
coaster carrying her up  and over high points to drop her down into the next valley. She turned her 
thoughts to the festival as she strained to see signs of the town somewhere ahead as she topped each 
hill. This had once been a flagship festival, allowing local producers to display their wares of beef 
and vegetables. This state was the great beef and corn belt. Some years back there had been 
competitions for the biggest head of corn, the most gigantic marrow or pumpkins and so on. Great 
beasts with long horns were paraded by proud cattle men to much applause. 
 But all that had changed with the drought. Three years now and counting, she reminded 
herself, had begun to have a real affect on the land around here, once declared the breadbasket of 
humanity. Now the competition was to see who could display any scrawny produce that had 
survived the crippling heat. But still the spirit  survives and the festival would be continued in 
readiness for when the rains returned. 
 She spied the town ahead and slowed as she watched for the signs proclaiming the location of 
the festival. She was directed to turn left just before she entered the town and she drove up a narrow 
lane throwing up great clouds of dusty soil. This soil she mused would need much rain in order to 
become fertile earth again. 
 She was directed to a parking space where she hefted her laptop satchel out of the back seat 
and slung it  over her shoulder as she walked towards the event. Flags hung in desultory fashion 
from flagpoles and everywhere she looked she saw gaunt faced farm folk, mostly carrying sun 
umbrellas to ward off the incessant light. She settled her wide brimmed hat and marched forward 
inquiring about the whereabouts of the festival marshall. 
 She was directed to a wide hipped woman in jeans and an even broader hat. Underneath, 
Macy saw as she approached, a broad, tired face with skin leached to a leathery brown. The woman 
was sipping water from a plastic bottle. Macey approached and enquired. ‘Mrs. Edwards?’
 ‘Yes?’ The woman turned with a question. ‘What can I do for you?’ 
 ‘I’m Macy Herringbone, I’m with the Tribune, I’m here to cover the competition results.’  
 ‘Ok.’ The woman offered. ‘Go over to that marquee and ask for Joe.’
 ‘Have I missed any  results yet?’ Macy asked. She had been instructed by  her editor to make 
sure to mention everybody who turned up and competed. The Governor apparently wanted to keep 
up appearances of normality. The festival was an important indicator of this as it  had a long and 
proud tradition. 
 ‘Joe will fill you in, dear.’ The woman turned in exhaustion and was gone. Macy realised just 
how much of the show was just for show. She entered the marquee and walked between tables 
displaying emaciated produce. Some people in deference to tradition, were wandering among the 
vegetables, poking at and murmuring about the resilience of certain strains. 
 Macy found Joe and approached him with her introduction from  the organiser.  ‘Joe, Mrs 
Edwards asked me to talk to you about the competition results.’
 ‘For the paper? You with the paper?’
 ‘Yes, I’m with the paper. I’m Macy. Can we go somewhere quieter for a short interview?’
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 Joe led her out through a tent  flap to the rear of the marquee. As Macy  extracted her portable 
recorder another man followed them out to the rear of the tent, he moved a discreet distance away 
and lit a cigarette. Satisfied that he would not intrude on her recording, Macy  began the interview, 
she stuck the microphone under the thin mans nose. Joe was trying hard to retain his enthusiasm for 
the current fair, but he kept harking back to earlier more fecund events. Once, he told Macy, old 
man Dawson had to get two others to help him carry  in his prize winning marrow. And Governor 
Brown always won top prize for his steers. Why the Governor was such a fan of the festival that 
this year he’d paid all expenses out of his own pocket. Not taxpayers money, but the Governor’s 
own from his back pocket. 
 ‘And this year?’ Macy asked. ‘Has the Governor got some steers in the competition?’
 ‘Oh sure.’ Joe replied enthusiastically. ‘But like everything else, they is only a shadow of 
previous years. Just wait till the rains start coming and we’ll be back to normal.’ 
 Macy was sure that the smoking man was listening but at  least he wasn’t interfering. Joe gave 
her a list of the winners so far and then left  her as he was being called from inside. Macy was 
stowing her equipment away when the other man stubbed out his smoke and approached her. 
 ‘Excuse me miss.’ He touched the brim of his wide hat. ‘Can I take it that you are in media?’ 
 ‘Yes I am, can I help you?’
 ‘Who are you with?’
 This irritated Macy, it seemed that  she was being vetted to see if she was important enough. 
‘I’m with the Tribune.’ She offered curtly. 
 ‘I may have a story for you.’ 
 ‘I’m sure you have.’ She continued to pack her gear away. Everybody has a story  but she was 
here to cover the festival. She was still only a cub reporter and the editor had been explicit that she 
was to write a positive piece on the festival as the Governor was keen to keep things as normal as 
possible during this unprecedented drought. 
 ‘I heard the man you were interviewing say that once the rains return everything will be 
alright.’ 
 ‘Yes he said that, it’s a reasonable hope. The drought can’t  last forever.’  Macy was ready  to 
go but the man was blocking the flap that would allow her to enter the marquee. 
 ‘But the rains may not return any  time soon.’ He was developing an urgency that even a cub 
reporter spots as the hallmark of the crank. ‘I have evidence that points to prolonged drought and 
terrible outcomes for this once fertile place.’ 
 Macy made to push past  him. He’d be mentioning aliens next but he would not yield. ‘This is 
a big story, miss. I thought you were a reporter?’ 
 Stung by this as the title was still wet on her consciousness, Macy stopped. ‘Ok, you have two 
minutes to outline your story.’ 
 ‘Better still, I’ll show you.’ He offered. ‘Will you come for a short walk out back?  
 Macy laughed. As a pretty  young woman she was used to men of all ages trying to hit on her, 
but this approach was at least original.  ‘Why would I want to go anywhere with you?’ 
 ‘Because miss, this is a much bigger and more important story than this god forsaken festival.  
This could make your name.’ 
 ‘And why are you offering this to me, a rookie reporter if it is so big why aren’t you talking to 
the TV station or  any of the senior reporters with the paper?’ 
 ‘I have tried. They are all blocked from talking to me about it.’ 
 ‘Who is blocking you?’ Paranoia was now entering the scene. 
 ‘I think it goes all the way up to the Governor.’  He sighed. ‘They don’t want me upsetting 
their plans, whatever they are.’ 
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 ‘Governor Brown is a very  liberal man.’ Macy countered. ‘I can’t see him trying to block a 
public interest story. Isn’t his campaign slogan “Telling it like it is”?’
 ‘True, true. I have a lot of respect for the Governor, but his name keeps coming up each time I 
try to get coverage. I’m blocked from both print and broadcast media.’
 ‘And what makes you think that I can do any better for you?’
 ‘I’ve tried all of the older hacks and all seem more intent on keeping their jobs than reporting 
an important news story.  You are new to the trade and if you are hungry to make your name in this 
field, I’m betting that you’ll respond to the challenge.’ 
 ‘Well you’re honest at least.’ 
 ‘This is big miss can I ask your name?’
 ‘Macy.’ She replied. ‘Macy Herringbone.’
 ‘Hello, I’m Terence Konstam, I’m a climatologist and this information could fast track you to 
the top of your profession.’
 ‘Alright, you’ve got me interested, keep going.’
 ‘Just trust me, I only want to walk you away from the crowds.’ 
 ‘Why doesn’t that reassure me?’
 ‘Please, I’m not a child molester.’ 
 Child! Macy  was astounded at the ineptitude of the man, who was only  somewhere in his 
forties and she was in her twenties. He was so intense that he was throwing all social caution to the 
winds. He was too stupid to be a danger.
 ‘Alright as you don’t seem to have an axe about you, I’ll go a few yards with you but I insist 
in keeping these folks within earshot, okay?’
 ‘Right.’ He stepped away from the marquee and climbed between strands of wire and walked 
into the neighbouring field of corn. ‘I don’t want the owner to see me interfering with his crop  as 
they are all very sensitive at the moment.’ He explained as he led her deeper into the corn field. 
 Glancing back at the festival which was mostly obscured by the large tent, he beckoned to 
Macy to join him as he bent and gripped the base of a bedraggled corn plant. The lower leaves were 
already wizened and drooping towards the ground and the kernels were pathetically small. With a 
deft tug, he easily  hoisted the plant, roots and all from the ground. Macy was about to protest this 
vandalism, when he beckoned her nearer and said. ‘See, look into the hole I’ve created and tell me 
what you see.’ 
 As she approached she noticed the powdery nature of the soil falling impotently  from the 
roots and being wafted away by the freshening breeze. ‘Look into the hole and tell me what you 
see.’ He urged. He was getting excited again. 
 She was reluctant to kneel before him, but the only weapon he held was the puny corn plant. 
She decided to satisfy her curiosity. She knelt and cautiously peered in to the newly created hole. 
She could see the jagged edge of the wound he’d inflicted on the soil and some centimeters down 
she could discern the smooth base of the hole. 
 ‘What am I supposed to see?’ she asked. 
 ‘Reach in and scoop out the material at the base.’ He urged.
 She did as he asked and reached down almost up to her elbow and tried to push her fingers 
into the soil at the bottom of the hole. It was impacted but yielding. Suddenly  it  gave way and she 
had a palm full of soft material. She brought her hand up to her face and most of the material 
poured through her fingers. ‘It’s sand.’ She exclaimed. ‘Sand under the soil.’ 
 ‘Exactly.’ The man almost shouted then glanced furtively  towards the festival tent. He 
lowered his voice. ‘This entire region is sitting on a vast desert.’ 
 She felt a sense of disappointment. She had hoped for a great revelation and this seemed to be 
it. Sand in a hole in a corn field. She re-inserted him in the cranks category. 
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 ‘Well, thank you Mr, eh, Constantine or whatever, it’s been fascinating.’ Brushing her hands 
she made to walk away and that was when he became violent. He grabbed her arm tightly to detain 
her. She was about to scream but she looked into his harmless face and paused. She was still in 
control, for some reason he needed her.  ‘Let me go.’ She demanded. 
 He released her, realising that he had overstepped the mark. But he pleaded. ‘Please, please. 
Hear me out. We can walk back to the festival if you’re nervous. I’ll explain what you’ve just seen.’ 
 She led the way back towards the festival, anxious to dump this intense man but he hurried to 
keep  up  with her.  ‘You may not realise what you’ve just seen miss, but it is significant and a big 
story that must be told. People need to be alerted.’ 
 She stopped and turned on him impatiently. ‘Look you didn’t discover oil or gold down there, 
just ordinary sand, get it. Now leave me alone.’ 
 ‘I wish I had a good news story for folks.’ He murmured still following her. ‘But you’re a 
news person and bad news is your thing right?’ 
 ‘Public interest news is my thing, if you must know and folks just  happen to be interested in 
bad news.’ 
 ‘Well then, I’m offering you an environmental doozy. This is mega bad news.’
 ‘I’m sure you think it is, but I can’t see it fitting in with such environmental biggies as 
Greenland melting, or local water tables diappearing.’
 ‘But the story of the sand is part of the climate change narrative and it’s of local importance. 
If the sands get loose we are all in big trouble.’
 Sands get loose! She paused. This sounded a bit flaky and her editor had a soft spot for flaky  
stories.  If she could get this man to tell his story it might get her a byline. It had to be better than 
the harvest festival. 
 ‘Ok.’ She stopped and turned to him making it seem like she was doing him a favour. ‘I’ll 
give you five minutes.’ 
 She led him over to a quiet corner of the marquee which was almost empty as most people 
had gone elsewhere to shelter from the grinding heat.  They  found two wooden chairs and sat. Macy 
began to extract her recorder and the man spoke.
 ‘Have a look around you miss at this normality, a harvest festival, they used to be an 
important part of the social calendar, it  may be the last time you’ll see such scenes. Climate change 
is the backdrop of all else that will happen in the twenty first century.’ 
 ‘Wait, wait.’ She commanded as she set up  the microphone in front of him. ‘I want to get all 
of your story recorded.’ 
 ‘This is not my story.’ He muttered. ‘Merely my observations on the unfolding situation.’
 ‘Good, good. so I didn’t miss anything?’ She cautioned herself. She didn’t want to sound too 
enthusiastic. After all she was doing him a favour. He didn’t notice because of his own excitement. 
 ‘No, the details are as follows.....’
 ‘Wait, give me your name and outline any  credentials you have to back up your assertions, 
right.’ 
 ‘Of course....well I’m Terence Konstam....I’m a climatologist and I specialise in atmospheric 
science....A climatologist’s job is to study climates, but I suppose I should try to clear up any 
confusion around this as people often say, but you lot said it would rain last week and it 
didn’t ....but  that’s meteorology, they  study the weather while we study climate...there’s a huge 
difference.’
 He paused to gather his thoughts and Macy pretended to adjust the microphone. He still 
hadn’t gotten flaky, just boring. He continued.
 ‘Climatologists look at what is happening to the climate with a long-term perspective over 
many thousands of years. By analyzing and observing, we can forecast what will happen to the 
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environment on a very large scale. So it’s not really surprising that it  was climatologists who first 
learned about significant alterations in climate and alerted humanity  to the threat of global warming. 
That’s who I am and why I’m now alerting people to what may happen shortly.’ 
 He looked at Macy to see how he was doing and she, sensing that it was about to get flaky, 
smiled and nodded encouragement. He continued.
 ‘Well....This entire region is in danger... from the mountains to the west and south and north 
for thousands of miles there is a problem....This area that has for thousands of years been fertile 
land is about to change....This area has been one of the most productive agricultural systems in the 
world...beef and corn and much more.....but we’re sitting on a problem...’
 He paused and rubbed his frowning forehead. ‘Can you switch it  off please. I need to collect 
my thought in order to deliver this correctly.’  
 Macy switched the device off and Konstam moved away a few feet  muttering to himself. 
Macy nodded contentedly. He’s babbling and that’s always good. Eventually, satisfied he returned 
and sat his lanky frame down again and indicated that he was ready to resume. She switched on and 
sat back. 
 ‘Some six thousand years ago when the earth was warmer, this entire region as I’ve described 
it, was a vast  desert.‘ He was speaking with more confidence now. ‘These gentle rolling hills that 
are so familiar to us actually cover vast sand dunes. That desert  lasted for thousands of years until 
the climate cooled and soil and vegetation eventually  covered the entire desert. The sands were 
covered and stabilised, not even the strongest winds or heaviest rains could dislodge the top 
soil.....That situation has also lasted for thousands of years, but now the climate is warming again, 
we are almost back to the range of climate that existed six thousand years ago....and the rain has 
stopped and the winds are increasing.’
 He leaned forward with even more intensity  and Macy encouraged him: go for it, go wild,  
and he did. ‘I’m sure you can see my point.. There is a strong possibility  that the covering soil will 
be removed and the desert will come alive again...the sand will be liberated and begin to move 
again....covering farmsteads, villages and eventually cities...destroying this area once described as 
the breadbasket of humanity....I just felt that you should know.’
 He stopped and stared at Macy. ‘I think that’s it, thank you for allowing me to tell this...when 
do you think you can get it published?’ 
 ‘Wait now, you are serious about this? A vast desert exists under this entire area and could be 
unleashed anytime?’ 
 ‘Yes. You’ve seen the sand yourself, you’ve touched it. Add in the prolonged drought, the 
increasing wind storms and and you have a recipe for disaster.’ 
 ‘Shit!’ She switched off her recorder and did her own musing as Konstam watched her. She 
forgot all about the story or that she was a reporter, she became a worried local. ‘What can we do to 
avert this? Can’t we irrigate the land somehow?’
 ‘Without  the assist of regular rain the task is too great for an irrigation initiative, anyway the 
local reservoirs of water are almost exhausted.’ 
 ‘Shit.’ She offered again. ‘We got to do something.’
 ‘These are great sweeping global changes.’ He said quietly. ‘All we can do is give folks the 
information and they can decide what to do.’ 
 ‘But what can they do if the process is so vast and global.’ She was beginning to despair. 
 ‘Not much against such processes, it’s too late for that. But they could decide to move north to 
where the climate will still be conducive to farming, if the heat stabilises.’
 ‘And that’s it?’ It didn’t seem much of an option. ‘Maybe you are wrong, maybe you 
calculated incorrectly. What actual proof do you have?’ She became a reporter again. 
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 ‘Look outside miss.’ Konstam said and Macy looked and saw the fine soil as dust swirl all 
around the opening to the marquee and heard it’s death rattle as it clattered against the tent walls.
 ‘But you are right to be skeptical, all good science needs to be constantly questioned.’ He 
tried to cheer her up. ‘Why don’t you call to my house tomorrow and I’ll show you my research 
findings. Such material will be solid background for your story.’
 ‘Where do you live?’
 ‘Out on the ring road in a two storey clapboard just beyond the Methodist church.’
 ‘I know it, I’ll be there tomorrow morning.’
 ‘You had better be early because now that I’ve told my story, I’m away up  north myself. No 
point in the messenger staying to see if anyone believes him.’
 ‘You’re leaving?’
 ‘Yes, and miss Herringbone, if you have any  sense once you get the information published 
you should consider leaving too. You and I can do no more than distribute the data. I’m trying to get 
Jim Boles to come with me.’ 
 ‘Who is Jim Boles?’
 ‘Jim does my actual modeling for me and if you’ve time I’ll bring you over to Jim tomorrow 
and he’ll show you, convince you, about the reliability of our modeling. If he is coming with me I 
can pick him up then.’
 ‘Where does he live?’
 ‘He lives and works in the Dreamland motel, I’m sure you know it.’
 ‘I know it.’ Macy and other young people have occasion to use the motel for dating purposes. 
She paused to ascertain what he meant by I’m sure you know it. But the climatologist seemed 
guileless as he continued to elaborate on his hypothesis. ‘We’ll show you how our modeling 
predicts a severe increase in wind speed and why the rain isn’t coming anymore.’ 
 ‘Ok’ An increasingly quiet Macy replied. 
 ‘I hope Jim will come with me as we still have much more climate work to do, no point in 
being buried alive with the unbelievers.’ 
 ‘What time are you leaving?’
 ‘As soon as I can arrange a car to load my stuff. Jim Boles is considering it and will let me 
know this evening. so, if you want any additional background data you’d best be up and visiting us 
early.’ 
 ‘I’ll be with you before nine am.’
 ‘Now you won’t let us down with the publishing will you? I mean, we can’t leave until the 
data is in the public arena. If you fail, we’ll have to stay around and keep trying.’ 
 ‘Shit.’ She muttered. This was incredible pressure to apply to a cub reporter but she tried to 
look cheerful and competent. 
 ‘You know the importance of this information, you’ll get it out won’t you?’
 ‘Will do.’
 ‘So, when do you think we can expect to see the report published?’
 ‘I’ve go to get it past a very fussy editor first.’ Macy explained now that she was being pinned 
down. Suddenly  she saw a way to shift  the responsibility back onto Konstam. ‘Why don’t you and 
Jim publish in one of those scientific journals, get it, you know, peer reviewed. Surely  local news 
outlets couldn’t ignore your work then.’ 
 ‘I’ve tried to get it out online but most of the Internet is closed down. Almost all of my  
subscribed sites are silent.  No, it’s got to be you.’ 
 Shit is was back on her desk. Konstam leaned down to peer earnestly into her face. ‘But you 
are convinced, right?’ He urged. ‘It  is vital that people get this information. It would be criminal to 
withhold it from them.’
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 ‘I agree and I’ll do my best.’ Macy agreed and they parted agreeing to meet the following 
morning.
 ‘Forget it Macy.’ Art Cambridge her editor declared later that day. ‘Your piece on the harvest 
festival is almost there but this other stuff is not going in, no way.’ He took the two reports from her 
and examined them both then he threw the sand piece onto a pile on a side desk and returned the 
festival one  to her. ‘Keep working on this one, make it more cheery, optimistic.’
 ‘But Art, this sand thing is either important public information or the work of a flaky  
fantasist.’ She was shooting for both targets. 
 ‘And I told you that the Governor wants normality  from the media and we’re not going to be 
the ones to rock the boat. Let your old man over on TV do a flaky piece on it, that’s his bag aint it?’
 ‘Why are we pandering to the whims of the Governor?’
 ‘They’re not whims, it’s official policy to give people hope not disasters right now. Things are 
tough enough without you letting some kook whip up a panic.’ 

'But Art  isn’t news a journalism of explanation, not distraction?'
'Not here it isn’t Macy and certainly not now.'
‘But....’
‘No buts Macy now be a good journalist, work for the people we all work for, the local 

readers.’ He dismissed her by turning his attention to his computer screen. She rose and made for 
the door.  Art called after her as she left  his office. ‘Add some more local colour to the festival piece 
but keep it hopeful. Remember Macy, we’re in the infotainment business, so forget this climate 
shit.’

She tried to resist slamming his office door and almost succeeded. With nowhere else to go, 
she phoned her father, the famous TV star Teddy Rhyme. She timed it so that she reached him just 
as he finished his live show and before he went partying.      
 Teddy’s phone rang on his dressing room table as he toweled himself down in preparation for 
departure. ‘Hi Macy.’ He greeted.‘How’s the newspaper business going?’

‘Teddy, I need to talk to you about something, are you free later can I buy you a cup of 
coffee?’
 ‘No can do, darling, gotta hot date tonight, sorry. Maybe tomorrow, eh?’
 ‘I got a hot lead and I don’t know how to handle it. I’d really need your take on it tonight, it 
may not be available even later tomorrow.’ 
 ‘Shit, Macy, you really know how to fuck up a guys evening….let me think.’
 ‘Sorry, dad but it’s important, If I don’t get it  sorted tonight it may be gone tomorrow.’ She 
didn’t believe Konstam when he vowed to stay until the news was out. He had shifted the burden 
onto her shoulders. He could leave anytime now with a clear conscience. Teddy broke into her 
fulminations. 
 ‘Well, if it’s that urgent…and I’m not prepared to ditch my date at such short notice, then the 
only thing for it is for you to join us for a pre-dinner drink’
 ‘Oh no, I couldn’t do that, dad.’
 ‘Macy, I haven’t time to meet you and Bernice separately, so it has to be at the same time, as I 
intend to be very busy after dinner, if you get my drift.’
 ‘Got your drift…well okay, if it’s not too inconvenient. I’ll come just for a drink. Can we talk 
freely in front of …Bernice?’
 ‘Yeah, I think so….depends on the topic…is it sensitive?’
 ‘Well, I don’t know, that’s the problem…but no, I don’t think it’s too hot to air.’
 ‘Okay, then. Can you make your way to ‘The Clambake’ for eight o’ clock, table is in my  
name?’

’See you there and Teddy thanks…I’ll make myself scarce once we talk okay?’ 
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‘You’d better.’
 Macy took a cab to the restaurant and saw Teddy Rhyme and his hot date already sitting at a 
table in a secluded corner of the busy eatery. Approaching, she apologised, hoping that Teddy had 
already apprised Bernice that she was only passing through. Bernice was his current PA on the show 
and Teddy made sure all of his assistants, assisted him.  A glass of wine and some wisdom from her 
father and she was gone. Teddy  stood to do the introductions.  ‘Macy, this is Bernice Banville, 
Bernice this is my daughter Macy who is only here to share a prandial drink and chat before 
leaving.’ He poured from the wine bottle into a third glass he had ordered. 
 ‘So, Macy, what’s the beef?’ Teddy turned in his chair to face Macy who wasn’t too happy  
with way Bernice was viewing her. Bernice was no bimbo, she wasn’t just a hot body with no brain. 
But then as PA to the fastidious Teddy Rhyme she would have to possess both attributes. She would 
pick up on this information and Macy wasn’t ready to make it public just yet.
 ‘Maybe, I’ll call it a night, Teddy. It’s no big deal, really.’
 ‘No way. I told Bernice that you had a problem and needed our help with it, right Bernice? All 
professionals here.’
 ‘Well if you’re sure I’m not putting a downer on your evening.’
 ‘You are never a downer, my darling.’ Teddy reached across and squeezed her hand and Macy  
saw Bernice raise an eyebrow. 
 Macy decided to give her father a quick run through of the information Konstam had given 
her, throwing in his demonstration at the festival and finishing with the news that no one in media 
would touch the story. What to do, how to proceed? 
 ‘Ok, babe, I got the picture, let me mull on it. You’ll have another shot before you leave?’ 
 Macy also got the picture, she declined and stood to leave. ‘I’ll get back to you with some 
ideas later.’ Her father promised as he walked her to the door. 
 Later, in her apartment, after a long shower to Dave Brubeck, she was typing up her final 
hopeful notes from the festival when the intercom buzzed. Flicking the switch, she was pleased to 
hear the voice of her father. She buzzed him up  and looked at  her watch, he couldn’t have finished 
with Bernice already. She opened the door and returned to her typing as she heard his approaching 
feet. ‘Hi.’ He called softly as he entered the room closing the door behind him.
 ‘Hi, yourself.’ She replied without looking round at him. ‘You and Miss Banville got finished 
pretty fast.’
 He chuckled. ‘You think your old man can’t hack it anymore, don’t you?’  
 She chuckled in return. ‘No, I just observed that it’s early  for a date to end, even one of yours, 
old man. You want a coffee?’

‘Later, maybe.’ He poured himself a whiskey and sat. ‘Bernice you should know swings 
several ways and one of her ways is to be currently  having a clandestine affair with the PA of 
Governor Brown. She was intrigued by  your information on the sand thing and felt  that the 
Governor would surely know something about it, so we agreed that she should give Penelope a late 
night call. She’s over there now and we’ll have more info in the morning.’  

And they  did, a lot more. Macy was up early and breakfasting before going out to see 
Konstam. While she sipped coffee, she was busy testing Konstam’s other theory that the Internet 
was unraveling. She searched for several of her favourite subscribed sites only to find them all 
missing. She was sitting reminding herself how idle her personal e mails had become lately  when 
her father rang. ‘Macy, I’m coming round. I got some news for you.’ 

He was there before the coffee pot had boiled. She buzzed him up and he sat with open 
necked shirt and stubble on his chin to sip black coffee and confide in her. ‘The pillow talk was 
very revealing last night. Bernice has learned that the Governor is negotiating with a Chinese 
delegation to sell off his entire spread. Can you imagine the money involved. His property runs to 
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thousands of acres, some of the richest land in the area. It’s been in his family for over six 
generations and he’s selling to the Chinese. What’s going on?’ 

‘The Chinese, are you sure?’
‘Yeah, they’re here town as we speak. Staying in the Hilton.’ 
‘That would explain why he wants everything to appear normal, the festival and all.’  She 

came and sat opposite him. 
Teddy stood. ‘Christ, Macy, I used to be a reporter before I became an entertainer.’ He 

paced. ‘We got to pull this story together and get it out.’ 
‘You must have some pull with the TV station.’ She offered, but he shook his head.
‘Governor Brown owns forty per cent of the shares, they won’t touch it as news.’
‘I ran some of it by my editor yesterday.’ Macy added.  ‘And he told me to stick to the 

festival thing. He won’t let me write it up.’ 
Teddy began to pace. ‘Shit, we gotta get you on air to tell this. If not the news then how 

about the breakfast show?’ 
‘I don’t know anything about it. Will they do it?’
‘Naw, probably not.’ He slumped into the chair. ‘That shit Prentiss would never go for it.’  
‘What about your show?’ Macy asked. She remembered her editors remarks. 
‘My show is for kooks, Macy.  I lampoon them.’ 
‘Then lampoon me as I get the information out.’ She declared. 
He paused. ‘Are you sure about this?’ 
‘Absolutely. While you prance about I’ll tell it like it is.’
Mention of the Governor’s catch phrase gave Teddy pause. ‘Now Macy, you can’t mention 

the Governor and the Chinese, you are there to reveal the threat of the sand, right. Once we start the 
ball rolling the rest will emerge.’

‘Ok, dad.’
‘Then I’ll squeeze you in for tonight’s show. Gotta go, I’ll call you back later.’ And he 

was gone and Macy knew that she needed more data from Konstam if she was not to look 
completely kooky on the show. 

She needed much more digestible information that would convince an audience in 
spite of Teddy Rhyme’s gyrations.  She also  now could assure Konstam that she had secured 
media coverage.

She drove out to the clapboard house outside town that Konstam had described. As 
she rounded a walled bend she came upon a plastic tape police barrier strung across the road 
and in the distance she saw two fire tenders and the smoking remains of Konstam’s house.  
The cop on duty held up his hand to stop her. She rolled down her window as he approached. 
‘What’s happened officer?’ She asked although she could see what had happened. 

‘You can’t go any nearer, miss.’ He intoned. 
‘Ok, but what happened? Is Mr. Konstam alright?’ 
‘I can’t tell you anything, miss.’ 
‘I’m with the press, with the Tribune.’ She declared and to her surprise his demeanor 

changed. ‘Oh the press, show me your pass and you can go right on up.’ 
Macy had to scrabble to find her little used press pass and to her delight, the cop 

raised the plastic barrier to allow her drive towards the house. The fire people were winding 
down. The house was no more than a smoldering shell, particularly the rear was almost 
completely burnt to the ground. Portions of the front including the hall door were still 
standing. She didn’t know the two cops on duty  but she was feeling more confident, more 
press like. She approached them note book in hand. 
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‘Can you tell me what happened?’ The older man just grunted and turned away. The 
younger cop, being new to the job was more eager to assist the cub reporter. ‘We got one 
body, miss. We assume it’s the owner, a .....’ He consulted his notes but Macy completed it 
for him. ‘ A Mr. Konstam?’ she asked. 

‘Yes, that’s the name I have here. Did you know him?’
‘Not very well, I had an appointment with him here this morning, what happened?’ 
‘Not for us to say, that’s for forensics to determine.’ 
‘But you must have heard someone say something about the fire.’ She probed. 
‘Well.’ He looked about and lowered his voice while beckoning her towards the front 

door of the house. ‘They did feel that there was something odd about things.’  
‘Odd, how?’
‘Well see here.’ He pointed to the charred remains of the front door which was still 

standing in its timber frame. ‘It’s still locked, see and they found the key inside on the floor 
beside the body. He was obviously trying to get out and fumbled with the key, so everybody 
says.’ 

Macy waited as she sensed a mounting excitement in the young cop. He continued ‘I 
noticed that the side window, see here.’ He directed her gaze to the long window that was one 
of a pair located to each side of the front door. ‘See the window is broken, but the glass is 
inside not outside as is usually the case with fire blown windows.’

‘So.’ Macy shrugged. ‘Falling glass decides to fall in not out.’ 
‘This glass if it was smashed by the force of fire within, it’d fall out. I think someone 

locked him in and then when he was overcome, broke the window to throw the key back in to 
make it look like an accident. I saw them do it only last week on a detective programme.’

‘You think he was murdered?’ 
‘All the evidence is there.’ He declared with all the confidence of youth. 
Macy was silent. She walked away from the policeman a few feet to think. Was 

Konstam killed because of his research on the sand? She didn’t  know him very well, there 
could be dozens of people with dozens of reasons to murder him. But anyway, he was gone 
and so was his evidence. She had very little for the programme this evening. Then she 
remembered that Konstam had mentioned a colleague who ran his computer models for him 
and that guy was.....she consulted her notes, Jim Boles and he lived in a motel, The 
Dreamland, out beyond the town. The cop approached her beaming.

‘You writing down my ideas about the murder?’ 
‘Sure am and thank you detective.’ 
‘That’s patrolman Wright.’ He corrected. ‘It’s important for the newspapers to get the 

names right and I’m Wright.’ He chuckled at her as she walked towards her car and headed 
for the motel, this Boles guy would surely have copies of the modeling he had conducted for 
Konstam.  She needed more hard evidence of the modeling outcomes. 

‘Shit, not again!” She exclaimed as she neared the motel only to be met by another 
cop with a plastic tape barrier and two more fire tenders playing water on a second floor 
apartment in the motel complex. She knew the cop on duty, they had dated occasionally.

She pulled her car aside, parked and approached him. ‘Hi, Dave. What’s going on?’ 
Although again, she already knew the answer. 

‘Hi Macy.’ Fire I’m afraid, one fatality.’
‘Was it Jim Boles?’ 
‘It was, how did you know?’ 
‘I was to speak to him about a story I’m following. Any details about the fire and the 

death?’ 
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‘Nothing much. Nothing unusual anyway, a guy somehow sets fire to his apartment 
and the asshole has the exit door locked and can’t escape.’ 

‘Have you looked at the scene?’
‘It’s not my call, Macy, It’s a fire department call.’ 
‘Could we, you and I have look at the scene. Not inside, just outside the door?’
‘I suppose, Macy, if it’s to do with the press and we’re not interfering with the actual 

scene.’ 
Dave the cop led her through several other frowning policemen and firemen to the 

door of the burnt apartment. Macy just had a premonition. They stopped at the charred door.
‘What are we looking for, Macy.’ Dave asked. 
She looked and sure enough, there was a broken window beside the half burnt door 

and the glass was nowhere to be seen. She became breathless. 
‘Did the firemen break this window, punch it in?’
Dave leaned forward to peer at the broken pane. ‘No, Ambrose my partner and me 

were the first here this window was already broken. We shouted through it before we called 
in the fire.’ 

‘Dave, I understand from fires that the force of the fire that breaks windows blows the 
glass outwards.’

‘Does it?’
‘It does and if you can check to see if a key  to the door was found beside the dead 

man we have a pattern.’ 
‘It was, how could you know this?’
‘Dave I’m getting a bit scared now, as I seem to be involved in something that started 

out as an environmental story and has now become a crime story.’
‘You’re babbling Macy, slow down. Take a breath and tell me what you know.’
‘Ok. I’ve just left another fire at which a cop  over there, a patrolman Wright, thinks is 

a murder scene and the Modus operandi of that scene is identical to this one. He saw it on TV. 
‘TV, eh.’ Dave was not impressed.
‘Worse still.’ She continued. ‘The two men who died were as far as I know the only 

other ones in possession of certain information.’
‘When you say other ones, who else has this information?’
‘Me.’ She almost screeched.
‘So you think you are in danger?’
‘It looks like it.’
‘What is this information?’
‘Do you really want to know?’
‘If we have the information, we may be able to figure out who wants to eliminate it.’
So she told him the incredible story of the sand that lurked beneath. Dave was at a 

loss to see who would want to suppress such information so violently. 
‘The only one who seems hell bent on keeping it out of the public arena.’ Macy 

offered. ‘Is the Governor, but I feel it’s for the right reasons.’
‘Ok, the governor makes sense. He doesn’t want a panic.’ Dave agreed. ‘But who else 

would gain from suppressing this news?’ 
As neither of them could think of any other likely suspect Dave called in the 

information and a murder investigation was initiated. 
‘Where will you be for the rest of the day?’ Dave enquired.
‘I’m going to my office now to hand in a story, then I’m going to my apartment for 

the afternoon to study my notes for a television appearance tonight.’ 
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‘Television.’ He was impressed. ‘Which show?’
‘The Rhyme and Reason Show.’
‘Oh, I like that show, it’s always good for a laugh.’  Dave chuckled.
 Well maybe not tonight, Macy reflected. They parted with Dave advising her to lock 

herself into her apartment when she got  there and he made sure she still had his number They 
agreed to meet soon for drinks.  Macy  made her way to her newspaper office to hand in her 
festival story. She placed it on her editors desk and waited.

‘I’ll look at it later Macy but I’m sure it’s fine.’ He was more conciliatory.
‘By the way, Art.’ She sat on the edge of his desk the way she’d seen tough broads in 

the movies do. ‘You might want to get  one of your crime reporters onto the two fires this 
morning as the police think murder might be involved.’ 

‘How could you know this?’
‘I am capable of more than fun festivals and hopeful happenings.’ She stood and 

sauntered out of his office. 
She spent the afternoon listening to the voice of the dead climatologist as he outlined 

the dangers lurking so that  she’d have it right on the show tonight. She owed him that much. 
The deaths had to be connected with the story as both men working on it were now dead. 

‘Shit.’ She paused and looked around her. She was the only one now working on the 
story. Who else besides her father and Bernice knew this? She phoned her father. 

‘Hi dad.’ She said as he answered. ‘Say, did either you or Bernice mention to anyone 
that I had data on this sand thing?’ She tried to sound calm but her heart was thumping. 

‘Well, sweet thing.’ Her father answered. ‘Pillow talk goes both ways, you know. or it 
would be a pillow monologue.’ 

‘So, you’re saying that Bernice would have to give some info to get some?’ 
‘Exactly. but both women I’m sure are very discreet. They wouldn’t be PA’s if they 

were blabber mouths.’ 
Macy was not as reassured as her father had hoped. Both women seemed to do a 

considerable amount of info exchange in tandem with various bodily fluids.
‘But who would Penelope tell if she was inclined to?’ She tried to remain calm. She 

was reminded of Konstam’s complaint that everything seemed to lead to the Governor. 
‘Well, she’s very close to Martinez, the Governors right hand man.’ Teddy replied and 

then tiring of the subject he changed tack. ‘So are you ready for tonight? Are you ready to 
joust with the majestic Teddy Rhyme?’ 

‘I am and I have all my assertions and rebuttals marshaled.’ 
‘Great!” He laughed. ‘Now I gotta go sweetheart see you later.’ And he was gone. And 

she realised that a man was standing in the room listening to her conversation with her father. 
‘Who are you?’ She asked in a strangled voice as she jumped to her feet. Although she 

didn’t know who he was she was fairly sure why  he was here. He stood silently weighing up 
the situation. He seemed unsure and Macy weighed up her situation. She still had the 
cordless phone in her hand. Could she throw it and make a run for the bathroom. The 
bathroom was about equal distance from both of them. If her missile didn’t catch him in the 
face and stun him, she wasn’t sure she could make the bathroom in time. 

Suddenly the man moved his arm and a baseball bat slid down his coat sleeve and into 
view. He gripped the handle and readied himself. Macy also readied her missile. 

Suddenly she saw Dave with revolver drawn stepping quietly into the room behind the 
man. ‘Don’t move scumbag.’ He snarled in his policeman voice. The startled man dropped 
his bat and offered very little resistance. Handcuffed he was led away. 
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Dave came back once the attacker was gone in the squad car and sat with her and 
drank coffee.

‘Dave how did you know to get here?’ She asked.
‘I just felt you were a target so I got permission to stake out your apartment and I saw 

this guy looking the place over then slipping round the back.’
‘So you used me as bait.’ 
‘I think Macy that you placed yourself in that situation once you got involved. Shit, 

Macy, this story is hot you know.’
‘I know.’ She moaned. ‘The sooner I get it  out into the public domain the sooner I’ll 

rid of it, it’s like a curse.’ 
‘Did you recognise him?’ He asked. ‘The guy I just arrested?’
‘No, never saw him before.’ 
‘Don’t worry, we’ll know him before the day is out. He’s an amateur that’s for sure, 

he gave up too easy and with his M.O., he obviously had watched the same detective 
programme as patrolman Wright.’  He stood and leaned across to kiss her lightly on the 
temple. ‘You rest up for your show, I’ll be tuned in.’ 

Later that day, Macy stood in the wings of the TV studio and watched her father do 
his thing. He gave her a conspiratorial wink as he waited for his announcement and it came, 
booming all around the studio. ‘And now ladieeees and gentlemennnnn! Welcome to the 
fabulous Rhyme and Reason show.’ To loud audience applause, handsome Teddy Rhyme did 
an arm waving pirouette for the cameras as he appeared then went to sit opposite his first 
guest, a rotund, greasy man who was clutching a large book to his chest. 

 ‘And nowwwww.’ Teddy took up the euphoric chant. ‘Will you welcome, Professor 
Erude, That’s it, a big round of applause for our guest. Hi, professor, you are very  welcome 
to the Rhyme and Reason show.’
             ‘Hi, Mr Reason.’
             ‘I’m Rhyme, but it don’t matter.’
             ‘Then, where’s Reason?’

 ‘We aint had reason on this show for a long time, professor, a long, long time.’
‘That’s too bad, Mr. Rhyme.’
‘Well professor, tell us about this new book of yours, it seems to be sensational. Mr. 

Esurient, our station owner is certainly taken with it. Is it as great as we hear?’
‘It is, oh, it is, you see, I’ve developed a new theory of biology.’
'Wow! A new theory... Teddy leapt up  and minced towards his studio audience. ‘Did you 

hear that, wake up at  the back there. An entirely new theory  and we’re the first to hear about it.’ He 
led the audience in a round of loud appreciative applause. The music joined him as he pranced back 
towards his guest who had fallen back in his seat a bit, clearly overcome by  the occasion. Teddy 
squeezed in beside him on the sofa, legs still dancing. ‘Tell us more, professor.'

 ‘Well…..many do gooders whinge about what they term 'The Biological Holocaust.' 
‘Do they?’
‘Yes, and they’re right.’
‘Oh, good.’
‘The biological holocaust  is the correct term, where every creature survives by feeding on 

others, see?’
‘I think so…?’
‘And in my  book, ‘Most Of You Are Fodder.’ I clearly show how every victim offers 

themselves in sacrifice, so that life continues.'
‘That’s pretty profound, professor. Hold the book up for the cameras....That’s it, camera 

two…But what does it mean?’
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‘It means that economically and politically, it’s the very same. The economically and 
politically inept understand that they are fodder for the astute to advance to a better life. ‘

‘Wow, no wonder the boss likes this theory, but can you prove this hypothesis?’
‘Sure can. Cast your mind back to hurricane stricken New Orleans.’
‘It’s back, it’s cast back.’

 ‘Weren’t the majority of those struggling to survive, poor and black. This portends a primeval 
landscape in which nature punishes those who have lost out in the economic survival of the fittest 
stakes.’
 ‘And there’s nothing we can do? We have no role in this scenario?’ Teddy cast a scared glance 
at his uneasy audience. 
 ‘Oh no, you’re wrong.’ The guest declared.
 ‘I’m wrong, how?’ Teddy gasped.  
 'Everybody has a role.’ Professor Erude proclaimed. ‘Because everybody is available to 
nourish everybody else, see. And the big corporations are at the top of the food chain.'

‘Gee….its not a very attractive theory for most folks…the 99 per cent.'
'It's just nature....there is no alternative.'
'I guess not, professor, if the book is being written by the 1 percent, here hold your book up 

towards camera three for a close up.’
Teddy stood, not  dancing this time. ‘Give him a big hand folks and it’s time for me to make 

way for our sponsors don’t go ‘way. 
The music and the euphoric hand clapping began as Teddy dashed off the set  to be handed a 

fresh towel by his PA, Bernice. ‘Phew that was a good one, wasn’t it? Don’t you just love these 
shits with their superior attitudes.’ He chuckled at Macy. ‘Now you’re sure you want to risk this?’ 
His face paint was being refreshed. 

‘Yes.’ Was all she could muster as her stomach muscles tightened even more. 
‘Now, Macy, I gotta treat you as I would any  other kook who wanders in here, you 

understand?’
‘Yes.’ 
‘Jeez, you better get more articulate than that or you’ll never get your message across and 

I’ll have very little material to work with, don’t let me down, we got standards here, babe.’
Teddy was called back on and he left a terrified Macy  alone in the corner of the set. A stage 

hand gripped her by  the elbow and steered her to the couch recently vacated by the Professor Erude. 
‘Sit there.’ He whispered. ‘And Teddy  will be over to you shortly.’  He meant this kindly  but it 
sounded like a threat. They were back on live, the music swelled and the announcer re-announced 
Teddy who jived onto the stage to delirious hand clapping from the studio audience. 

‘And we’re back my friends.’ He announced and he began his advance towards Macy who 
was perched on the edge of her chair. He paused and pondered for his audience. ‘Ever wondered 
about these end of the world predictions? Most of them lack enough detail for us to know how to 
take ‘em.’ He pointed dramatically at Macy. ‘Well not any more, this little lady has an end of the 
world story with real detail. She knows, oh yes, she knows how it’s goin’ to go.’ 

The orchestra on cue played scary music. ‘Do we want to risk hearing it?’ Teddy put his two 
hands up to his worried face and turned to the audience for guidance. ‘Yes, yes.’ They screamed. 
‘Alright, but you have been warned.’  He tip toed towards Macy as the music became tippy toed. He 
sat and she saw no recognition in his face. Teddy was in character. 

‘So tell me miss, what are the signs you have discerned for us, what should we be looking 
out for?’
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‘Well....‘Macy gulped. She hadn’t expected such detachment from her father. ‘Well, this 
whole area which was so fertile for as long as anyone can remember is about to become a vast 
dessert.’ She rushed her words  and she wasn’t sure if the audience could hear her, but Teddy was 
doing his best for her. 

‘So you are saying, let me get this straight, that somehow rolling hills of corn will become 
sand dunes, is that what you are saying?’ 

‘Yes.’
‘Yes, is that all you have to say, how will this happen, where will the sand come from?’ He 

was working hard for her but she resented the grilling. 
‘The sand is already  here.’ She blurted stung by his attitude. ‘Just inches beneath this very 

studio is a vast dessert.’  
Teddy leapt to his feet, hands clutching his face again again. ‘What! The sneaky sand has 

already crept up on us? I didn’t see the trucks making this delivery, did any of you?’ He turned to 
the audience, who echoed ‘no’ in unison and laughter.

‘Christ sake, the sand was here first.’ Macy explained, annoyed by the laughter. She was 
calming down and realising that her father had to play it this way to give her space to get her 
message across, she couldn’t  let him down. She tried to remember Konstam’s words. ‘Thousands of 
years ago this entire area was a vast  dessert when the earth was warmer. As it cooled, vegetation 
covered the sand and then we arrived and planted corn and raised cattle.’

‘That’s good, right?’ Teddy  was leading her as best he could. ‘This area is often called the 
breadbasket of humanity, right folks?’  This elicited raucous clapping and proud yelping. 

‘Right.’ Macy felt she should agree with the audience and continued. ‘But the climate is 
getting warmer again, like before and the vegetation is blowing away  we can all see this 
happening.’ This brought a descending mood on the situation which Teddy had to rescue. Part of the 
popularity of his show was as a distraction from the dawning reality outside and Macy was bringing 
it indoors. He sat in front of her and leaned forward to conclude the interview. 

‘Well thank you miss, I’d accuse you of raining on our parade, but rain is what we crave.’  
He made to stand but Macy  had more to say. Being one of her fathers kooks was not why she was 
here, this was her fast track to fame. ‘We have to figure out what  to do.  Small holders should know 
that one of the largest  landowners is currently negotiating with a foreign delegation who are here in 
town, to sell off his substantial holdings before the sand appears. The foreigners are buying the past, 
our tradition of abundance, while he is selling the future of barren sand dunes.’  She had practiced 
that line many times and she got it out before Teddy could get the orchestra to drown her out. ‘Right 
miss Armageddon.’ He looked genuinely angry. ‘You’ve had your five seconds of fame, we don’t 
appreciate you defaming the...the person you nearly mentioned,  without him being here to reply.’ 

Some of the usually ebullient audience were moved to boo Macy as Teddy gripped her 
elbow and marched her off the set. He was less the jolly uncle Teddy and more an angry father 
dragging his naughty daughter indoors for a good whelping. 

‘Stand there.’ He ordered her and returned to the set. He was beaming again. ‘Well folks it’s 
time to say good night’ Teddy jived to his signature tune as he moved to the centre of the stage to a 
prepared podium where he ended each show with a summary  addressed to the audience. Tonight, he 
had to wait in silence to bring a measure of calm to the agitated crowd, which eventually became 
silent, one voice at a time.  Finally they turned their attention to him. He was quieter than normal. 
‘I’ll leave you with this thought my friends. Maybe we aint nobody’s fodder and this desert sand is 
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just the way the good lord intended the world to work for us. You folks think of that? Each of you 
mind yourself now, and mind each other.  Well good night, sleep tight.’ 

Teddy strode off the set and looked about for his daughter, but she was gone. She was 
already outside hailing a cab. She couldn’t face him, she was sure she had damaged his career but 
the message had to be got out and she had sort of kept her promise, she hadn’t mentioned either the 
Governor or the Chinese. It was for others now to join up the dots. 

Feeling safer now about entering her apartment on main street over the book store, she 
locked the door just in case, showered and slept. Her night was finished, but others had many things 
to do before dawn. 

When she woke a howling gale was rattling her windows. Looking out she saw that 
powdery soil from the nearby farms was swirling all down main street. Everything was covered in a 
coat of fine dust. People moving about were shading their mouth and eyes from the irritation. Her 
phone rang. It was Teddy, her father.

‘Yes?’ She queries stalling for time to see how his mood was. It seemed reasonable 
considering. ‘Macy can I meet you for some breakfast?’ 

‘As long as its a place with plastic knives and forks.’  She laughed uneasily.
He chuckled into her ear. ‘Don’t worry, last night is done and dusted...oh, and that’s not a 

pun on the dust storm outside.’ 
‘We can’t go very far in this weather.’ She proposed. 
‘I’m in the eatery right next door to the bookstore. See you in five.’ He hung up. 
She hadn’t time to shower, but that would be best left till she was finished with this dust 

outside. She carefully opened her hall door and was assailed by  whining wind and biting dust. 
Pulling her hat firmly  down on her head she bent into the wind and scrambled into the cafe three 
door’s down. Teddy was in a booth to the rear, he beckoned to her. She joined him and he told her 
he had ordered breakfast for both. He already had a pot of steaming black coffee at the ready.

‘So, how are you?’ She queried as she sipped coffee. ‘I’m really sorry if I caused you 
serious grief.’ 

‘Nothing too serious.‘ He said softly. ‘Now....’
She interrupted him. ‘But it must have caused you problems, the audience were getting very 

agitated when I left.’
He smiled across the table at her as breakfast was delivered. ‘You should realise Macy, that 

folks don’t always appreciate being told exactly how things are and if the governor had survived the 
night, I’d a been out on my old wrinkled ass.’ 

‘What do you mean, if the Governor had survived?’ 
‘Of course, you haven’t  heard. You my dear, set  all of this in motion and then went to bed, 

not very professional.’ 
‘What do you mean if the Governor had survived?’ 
‘He’s dead, shot himself about three o’clock this morning.’ 
‘Oh my god.’ Both her hands went to her mouth. ‘Why?’
‘You of all people shouldn’t have to ask that.’ He cut into his bacon as Macy tried to discern 

what he meant.
‘Are you saying it’s my fault?’ 
‘Of course not, we journalist’s merely report, ask question and the like. It’s not our fault  how 

other people react to this process.’  
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‘That seems a bit cynical, dad.’ 
‘I’m just trying to get you to see how unimportant the reporter is, although your probing at 

the two fires led to murder charges being laid at the feet of the Governor’s right hand man, 
Martinez, that might have spooked the Governor.’ 

‘Jesus, dad, I thought you were trying to reassure me. How do you know all this overnight?’ 
‘More pillow talk between the two women. Penelope was so distressed at the arrest of 

Martinez and the suicide of Brown that Bernice went over to her in the early  hours and phoned me 
back later. See, others were working while you slumbered.’ 

‘Alright, I get the point. But how were the murders pinned on the assistant?’ 
‘Once you drew attention to the links between the two men and matters the governor didn’t 

want made public, a murder investigation was initiated and soon sightings of Martinez the assistant 
were recalled at both scenes. Apparently  the governor had promised Martinez a big cash bonus if he 
could keep  both climatologists away from the media. Martinez decided that the best way was to kill 
everybody  who knew. A local policeman, Dave Corbett apprehended him in your apartment I 
understand, but you know all that.  Jeez, Macy you came very close to cashing in your own chips. 
This environmental stuff is murder.’

‘I know, I’ll stick to festivals in future if I even stay in the news business. But what of the 
Governors deal to sell off his lands, I suppose that deal is off now.’

‘The deal was off anyway.’ He chuckled as he sipped coffee. ‘The Chinese apparently  like 
my show and were watching in their hotel rooms as you dug the Governor’s grave. They left this 
morning having contacted Brown to tell him he had no sale. I think that and the police closing in, 
unhinged him.’ 

‘Jeez, I hadn’t intended it to end like this.’
‘This is not the end my  poor girl.’ Teddy reached across and squeezed her hand 

affectionately. ‘The end may be closing in on us, but  you did a good job, people needed to be told. 
They  gotta make alternative plans. They wouldn’t have done that with a powerful man manipulating 
the situation to give an appearance of normality while he solved his own problems. You were the 
one Macy and although people don’t really like it   you know,  you were the one on the night who 
really told it like it is ’ 

‘So what are you going to do now, dad?’
‘I’m too old to be moving, besides I’ve still my fans to look after as long as the show 

continues and I’ve got two swinging females in need of comforting, I’ll stay put for now.’ 
‘You’re incorrigible. I think though, that I may head up  north a ways, Konstam suggested 

that was probably a safer region as the place gets warmer.’
They  hugged for the last time and Macy struggled back into her apartment to pack a small 

carry  bag. She paused for a moment to consider the additional weight of her laptop and recording 
equipment and decided to leave both behind.  She’d figure out something to do up north when she 
got there.  The wind was increasing in severity. She checked and a train heading north was leaving 
in two hours. She called a cab and they struggled to make it through the swirling debris.  Finally  she 
joined the rest of the dust covered travelers in a coach as the train pulled away from her hometown. 

As the train left the cover of the city  the extent of the gale and the destruction became more 
evident. Macy sat still and read the Tribune and it’s report on the events of the last twenty four 
hours. The editor had included her material on the lurking desert  and given her a byline alongside 
the senior reporters who had covered the murder case and the suicide, while she slept. 
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She was distracted from her reading as the other passengers crowded around the windows 
and marveled at the sight. ‘It’s a dust  bowl.’ One man with an eye on history declared. Macy hid 
behind her broadsheet.

The light faded as the dust storm enveloped the train which they all felt falter, then continue.   
‘It’s changing.’ A woman leaning over Macy to peer out declared. ‘The dust is changing to 

something else, see.’ 
Suddenly the train shuddered and stopped altogether. ‘What’s happening?’ Someone called 

out. 
The woman near to Macy replied. ‘They  is just stopped until the problem clears up I 

expect.’ 
Macy whispered to herself. ‘We could be here a long time so.’  
With windows closed to keep  out the dust, it became uncomfortably  warm in the carriage. 

People began to loosen street coats and to fan themselves with newspapers. one woman became 
faint and her husband appealed for air. ‘She’s feelin’ nauseous, can someone open a window.’ He 
barked.  When no one moved he pushed through the sightseers to fuss with a window. 

‘Hey, leave that alone.’ A burly man ordered. ‘We don’t want that dust gettin’ in here.’
‘Didn’t you hear me.’ The husband snarled. ‘My wife is feelin’ sick.’
‘And we’re sick of you.’ A woman retorted. ‘Get away from the window an’ let us see 

what’s goin’ on.’
Macy tried to curl up in her window seat, but  it was getting oppressively warm as bodies 

crowded around her to try to discern what was happening. 
‘Do you know, you’re right.’ A man turned to the woman, who noticed a change in the 

texture of the dust, as he too leaned over Macy to look out. ‘It’s damn sand now piling up along the 
side of the carriage, see it’s almost up to the window. Where the fuck did that come from?’

So, Macy whispered to herself, the sand is loose again and on the move.  Others were 
beginning to lose the enthusiasm of novelty and were becoming concerned. 

‘What can it mean?’ The woman nearest to her asked anybody in general as she slumped 
into her seat, sweat running down her florid face. ‘What can it mean, it must mean something.’ 

Macy felt important with her acquired scientific knowledge about the evolving situation, but 
stopped herself  from speaking. She recalled that Teddy had reminded her that people didn’t always 
appreciate being told exactly how it is. 

And the heat rose.......   
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Chapter Four:  Richard @4 Degrees Celsius.

Richard stared into the scared eyes of the pair. They cowered and backed away from his 
light. ‘Hold it there.’ He ordered.  He knew he shouldn’t  even be issuing orders. His instructions 
were to fire immediately, kill every shape of a refugee, but he was all shot out. His palms still 
quivered from the vibrations of the earlier slaughter. Just up the border road, he had joined his 
patrol colleagues not a half an hour ago is a mass slaughter of climate refugees. Men women and 
children fleeing from hunger and the advancing desert. 

This pair were probably stragglers from that  group who should be dealt  with summarily. But 
he couldn’t. ‘Just stay put while I think.’ He ordered. What was there to think about?  He was part 
of a military  patrol charged with protecting us against them. With protecting some element of a 
civilised society from the mayhem caused to the south by the drought and rapidly advancing desert. 
And from the west through displacement by  the encroaching sea. Even now he could hear the wind 
pushing the relentless sand forward. 

And pushing us back, he reflected. Already this month, they had retreated from their forward 
post, an abandoned farmhouse which was now being slowly covered by sand. The drought was 
behind their position. They were being outflanked by nature. There hadn’t been rain in months and 
the sun bore down relentlessly. Soon they would also become refugees invading territories further 
north. Such was the way of the world. No one could be blamed and no one could blame them for 
protecting what they had. 

At least when it’s our turn to flee, he continually reassured himself, we’ll be armed not like 
the poor souls this evening, most likely  dirt farmers. Not a weapon between them. It was like 
shooting fish in a barrel. He looked again at the large frightened eyes in front of him. He couldn’t 
do it again so soon after the slaughter, necessary though it was. 

He was alone now with the cowering pair. Earlier he and a colleague X, had made a short 
foot patrol along the road before returning to the tents they  now occupied. He had sand in his mouth 
and eyes. He was miserable. He had been trained by  the prefecture as a doctor, but with the 
worsening situation, he had been handed a gun and sent to the climate border to repel anonymous 
invaders. 

And now he was faced with a much more personal dilemma. He had two choices as he saw 
it. He could shoot them now, quickly  and follow X back to camp. Or, he could let  them live. And 
what would that lead to?  He cursed having alternatives. He cursed himself for providing 
alternatives. 

He looked back up the road to where X had walked towards the encampment. Richards 
companion was called Alexander, but had decided to re-name himself X, discarding the other letters 
in his name.  He claimed this was for legal reasons, in case there was ever a human rights inquiry 
into their culling of climate refugees. He didn’t  want his name associated with it. Richard felt that 
such an inquiry  was less likely with each passing day. He sensed that what X felt was really  shame. 
Unfortunately for Richard, it was he who had spotted the crouching pair. Only minutes before he 
and X had been cautiously inching forward in the dark on a routine patrol, soon over and forgotten.

‘Watch your step.’ X had called from his side of the road. ‘The road is all collapsed over 
there. Don't break a leg. No medical help out here.  We'll give this ten minutes, Richard. They're 
brewing coffee. I’ve not tasted some in three days.

‘Right.’ Richard agreed. ‘We'll only go down as far as the bridge.’
‘Right, ten minutes. Just a quick look around.’
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They trudged forward silently. Their boots made little noise on the drifting sand already 
beginning to cover the broken concrete of the road. 

‘Here's the bridge.’ Richard muttered as the humpbacked road came into view dimly lit by a 
sliver of moon. ’Used to be water running under this, I'm told X. Imagine drinking fresh water from 
a stream.’

‘Jeez...It's dark. Keep your mind on the search.’ X cautioned. 
‘I'm looking...What was that? Thought I heard something just off the road......Crud! 

Something glinted in my lens, was it a pair of eyes.’
‘Do something!’ X, urged.
Richard raised his voice and spoke with authority. ‘Hold it there, I see you, don't move.’
 A faltering female voice called to him. ‘Please don't harm us. My sister is only ten.’
‘How many of you are there?’ A crouching Richard asked, aware that X had stayed back.
‘Just the two of us...please don't kill us.’ The voice reached out to him from the dark. It was 

a hoarse, timid voice and it challenged his immediate circumstance. There was helplessness in the 
voice that called to him, yet it struck him forcefully. All of his life he had been encouraged by his 
group to watch with paranoia at the land around them. To repulse others encroaching on scarce 
resources. This was his lived existence, now this female voice, this vulnerable voice, questioned his 
existence and demanded that he reassess it. 
  The buried core of him came sharply into focus. The unfairness of it all unsettled him. They 
were powerless while he was powerful. Armed and standing tall over their cowering forms. But this 
fragile voice had found his concealed self never completely  obliterated by  the demands of self-
preservation. Puzzled by these contradictions he paused finger on trigger.

He knew how he wanted to respond and also how he must respond. Richard sensed X 
waiting behind him, expecting him to act without such deliberation. Reluctantly  he looked again at 
the crouching pair. ‘I should shoot you; I'm supposed to shoot you.  Just stay put while I think.’

‘Crud! What's to think about?’ X hissed. ‘Waste 'em. We're getting covered by  sand standing 
here.’  

‘I can't do it, X. She spoke to me.’
A young girl started to cry  quietly. The older one spoke to her. ‘Hush Mchumba, the man is 

thinking.’
Richard lowered his weapon and looked to where X was dimly visible some feet away. He 

saw X adjust his red bandana across his mouth and nose. He looked like a cowboy in one of those 
old movies about to rob a stagecoach. X wore it constantly; claiming it was to ward off sand, but 
Richard felt it was more of his shame at their border work. ‘I can't, X.’ He pleaded. ‘You do it.’

‘You found 'em.’ X offered reasonably.
‘Crud, X!  I can't do it. Look at them. They're only skin and bone. Two young girls, all I can 

see are their eyes. You do it X, please!’
‘Jeez! Now you have me thinkin'. I'm heading back to camp, you deal with it.’ And he had 

heard X walk away towards the camp and the coffee and the camaraderie.  He couldn’t stand here 
all night either, being covered in sand. He stepped forward and trained his light on the crouching 
pair. They were two skinny females. One older than the other. Two sisters alone in the dark, an 
empty advancing desert behind them. 

‘Crud!’ He exclaimed. The more they became human the less he could shoot them. There 
was no way now that he could fire into these emaciated bodies with those vast human eyes. He had 
to withdraw from this human contact  that was sucking him in, raising feelings that had no place on 
a climate border. He stood and began to withdraw emotionally  while he took stock. There was still a 
chance for him, that was until the older woman, perhaps sensing his withdrawal, looked directly up 
at him and spoke to him, pleadingly. 
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‘Please help  us.’ Three short words, but a chasm was crossed. Now he definitely  couldn’t 
shoot them. A call had been made to him. Could he chase them back the way they came to try again 
later? The younger one looked exhausted, near to death. Richard had food and water on him. Could 
he dare to share this with them. He’d be shot if seen doing this. Those were his orders. In the 
circumstances, no compassion can be allowed. 

He knew he had already  decided to share his rations with them. But where? Plans were 
forming in his head even before he thought them. ‘Shit!’ he cursed again as he stepped off the road 
and down into the dry gulley beside the two females. ‘Follow me.’ He whispered. Using the lights 
of his comrades camp on the road as guidance, he took the older one by the arm and made a 
diagonal trot across the shifting sand towards the abandoned farmhouse. 

Rounding the side of the building he was amazed to see how much of the front of the 
building was already covered by the approaching sand. He pushed on the metal door and allowed 
his group and a mound of sand into the interior.  By the light of the moon through glassless 
windows he moved to a central table and pulled out two chairs. 

‘Sit.’ He ordered angrily, but the anger was directed at  himself. They sat and he stood and 
looked at them. They  just sat tired and dejected and allowed themselves to be surveyed. Eventually, 
he handed over his concentrated rations which were devoured. The older one was about twenty and 
the younger was a girl of no more that ten or twelve. He found some tin cups from the shelf and 
filled these with water from his canteen and left them on the table in front  of the terrified women.  
‘Drink.’ He ordered unnecessarily. His anger was still self directed. His behavour was madness. He 
would surely pay.  

The older sister left down her cup and stood in front of him. She was still pretty  in spite of 
emaciation. She wore a shredded dress that showed her full breasts as she moved. She had the most 
incredible eyes Richard had ever seen.  Dark pools. He danced in them. They seemed too large for 
her thin face, but they were alive. Her eyes showed Richard that a person still lived there. She held 
out a graceful hand to him. ‘Thank you.’ She whispered. 

He didn’t shake her hand. No thanks were needed. He had only done what any person would 
have done. Except orders expressly  said that this was precisely what he should not do. He knew it 
and she knew it. They both understood the new order, which added to the intensity of her gratitude. 

In a world where roads and societies were collapsing for no apparent reason, it was each 
person or organised group for itself. The collapse was global. There was nowhere to hide. Each 
person had to decide how to deal with the next person. Over vast portions of the planet nothing was 
growing. What remained was dying and the greatest  mass movement of people ever seen on earth 
was happening now in search of food and water. 

Due to global warming, the human population was forced to leave an entire latitudinal belt 
across the whole width of the globe. Rising sea levels, sweeping deserts and mass extinction of 
species and fertile land was ensuring that confident, bustling humankind was for the first time on 
the retreat. People poured south and north into resisting populations already in collapse. 

‘My name is….’ The young woman began, but a panicking Richard cut her off. ‘Don’t tell 
me your name, please.’ Crud, if he knew her name it would be turning into a date. He had to keep 
them anonymous.  There was still hope for him.

The younger girl began to cry and the woman went to her. Richard stood uncertain. He had 
done as much as he dared or should do. He’d let them live, found them shelter and fed them for 
crud’s sake. He had to go back to his duties. He’d be missed. How could he explain why he was out 
here if spotted. Desperately, he thought and eventually  he went to the shelf and looked for a slightly 
different tin cup, one with a prefecture insignia on it. Finding one, he pocketed it. 

‘Stay here, you’ll be safe for a while. Good luck.’ He went out into the dark desert not 
looking back. A stiff, hot wind was rising. He hunched forward to protect himself from the driving 
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wind as he struggled across the shifting sand and was almost back to the road when a shot rang out. 
He heard the near miss of its scream as it whipped past his head. He dived face first into a sand 
mound. ‘Hold your fire its me, Richard.’ 

‘Go back, or we’ll fire.’ Barked a voice. Richard recognised it as that of Mario, his tent 
mate. ‘Hey, Mario. It’s me, Richard. Hold your fire.’

He stumbled to his feet  and made a crouching run towards the front line. He jumped into the 
dry gulley and reached up a hand to his colleague. ‘Here, give me a hand up.’

‘What the crud were you doin’ out there? Mario demanded. ‘You almost got yourself shot.’
‘Sorry, just went back to the house for something.’
‘I’ll have to report you.’
‘I know.’
‘I mean it, Richard, I’m going to report you.’
‘I heard you.’ Richard brushed past him and went into his tent and lay on his bed. X, who 

also shared the tent, was lying face to the canvas wall. He turned and stared at his friend. ‘Richard, 
where the hell have you been? I covered for you as long as possible.’

‘Don't ask....’
‘Did you take care of....you know who?’
‘I said don't ask.’

 The wind was increasing. The canvas flapped urgently. What had possessed him to act  so?  
Now he felt a sense of responsibility for the two. They were alive because of him. They were alive 
and still desperate. A corpse has no more worries. They still had problems to face because of him. 
Curse having alternatives. 

Mario came into the tent. ‘The commandant wants you.’ Richard rose and X called after 
him. ‘Keep me out of it.’

 He followed Mario to the commandant’s tent. Mario stayed outside. Richard raised the flap 
and entered. ‘Sir.’ He offered and waited. The commandant was studying a map of the area. The 
commandant was an older man. Bald and emaciated, his uniform hung loose on his frame. He 
looked exhausted. ‘I hear that you left  your post and wandered into enemy territory.’ He spoke 
without looking up. 

‘I only went back, sir, to the outpost we’ve only just vacated.’ Richard explained.
‘Why?’ This time the commandant did look up.
‘To, er…retrieve something.’ He had to raise his voice due to the increasing wind.
‘What was it?’
‘A….a tin cup, sir.’ He produced it and held it for inspection. 
‘A tin cup, what for?’
‘I, eh…wanted a keepsake, sir. Of the building that we’d held for so long.’ 
‘A keepsake, we were only there for a month. That’s nonsense. I don’t believe a word of it.’ 

His voice was beginning to quiver. ‘Anyway, that cup is the property of the prefecture. You should 
not have removed it without my permission.’ 

‘I’m sorry, a moments weakness.’
‘Crud it!’ The commandant shouted suddenly as he stood. ‘Crud you! Why can’t you keep 

things simple. Do you think I want to be here? Do you?  I should be with my family. God knows 
how they’re doing. I hear that armed milita from the west coast are moving inland shooting 
anything that moves. And you are stealing crudding tin cups.’

‘Sorry.’
‘You’re up  to something, but I’ve more important things to be thinking about, so I’m 

assigning Mario to monitor you.’
‘Couldn’t X do it?’
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‘Oh, you’d like that, wouldn’t you? It’s Mario, now get out of my sight.’
‘Thank you sir.’  The commandant waved him away  and Richard walked back to his tent 

with Mario monitoring him.  
Everyone was awake early  with the fury of the wind. The tents were billowing and eager to 

be aloft. The sleepy group were assembled for breakfast. ‘Look over there.’ Ariel pointed to the 
south along the line of trees in the forest. ‘See the rising smoke. That’s a big fire.’

Everyone was used to fires and everyone was also aware of the dangers in such dry  times. 
‘Is it coming this way?’ Someone asked. It was hard to tell, they shuffled forward towards the mess 
table. The commandant appeared from his tent and roared over the wind. ‘Gear up we’re moving.’ 

‘Where to sir?’ 
‘We’ve been assigned to fire duty. We’re to go into the forest and fight the fire from this 

side. Let’s move.’ 
‘Sir.’ Richard spoke. ‘We’re not equipped to deal with fires. We’re an armed border patrol, 

sir.’
‘Listen you.’ The commandant was harassed and irritated. ‘We have shovels. We’ll go in 

there and clear a fire break as ordered.’ 
‘And who’ll guard the border, sir?’ Richard asked.
‘Crud!.’ The commandant swore. ‘We haven’t enough people to do everything. We have to 

double up. Right now it’s firefighting. And you.’ He pointed at  Richard. ‘You go and replace the 
official item you stole from that house. I want things put right’ 

‘But it was only a tin cup.’
‘I thought it  was a priceless keepsake. Whatever you’re up  to I want to stop it. Return that 

cruddy cup  to the farmhouse, then follow us to the fire.’ The commandant turned to the group. 
‘Right the rest of you dig out your shovels and let’s go.’ 

Breakfast was cancelled. There was a great grumbling scramble in and out of tents as the 
twenty  or so personnel readied themselves for this new assignment. Richard hoisted his weapon and 
moved out of their way. Soon there was only the noise of their movement through the forest which 
was drowned by the screeching wind. 

Then he was alone. He knew it was pointless to return the tin cup, it had served its purpose. 
He looked towards the slowly submerging farmhouse and wondered how the females were. He 
decided to go over anyway with some water. He waded through the sand which was now knee high 
in places and soon reached the building.  He was about to go round to the door when a great 
commotion behind him made him turn. 

The fire was here. He saw some of his group running back towards the edge of the forest. To 
his horror he saw that the entire tops of the trees were burning and spreading faster than the men 
could run. 

‘It’s a crown fire.’ Richared turned to the voice. It was the older of the two females. She had 
come round the side of the house to stand near him. ‘It’s a fire which races across the tree tops and 
sucks all the oxygen out of the air beneath, asphyxiating anyone caught below.’ She continued her 
quiet commentary.

Richard turned back to the scene and saw his colleagues clutch at their throats and collapse 
one by one in the unburnt lower part of the forest. Within seconds it was over. The heat was intense. 
It almost blistered his face, he stepped behind the building for shelter, pulling the woman with him. 

The door was almost completely covered. They had to struggle to climb over the shifting 
mass of loose sand. The woman went to where the child was huddled on a discarded mattress. The 
heat was stifling. She sat  with the child and stared at him, waiting for his next move. They looked 
hungry and thirsty. He decided to retain some of his breakfast food as he sensed that with his group 
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gone, food might not be so easy to come by. He broke off three segments of food bar and distributed 
two, chewing the third himself. He was frugal with the water also. 

He knew that his platoon had been an advance guard. The frontline to repell refugees. There 
might not be any others of his…he didn’t know what to call them, his society, culture or group, 
nearby.  The people they  were repelling were from the same land mass, many from the same nation 
as it had been called. But all such familiarity had been sundered. 

   Sheer temperature rise had dominated all other environmental, technological and societal 
aspects. Rising temperature drove all else. The entire planetary systems of flora and fauna had to 
react to this one fact. The world was in the grip of runaway heat. He didn’t know how many other 
humans were alive in this region. He had been on border patrol for several months and only  the 
commandant had access to radio communication and he had become increasingly  agitated with the 
news he was receiving.  

The only place Richard knew was his city in the mountains. He must go there. He looked at 
the two exhausted females, sitting quietly  watching him. Somehow, they had become his 
responsibility.  By sparing them he had assimilated them into his life. It couldn’t be guilt. He hadn’t 
done anything to bring about this failing situation, or their predicament. Yet somehow, their fate was 
now tied to his. If he could get them to the city, they’d possibly  be welcomed as fertile females and 
he’d be freed of responsibility. It was a plan. 

The wind poured sand in through the open window space, threatening to fill the room before 
long. The doorway too was becoming filled. They had to get out of here or be entombed. 

‘Right.’ He called to the two silent females. ‘Get up.’
‘What are you going to do to us?’ The woman asked as she assisted the child to her feet. 
‘What am I going to do?’ He didn’t want to raise her hopes with talk of the city. They might 

never make it. ‘I don’t know what I’m going to do.’ He confided, but this seemed to startle her even 
more.

‘Oh, please don’t shoot us.’ She stared at his weapon.
‘Shoot? I’m not going to shoot you, but I don’t know what …we are going to do.’ He stood 

helpless and the sand continued to insinuate itself. ‘First we got to get out of here.’
He clawed a path through the sand piled across the door. The women followed him around 

the corner of the house.  He stared across at the place where the luxuriant forest had been. Thick 
smoke and swirling embers met his gaze. The heat had been intense and fast. The forest was no 
more than burnt stumps. And sand which had started to cross the road, was already  moving in 
between these smouldering stumps. This was an ideal place for a desert to expand. 

Richard crossed the sand to the road, followed by the two females. He stepped up onto the 
buckling concrete and stared into the smouldering interior of the forest. The fire had eventually 
reached down to the ground, but mercifully, his colleagues were dead by then. He thought  he could 
make out mishapen human forms lying at the smouldering base of some of the trees. 

Standing on the road, looking into the quietly  smoldering interior, he tried not to look, but 
was drawn by some macabre facination to continue to scour the area even as he tried to tear his eyes 
away. Perhaps the fact that he was alive by sheer chance lent him a misplaced euphoria which 
shamed him. Just as he finally turned his gaze away, he spotted a tiny  shred of red bandana 
protruding from one roasted mound. Poor X would never have to worry about showing his face 
again as it was no more. 

The heat was still too intense for any  detailed exploration, even if he had wanted to. He 
looked about. All of the tents were destroyed except the one furthest from the blaze. It was intact, 
but covered with smoldering embers. It wouldn’t last  much longer.  He went to it and pulled back 
the flap.  Inside he found a water cannister which was fairly full. There was also the standard metal 
locker which he opened to reveal several concentrated food bars and a pair of binocculars. He took 
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the supplies and rejoined the women who had climbed onto the road and were standing waiting for 
him. They had made no effort to run, as he had half hoped they might. Seems they had tied their 
fate to his. So be it. 

He set off towards the west. He didn’t look back or beckon to them.  Their choice, stay  here 
until he had gone or follow him.  He heard their feet  closing behind him.  He kept  up a steady pace, 
which wasn’t easy in the growing heat of day. He heard the girl complain and the young woman 
shush her as they trotted to keep up with him.  

Eventually, he had to slow as he was exhausted. His uniform was stuck to his sweating back. 
He looked around for some direction to present  itself. To his left the desert stretched as far as the 
eye could see. Already large dunes were forming where wheat fields stood just a few years ago. To 
his right the land was parched and devoid of any plant life. There was no sign of any  human 
habitation. In the distance in front of him, shimmering in the heat, he could make out the blue 
mountains of his youth. His city lay there. But it was a long way away.  

He had been reared there and been taken from his parents and sent by  the prefecture to train 
as a doctor. The plan then was to have a strong medical service to deal with the growing casualties.  
That had changed by  the time he was twenty. Now the prefecture needed armed men to guard its 
borders. He couldn’t  remember his parents. He had no picture of them. He was told that this was for 
the best. No such ties in the new world of collapse. 

He couldn’t see how he could make it  to those mountains, particularly  with two weakened 
females in tow. He looked around, he needed somewhere to shelter during the next four hours or so 
as the heat climbed. Rolling sand and baked earth surrounded him.  As he looked out over the 
shifting desert, he saw in the distance a massive twister. It seemed to be headed this way. He looked 
around they were on exposed highway with no shelter. 

‘Do you see that?’ The woman asked him pointing in the direction of the column of sand. 
‘Yes I see it.’ He barked. There must be some shelter. He’d patrolled this district  for months. 

He cast his mind over its terrain. Then he rememberd the dried out river up ahead. The road went 
over it to form a bridge. This was where he had found the two females. ‘Quick follow me.’ He 
ordered as he began to run. He was making good progress, he could now see the crumbling bridge 
up ahead and he could see the twister moving closer on a collision course with them. 

He looked back to see the woman almost carrying the exhausted child. ‘Crud!’ He 
exclaimed, as he ran back to take the young girls other arm and propel her forward at a more 
realistic rate. The advance wind was already whipping at  them making their progress unsteady. 
Eventually, with sand spinning around them they slid down the bank of the long gone river and 
scrambled underneath the bridge. 

Richard looked about for extra anchorage as the space down here would soon become a 
wind tunnel. He spotted great granite blocks which had fallen from the bridge above. He dragged 
three of these together and instructed the women to lie flat and each clutch a large slab of stone. 
They  had only prepared themselves when the twister struck. The noise and the pressure was 
awesome.  He hung on as the gale tried to dislodge him. He wondered how the weakened little girl 
was doing. He could only look after himself in this situation. Eventually the storm moved on. It 
may not have been directly over the bridge, but it had been close enough.  

He raised his head which was covered in sand. His body was entirely covered by sand. He 
looked about. How many other human shaped mounds remained. He saw only one. It was too large 
for the young girl. He sighed, well he’d done his best for her. The mound began to move. Two 
heads emerged. The older girl was lying on top of the younger one. 

They  all stood and surveyed each other. The young woman smiled for the first  time. ‘We 
made it.’ She proclaimed unnecessarily. Richard checked his rifle and other supplies. All was intact. 
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What to do now. The two women were dusting themselves down and waiting for his next move. He 
didn’t have one. 

The road leading to the mountains was flat and devoid of life, he knew this. He’d travelled 
from there to his outpost. They  would find no help in that direction, short of reaching the city in the 
mountains. He looked down the stretch of dried river bed. Most rivers of old attracted human 
activity. Perhaps if they followed the dry river bed away from the desert, they might find shelter at 
least from the heat. It was almost noon and the furious sun was directly overhead.  It  was a plan. All 
of his plans were short-term. 

‘Right, lets go.’ He hoisted up his weapon, slung it over his shoulder and set off down the 
river bed. The two offered no objection or asked any questions. He heard them fall in behind. The 
heat was becomng unbearable and he was thinking that it might have been better to stay under the 
bridge until later in the day, when as they rounded a bend in the meandering river bed, he saw a two 
storey stone farmhouse. It had a large decaying water wheel suspended above the dry river bed. No 
water had turned this wheel for some time. 

They  climed the steep bank and looked at the rear of the house. Richard cautioned the 
women to remain on the river bank while he reconnoitered. He walked cautiously up to the back 
door, which stood ajar. No call to halt rang out, no bullets were flying, so he moved forward and 
stepped into the interior of a family kitchen, rifle poised.  

Dust covered everything. But otherwise, it looked intact. Kitchen table in the centre of the 
floor six chairs arranged around it. Sink, presses and stove. This must have been a peaceful family 
place until the heat rose. He relaxed and went back to the door and called the women forward. 

They  came in and made for the chairs as the family before them would have. Richard 
searched without much hope to see what the fleeing family had left behind and which scavengers 
had not already taken. To his surprise, he opened a lower press to find a substantial hoard of tinned 
food. 

‘We're in luck.’ He muttered over his shoulder. ‘There's a reasonable supply of tins...mostly 
beans.’

‘And, there's a pot of water in the sink.. The woman offered.  ‘It's probably from a dripping 
tap.

‘Great, we can eat and drink.’ Richard stood with three tins in his hands.
‘We'll have to boil the water first.’ She cautioned. ‘See how cloudy it is. That  is turbidity, it 

could be from organic matter or micro-organisms.’
‘How do you know all this?’
‘I am...or was, a biologist...I was studying the effects of heat on living matter, until it didn't 

matter any more.....’
The younger girl moaned. ‘I'm tired....’ Her sister went to her.
‘Don't go to sleep  yet, Mchumba...Wait till we get a fire going and we can have a light 

meal.’
Richard offered. ‘One fire coming up...and hot beans.’ There was a box of kindling beside 

the empty hearth. It was soon ablaze, sending out a cheery glow to the darkening room. The water, 
once boiled tasted stale, but was drinkable. While the beans were simmering, Richard searched the 
rest of the house. Everything looked as it must have as the family fled. Why had no scavengers 
rifled it? 

He looked out the top window to the front of the house and saw the smouldering embers of 
the recent forest fire. The forest had come right up to the stone wall of the yard of the house. With 
the river bed at the back and a full forest on all other sides, the house had remained obscured from 
the road. Now the forest was gone it would be noticed by anyone travelling this way. 
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Still, that was another days worry. Right now they could eat. He returned to the kitchen to 
see that the older girl had found some candles. She had lit one and placed it at the centre of the 
table. ‘There’s no electricity any  more.’ She said.  Richard already  knew this, so she must be 
reciting it  for herself. ‘It’s going to be hard to get used to the dark again. Electric light was almost 
genetically  wired into our psyche. Now it’s no more.’ She sighed. ‘We stopped our carbon 
emissions too late.’

‘Those beans smell good.’ He pulled out a chair and distributed the beans from the pot they 
had used to heat them. The aroma of cooked food wafted around the room. The others joined him at 
the family table and they drank stale water and ate warm beans and it  was a feast. Richard, between 
spoonfuls, looked down the table at the young woman in the flickering candle light. ‘Right, you can 
tell me your name now.’ This felt like a date.

She left down her fork and spoke. ‘I am Nia and this is my younger sister Mchumba, which 
means sweetheart. And your name is?’ 

‘Richard, my name is Richard.’ 
‘Thank you Richard. Thank you for my sisters life.’
Her sister spoke for the first time. She looked at Richard.  Perhaps his uniform led her to 

belive that he was wise.  ‘What is happening. Why is all this happening?’
Richard shook his head as he chewed and looked at the child. ‘No one knows precisely. 

Things are just getting out of control very fast.’
‘We do know.’ Nia said sharply. Her vehemence startled Richard, he paused to stare at her, 

fork almost to his mouth. ‘We do know and we’ve known for a long time.’ 
‘Are you angry?’ A puzzled Richard asked. He’d met fear, bafflement and fatalism. But 

never anger at the situation. He looked into her face and saw a tight  fury, but did he see something 
else?  He sensed a panic behind the rage.

‘I’m angry  with me, with you, with all of us.’ She said fiercely. ‘I’m angry with the dead and 
the dying. And they should be angry with themsleves. We caused this.’ 

Richard shook his head in mystification. ‘No one would deliberately cause this, no one 
could have known that it would get so bad.’ 

‘We should have made it our business to know.’ She was shouting at him as if it was all his 
fault. The appreciation for being alive had been short lived. 

Any further outbursts were stopped by the sound of tyre’s crunching on the gravel outside. 
Richard blew out the candle, reached for his weapon and shushed the pair, who were already 
crouching. He went to a front room window and saw in the fading light, a small truck pulling up 
outside. There were two men in the cabin, both wearing broadbrimmed hats and both were armed. 
They  looked desperate and dangerous. Could they be part of the armed invasion from the west that 
the commandant had spoken about?

If he let them come in they would have the initiative. He decided to bluff it  while they were 
crammed into the front seat of the truck. He was wearing his uniform, maybe authority  still stood 
for something. ‘Lock and load.’ He whispered as he opened the door and stepped out onto the porch 
pointing his weapon at the driver. ‘This property  is owned by the prefecture. You must withdraw.’ 
He declared firmly. The two men showed surprise but no indication of leaving. ‘Hold your fire, 
men.’ Richard shouted over his shoulder to his invisible army. ‘You have five seconds to withdraw 
or we open fire.’ 

The men bent in brief conversation and the driver raised a palm in acceptance of the 
situation and began to reverse away from the house. This was going too well. Richard knew that in 
these desperate times, desperate people did not withdraw as easily as that. He watched as they drove 
out beyond the yard wall and disappeared from his sight. He grabbed his binocculars and raced 
upstairs to a front window. The light was fading but he could see that the truck was indeed winding 
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up the dirt track towards thr highway. He kept it in sight as it turned towards the distant mountains 
and drove for a considerable distance. 

He was just congratulating himself on a successful bluff when he saw the truck stop and 
disappear off the side of the road into the desert. It went down an incline and out of sight. He 
watched for a time but it did not reappear. Had they lost control? The road was being covered by 
mounds of sand. Or, were they  waiting for nightfall? Most likely there would be an assault later that 
night. 

The two storey  house was too large to defend. He went  out into the front yard. To the left of 
the house at  right angles to it stood a matching two story stone barn. He went in through a wicket 
gate in the larger wooden one.  Horses had been stabled here. Stairs led up to a hay loft. From here 
he had a good view of the yard and the front of the house. This was the place to make a stand. 

He gathered supplies and blankets and brought the two women over to the barn and upstairs. 
They  made themselves as comfortable as possible. Richard handed his revolver to Nia who was 
reluctant to take it. ‘To protect you and your sister, in case.’ He didn’t finish. 

He settled himself at the open loft door where hay had once been hefted in and out. The heat 
was still oppressive and the night dark. An ideal night for a sneak attack. However, he had his night 
lens fitted, this for dealing with night incursions by  climate refugees. He sighted it  now on the front 
yard. Everything glowed green but visible. 

His lens picked up  the charged energy of falling embers from the recent forest fire. The dark 
night was peaceful. The two females slept nearby, huddled under a colourful blanket. They seemed 
to be confident in his ability to protect them. A warm wind whipped at his face and he felt a sense of 
peace. 

He looked up at the sky where he suddenly heard vast angry rumbling. Great black clouds 
were churning overhead, he could see their rolling shape as they were riven by lightening. This 
enormous commotion moved swiftly across the area. 

If Nia had been awake and close by she probably  would have named it pyro-cumulonimbus 
and explained to him that it had been caused by the intense heat and convection generated by the 
recent forest fire. Mercifully, she was covered by a blanket and sleeping beside her young sister. 
Richard was left alone in ignorance to view the awesome sight and hope that it would soon pass as 
it would only distract him from his defense of the buildings. The farmyard was lit by  one last sheet 
of lightning accompanied by a deep growl of thunder and the tempest moved on towards the hills.

The storm had unsettled his mood. He felt  unease and knew that it was more than waiting 
for the impending attack. Without understanding the science, Richard still sensed the enormous 
climate changes he was witnessing. Even before he left his city  for border patrol duties, he had 
heard the disappointing announcement of the prefecture that the barren lowlands would not be 
replaced by the recently uncovered high mountain terrain as ice melted. The new soil was found to 
be thin and acidic. This was why trainee doctors were turned into border fighters. His city  had to 
defend the dwindling supply of food. 

He looked in the general direction of the mountains. It was too dark to see very  far, but he 
thought about his city up there. When people are hungry they  can either stay  and starve, or move. 
All people move. His city  may already be deserted, his people moving further north to invade some 
other territory. He hoped that they had solved the food crisis and that when he eventually  got home 
he would find the city stable and peaceful. He knew it was asking a lot in the present situation. 

Smoke from the smouldering forest reached his nose reminding him of the serious 
environmental state of his world. If Nia was right and humankind had been complicit in this 
madness then she was right to be angry. He searched for some sense of anger within himself, but 
only found a vast sadness. He had been born into a world of escalating disintegration. He who had 
hoped to be a healer had been turned him into a killer of women and children. 
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During his short period of medical studies he had surveyed old clips of a more fecund earth. 
He recalled images of abundant seas and fertile land. Magnificent flora and fauna, blue skies and 
changing seasons. It seemed to him an alien planet, it couldn’t be where he lived. If this had been 
earth, it was all gone now to be replaced by the tumult of rising heat.

Nia might feel a burning anger, but  he was filled with a measureless desolation for what 
they  had lost and what they must now endure to survive. He closed his eyes in a vain effort to close 
out the visions he had of the increasing destruction around him. He snuffled a wayward tear which 
ran down the side of his nose and puddled in the corner of his nostril. Wiping it away with the back 
of his hand, he looked furtively across to where the other two were sleeping. They hadn’t noticed 
his weakness. He wiped both eyes clear of any  such evidence and sighing settled back against the 
door frame. He was exhausted from trying to appear confident and in control of the situation. His 
eyes grew heavy.

He had begun to nod when a rustle of stone alerted him. He crouched and scanned the yard 
with his night lens. Sure enough, the truck was back. Sliding silently with lights out. It stopped a 
short distance from the front door. A frontal assault. They were either brazen or very desperate. 

Both men climbed out weapons cocked. He had decided on a plan. He didn’t want to let 
them get into the house for a shoot out and he didn’t want them crouching behind their truck and 
figuring out how to burn him out. So, the timing was important. He needed to start when they were 
half way between truck and house.  They  were crouching and moving forward. He sighted on leader 
and took him down with his first shot to the head. The remaining man dropped his weapon and 
threw himself on the ground screaming for mercy.  

The shooting had wakened the women. Nia crawled over to join him. He ordered her to 
point her hand gun at the prone man as he went down to disarm him. He had just kicked the assault 
rifle away when a shot from the barn ricocheted off the truck. ‘Christ sake, stop shooting.’ He 
roared crouching beside the man.

‘So there are more of you.’ The man whispered as he lay face down. ‘Boris said you were 
only bluffing and sitting on a pile of food an’ water.’

‘Who the crud is Boris?’ Richard roared still waiting for another mischanced bullet to finish 
him.

‘Him there.’ The man pointed to the dead leader lying near to the front door.  
‘Who are you?’ Richard stood, satisfied that Nia had ceased firing, and pulled the man to his 

feet. He offered no resistance. 
‘We are from the town near the coast.’ The man offered. ‘We meant you no harm.’
‘Except trying to kill us.’
‘We had to, don’t you see?’ He explained in a tone that sought for reasonanableness. ‘We 

need food and water. You have some. We’re entitled.’ He became a victim.   
The two women joined him and they marched the man into the house where Richard tied 

him to a chair. Richard was jubilant he now had a truck, he could reach his city. And he had enough 
supplies to take him there. Finally he had a plan with substance. He went out to check the truck. 
The keys were in the ignition and there was enough fuel to get most of the way into the mountains. 
When he returned Nia was helping the man to drink some water. ‘Go easy with that.’ Richard 
ordered. ‘That shit was going to kill you for that water.’ 

‘The poor man can’t help the situation.’ Nia offered.
‘Oh, so I’m to blame for the situation and he’s not.’ 
‘I mean trying to get supplies. We’re all to blame for the other situation. This heat  is our 

collective guilt, manifest.’
‘Oh, crud, stop it.’ He complained. ‘It’s hard enough to live, without the lectures.’
‘His name is Adil.’ Nia explained, changing the subject.
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‘Very cosy in my short absence.’ 
‘I’m sorry for trying to attack you.’ Adil, the tied man explained to Richard. ‘Me and my 

friend were running from the sea. Something terrible is happening to the sea.’ He gulped with the 
memory. ‘The sea has flooded over the low hills and is swamping the central plains.’ Adil was 
becoming emotional as he tried to describe his experiences. ‘And the storms, crud! Every  day there 
were huge storms sending great waves in over our city.’

‘Tough.’ Richard interjected as he saw Nia become upset by the news. ‘We’ve all got 
problems, friend.’ He was about to say ‘But we don’t go around shooting people.’ When he 
remembered his refugee culling work. Nobody seemed to notice his sudden silence, they were 
listening to Adil’s saga.

Adil was entralled by his own tale of woe. ‘And worse, the sea is belching great orange 
bubbles of gas that were surfacing and exploding. They were wiping out our city which was already 
half submerged.’

‘Our town was covered by  the desert.’ Nia offered the man. ‘Awful things are happening, 
Richard.’ She turned to Richard and he thought she was going to blame him for this new 
information about the sea. But she stood silent. 

‘The seas are pushing us on all sides’  Adil continued. ‘And the deserts are doing the same. 
Water and sand, the whole world has become a cruddy beach.’

‘There is massive loss of species, both flora and fauna.’ Nia sighed. She was busy running 
her own parallel tale of misery to match that of the captive. ‘We may be on that extinction list.’

‘Not possible.’ Richard asserted. He was loosing control of the situation, Nia was finding the 
newcomer more interesting. He had tales of anguish which seemed to suit her mood. Richard 
decided to counter this with a show of strength, surely she’d prefer gallantry  over misery. ‘We 
humans are too intelligent and resourceful.’ He spoke stoutly. ‘We’ll see this through.’ 

He expected her to respond vigorously to this assertion, but instead he saw the life go out of 
her eyes. She had her own train of thought running. ‘Everything we’ve created is disappearing. 
Libraries are burning. Joyce and Shakespeare are either ash or waterlogged. The same for Mozart 
and Muddy Waters.’ She slumped on a chair. ‘Richard, everything that we are is being destroyed. 
Paintings, digital movies, great buildings and internet connections, all becoming history.’ She 
sighed. ‘Not even history, not even that. There won’t be any  record of us, nor anyone to remember 
us.’

She was talking to him again. He was back at the centre of her attention. But far from 
feeling gallant, he found her assessment unsettling. ‘I agree it’s looking bad at the moment, but it 
can’t be as out  of control as you describe it. How could a whole planet of complex doings all be 
destroyed?’ He asked. 

Nia shook her head. ‘You’ve heard of the butterfly theory of chaos?’
Richartd paused to see if he could recall it, but Adil spoke first. ‘That’s the idea that a 

butterfly flapping its wings on one side of the planet, can start an action that results in a storm 
somewhere far away on the opther side of the world.’ 

‘Exactly.’ She smiled at Adil. ‘Chaos theory. Only this time, we’ve handed the butterfly a 
flame thrower.’ 

‘How do you know all this?’ Demanded Richard. ‘Wait, don’t tell me…I remember, you’re a 
biologist!’

‘Was…’ She said.
‘I was a plumber.’ Adil offered. ‘My brother-in-law, Boris was a car mechanic, that’s how 

we got the truck.’ 
‘Well, I’m taking the truck and going to the city  in the mountains.’ Richard announced. 

‘Anyone want to come with me or are you all happy sitting here comparing jobs?’
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‘We’re coming with you, Richard.’ Nia responded. ‘But  there’s no point in getting annoyed 
with us. You should curse the millions of dead who put us in this hell. The utter fools who would 
not listen.’

‘You can’t say that about the dead.’ Richard protested. 
‘Of course I can.’ Nia asserted. ‘You can’t libel the dead, but you can curse them for not 

heeding the environmental warnings.’
Adil squirmed around to face towards Nia. ‘Boris said that many times in the past, the doom 

and gloom predictions of fear-mongering environmentalists had proved wrong, so why should 
anyone have listened to any of them? That’s what Boris said.’ 

Richard snarled. ‘This is Boris the dead car mechanic? What would he know about 
anything?’

‘He read a lot.’ Adil said quietly. ‘And he thought about such things. Anyway, everybody in 
the city was talking about the environment. Crud! It  was all we could talk about, what with the sea 
and the sand.’

‘Isn’t that my very point.’ Nia declared. ‘Too many people in the past  choose to highlight the 
environmental predictions that had proved wrong as a reason for doing nothing, instead of 
concentrating on those predictions that were proving right.’ 

‘Hah!’ Richard chuckled. ‘Did Boris think about that?’
‘It’s not a joke, Richard.’ Nia admonished, then spoke angrily to the room. It seemed to 

Richard that she was speaking to the past. ‘It would have been great if all of those dire 
environmental predictions had proved wrong, every one of them, because we had moved to solve 
them.’ 

Richard was silent in the face of her anger and their captive thought this a good moment to 
ask for his freedom. ‘If you are taking my truck, can I be released to come with you?’ Adil 
enquired. 

Nia made to untie him but then stopped and looked at Richard. ‘Is it alright with you?’
‘Yeah, I suppose so. Let him loose.’ 
They  prepared to leave early the following morning, deciding to get as much travelling done 

in daylight. Richard caried a sack containing the tins of food to the rear of the truck. He looked 
about in the early  morning light. The sun was already up and a stiff, warm breeze was blowing 
across the area. In spite of the unsettling environmental conditions, it was a peaceful start  to the day. 
But Richard, who was becoming more alert to the situation, felt that it was more a disdainful peace. 

They  spent some time loading up all the useful supplies they could find in the house. Nia 
was particularly excited to find some CD’s. ‘We can’t eat those.’ Richard said. ‘Dump them.’ 
‘Here’s one by Bach.’ She cried as she inserted it into the player in the truck. ‘We’re definitely 
keeping this.’

As Richard and Adil tied everything down. Nia took her sisters hand and walked to the 
centre of the yard. ‘We’ve entered a time of isolation, Mchumba, the hot sun shines on a planet 
almost empty now, of life. The birds are gone and the insects. Listen, there’s hardly a sound.’ 

‘Just the hiss of the approaching desert.’ Richard reminded her as he lifted Mchumba and 
carried her to the truck.  Soon they were off, all four of them sqeeezed into the front cabin. Leaving 
the dirt  track they turned onto the crumbling highway and headed for the blue mountains that until 
recently had been capped with ice and snow. 

The going was made more difficult by the already encroaching sand piling up on the road. 
They  would have to hurry  as the road would soon disappear under the weight of the entrenching 
sand. 

‘Will the truck take us all the way to your city?’ Nia asked Richard as they picked up speed.
‘No, there’s only enough fuel to take us into the foothills. We’ll have to walk from there.’
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‘What will we find in your city, Richard?’ Nia asked.
“I don’t know.’ He sighed quietly. ‘It was in flux when I left.’ He looked at her and tried to 

smile. ‘Maybe even chaos, the butterfly may  be there. I don’t know what we’ll find.’ He 
concentrated on steering around the sand filling the road.

Nia spoke to herself. ‘Once this truck stops there'll be no more electrical energy.’ She 
reached over and switched on the CD player. Bach’s Concerto for Two Violins in D minor, began to 
well from the speakers. ‘Open all the windows.’ Nia  ordered as she turned up  the volume. ‘Let this 
music out across the world. It may be the last time anyone will hear it.’ With the music soaring, 
Richard accelerated as he drove them all towards the blue hills that shimmered ahead of them. 

And the sound of the truck and the music faded to be replaced by the sibilant wind as it 
urged the sand forward into the broken land on the other side of the road, to cover it for millennia…    

And the heat rose.......
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Chapter Five; Hari @ 5 Degrees Celsius.

Hari woke with salt eyes. Her mouth tasted of soot. Her belly rumbled. These were 
permanent features of her existence. The salt in her eyes was a new experience. Her mother was 
dead. She stretched cramped limbs. She didn’t look around. She had slept well into the wan 
morning. The diffuse light that came and went, was now beginning to seep  through the permanent 
smoke clouds. The world was on fire, she could smell it. Climbing out of the hole, she checked that 
her new tin opener was tied securely to her twine belt and set off. Her legs and arms twinged as they 
always did after a period of rest. Her bleached, peeling skin told of too little sunlight. 

There was nowhere to go, but she felt compelled to go on. Why sit in a dirt hole forever. 
Why not.  In the half-light that now served as day-time, she took in her surroundings. In front of her 
she could hear the torpid sound of the advancing sea hidden by a lacerated stone wall. A great house 
had once stood there. To her left, as far as she could see, the broken road was lined with tree 
stumps, many still burning. Great piles of ash gathered in their lee. 

The fire that had been advancing, was now here. The wooden stumps of the forest trees were 
smoldering. Her mother had told her that once these wooden stalagmites were part of a great forest 
with fine leafy trees that waved in the gentle wind. She believed her mother’s conviction, although 
she had no idea what a fine leafy  tree was. Or what a gentle wind was. Now she only experienced 
great hot blasts that  tore at her and kept the fires alight. She knew her mother hadn’t seen such a 
sight either, but it was a nice story. 

To her right  the same sundered road displayed a winding sweep over a rise. No forest  in that 
direction only a smouldering desolation with the soot filled sky as a backdrop. In her travels with 
her mother, she had seen boiling rivers and stagnant pools. They had avoided broken backed, 
hobbling people and everywhere, burning vegetation.  She had long ago stopped taking in any  of 
this desolation, but now she was forced to observe her surroundings again as her situation had 
changed.

She stumbled out onto the cracked road. It  was almost reclaimed by a hardy  weed grass. 
Short and heat resistant it would be one of the last living things to go. Hot gas and smoke irritated 
her throat and lungs. The heat was already making movement difficult. Her light skirt clung to her 
moist thighs. Her tiny uncovered breasts already trickling beads of moisture. She pulled some loose 
itching skin from her forearm and adjusted her cloth mask to avoid the searing, soot filled air as 
much as possible. 

She and her mother had travelled far in search of food. The tin opener had been her mother’s 
prized possession. She had fought an old man for it. Up to that point and as long as Hari could 
remember she and her mother had used pointed stones to force open any  tins of food still left 
untouched. The tin opener was a real find, until the tins dried up. All of this land had been scoured 
by others and all caches of tinned food were now long gone. She had a sense that the tin opener had 
come too late. 

They  had travelled out onto this great mountainous headland in search of tins. On the 
highest point of the central mountain, they  had been lucky enough to unearth a partly covered 
cottage, with three unlabeled tins buried deep in rubble. Her mother seemed to have a instinct for 
finding tins in unlikely places. Even as Hari wiped the tins clear of soil and placed them in her 
mothers sack, her mother was surveying the landscape worridly. Her mothers other knack was 
anticipating brewing trouble, mostly from other people. Hari, her mother called to her, come to my 
side. When Hari joined her, she pointed to the land below. 

See, Hari to our left a great fire is consuming the vast forest. So, mother, Hari had replied, 
the whole world is aflame. Why do you stare?
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Her mother stood as close as was possible and offered advice. We must learn to live with the 
fires, Hari.  To live through them.  And see, to our left below, the vast forest  over there is also 
burning.

Everywhere is burning, mother. Why do you speak on this? Hari recalled her indifference. 
Because our position is becoming perilous, daughter, her mother said with urgency. See these two 
vast fires are moving towards each other. From our vantage point atop this mountain we can see 
this. 

Hari shrugged. Her mother was always watchful, testing the forces that ruled their lives. 
Hari felt annoyance at her mother’s obsessions. She complained. Mother, I am hungry and you 
speak of fires. Hari, we are in great danger. We came out onto this headland to search for 'tins', for 
food and now those two fires when they  meet, will close our path back onto the land bridge. We 
must hurry down from here and make our way to the land bridge.

We have time to keep searching. We’ve already found three tins.  Hari was excited by the 
rich find. Rarely had she seen tins, other than singly. There must be more. We have to keep looking, 
mother. Let’s stay. 

We must go, Hari. Not stay. What matter, mother. We go, we stay and the hunger and the 
danger are always with us.

The choices we make, Hari can save us or lead us into greater danger. Only different danger, 
mother. Let’s stay. The fires are still far away. 

Fire is treacherous, Hari. And it will place other dangers in our path. Her mother offered 
more wisdom. What other dangers, mother? People, Hari. The fires will drive anybody on this 
headland before them and soon they will be on our path to the land bridge. We must be across 
before any people emerge from the burning forests. 

You have taught me to fear people more than the fires, mother. Can they be that bad? I hope 
we don't have to find out, Hari. Mother had replied. Now, lets get going. We can eat when we are on 
the flat. 

Her mother was her only point of contact with others. This suited Hari’s numbed mind. Most 
times she just stumbled along behind her foraging mother. This was their customary way to 
advance. Mother first, scouring the area for tins or signs of other people. Their trek through this 
place was a ritual of anticipation. Would they find any tins? Could they avoid other searchers? 

Hari shook her head sadly. Her mother had decided.  They would go. She followed her 
mother’s descent from the mountain top. Her mother had an intensity of distress that Hari couldn’t 
understand. She spoke often to Hari of some loss they had sustained. She seemed to bear a memory 
of some ancient injury or injustice.  Hari often looked at the stooped, foraging back of her mother in 
wonder. Life, even this one, seemed to matter to her mother, Hari couldn’t understand it. This place 
it seemed to Hari was withdrawing from them. Nothing was recognisable or useful. 

Words and meaning were also receeding as they sought whatever it was they were seeking. 
Her mother resisted this. Try to talk, Hari. Her mother constantly advised, over her shoulder. Why? 
Was her usual sullen answer. We must keep words alive. We must keep thought alive. Ask me 
questions Hari. I’ll try to answer as best I can. Why, was Hari’s constant question from behind.  

Sometimes she felt  a question taking shape. It seemed important, even though it  was always 
formeless. In frustration, she asked other questions of her mother’s plodding back. Mother, are we 
really going somewhere safe? She asked it  then, as they  slowly  descended the mountain. Hari, the 
mainland is safer than here. We're going where we’ll be safer. Her mother called over her shoulder 
as she picked a path for them. 

But it's never safe, mother. You keep moving us. Nowhere is safe, is it, mother?  Hari, I'm 
doing my best. I'm doing my  best for you. We have to keep moving to find tins and we have to stay 
away from others to be safe, now keep up.
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The smoke is hurting my throat, can I have some water? We have very little, wait  till we find 
a place to sleep and I'll give you a drink. Suddenly her complaining was shattered by  three great, 
noisy illuminations tearing across the sky from left to right. Disappearing over the crest of the hill 
they  had just vacated. This was something new to Hari. What are they  mother? She had asked as she 
craned her neck to follow their path. The sky  is on fire, Hari. People call those things fireballs. 
Everywhere is on fire, even the sky, Hari advised herself quietly.

Stop looking back, Hari. Mother called from some distance ahead. Keep up  it'll be dark soon 
and we don't want to get caught out on the road. Yes mother. She answered quietly and this softened 
her mother’s tone. Things will get better soon, Hari. Her mother called back.

No they won't. It's always been like this. Hari called after her. I know, I just felt like saying 
it. Her mother looked back and tried to share some expression with her daughter. Her mothers face 
was pallid; her eyes were huge and sad. Hari was not to be consoled. It's very hot, can we stop 
soon? I think I see a spot to sleep, mother called, come on Hari, we can rest and open one of our 
tins.  

Hari reached the point where her mother was already sitting and opening the sack to extract 
a container of brackish water and the tins. I wonder what's in them, Hari. Her mother looked up at 
the sullen child. You can select, Hari. I don't  care what's in any  of them, as long as we can keep on 
finding tins. Hari replied.

Sit and I'll get an opening stone for the tin. Her mother offered. A few deft blows burst the 
top of the nearest tin, squirting liquid on her mother’s hand and wrist.  See Hari, he mother called as 
she licked her hand, moist fruit.  Take one out and taste it. Isn’t it sweet? Yes, Hari smacked her lips 
on the sweet taste.

Ask me what it is, Hari. Her mother urged. I don't care, Hari tried another lump, it  was good. 
Try to talk, Hari. Mother urged. Keep talking to me.  Why? Was her reply.

When you were small, you always asked me questions.  I taught you the lore of this place. 
Avoid others, I told you. Keep off the beaten track. More chance of untouched food and less chance 
of trouble that way. Remember? I remember. I know all that now. There's no more questions I want 
to ask.

Ask me what was in the tin. I don't  want to. Hari, ask me. All right, what was in the tin, 
mother? Prunes, Hari. They are called prunes. When I was small, my mother told me the name. 
Imagine, Hari, when I was small, see my hand? We had as many prunes in tins as my fingers. All of 
them with beautiful labels on them. Imagine that. I'm too tired to imagine I'm going asleep. Sleep 
then, Hari and we'll see what tomorrow brings. 

And so it was, when she was small, her mother taught her the lore of the place to keep  her 
safe. It  didn’t always work.  She recalled what happened the next  morning when she woke with the 
smell of fire even closer.  Come Hari. Her mother shook her. It is light; we must be on the move. 
Hari’s mood was unchanged. Her body ached. Why? There's nowhere to go. Everywhere is the 
same. Burning and stinking.

I know, mother had responded, you were born into a world of awfulness, but so was I, Hari. 
Yet I keep going. Why? Hari grumbled as she climbed to her feet.

Why? I suppose it's what we do. We, whoever we are. Hari stood, stretching sore limbs; it 
wasn’t fair to blame her mother. It don't really  matter, mother, let's go, let’s start walking, 
somewhere.

She recalled that shortly afterwards as they set out on their downward journey towards the 
land bridge, they were suddenly surrounded by men. The men had been hiding in the undergrowth 
and had stepped forward unexpectedly  as Hari and her mother walked past, showering themselves 
and the two startled females with soot as they forced an exit from the smouldering vegetation. 
Hari’s mother froze and Hari, in the few taut moments left to her, knew that they were in trouble. 
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Her mother told her when she was younger about the existence of men. Her mother told her 
that they were more dangerous than women for several reasons which she would explain when she 
was older. Hari looked about at the big, skinny, hairy  things, who growled and got very excited for 
some reason. Are they going to eat  us? She asked her mother. If we’re lucky, her mother had 
answered. The men surrounded them and closed in.

One of the men stepped forward and placed a grimy hand on one of her mothers soft spots. 
Mother stood very  still. Do the same, she urged Hari. Stand very still. Don’t provoke them. What’s 
provoke? Hari asked a question. Not now, her mother muttered, not now. The same man-thing then 
poked a finger into Hari’s tiny breast, making a slight indent, which when he released the pressure, 
sprung back out  to the delight of the creature. He turned to the others in the group and chuckled. 
Hari hadn’t heard this sound before. A man chuckle. It sounded ugly.

Another came forward and grabbed her mothers bag. Tipping its contents out onto the 
ground.  Two rusting tins with no labels fell and rolled about. The entire group  of five men threw 
themselves onto the food, whatever it was. Punches and screams were exchanged. Her mother 
caught Hari by the arm and softly drew her away from the struggling group. 

They  stepped back into the charred undergrowth and ran as soon as they were sure they 
were not being followed.  Breathless and sweating in the heat, they went through the stunted trees 
putting as much distance as they could between themselves and the noise of battle. 

Mother, Hari reprimanded. We should have stayed on the mountain with our tins and we 
wouldn’t have lost them. Her mother looked back silently  and continued to walk forward before she 
spoke. I know, Hari, but we are always faced with decisions. We make them as best we can. I made 
it for the best. Do you agree that I made it for the best of us? 

Hari was about to offer a renewed criticism of her mothers choice when she saw her mothers 
shoulders slump even more. She looked tired. I know, mother that we always have to choose and we 
always choose what seems best. I’d like more choices is all. She said this as softly  as she could. Her 
mother did not answer. 

They  had a hungry, sleepless night as her mother insisted on walking as far away as possible 
from the men. They  had to be careful walking in the dark as a false step would break one of their 
bones. It had happened before.

Her mother as she often did, spoke to her daughter some time later, sharing ideas to keep the 
young girl occupied as they trudged along. I sometimes feel, Hari, that we are part of something 
important. That we are doing something important, or we should be doing something important. But 
mother, we aren’t  doing anything. Hari wheezed breathlessly for behind. That’s what I mean Hari, I 
think we should be doing something. I don’t know what, but I just think we should be doing it. Hari 
shook her head in puzzlement. She didn’t know what her mother meant. Every day they  just  kept 
walking about, approaching what was impending with less space each day to manouver. 

Her mother seemed to have exhausted this notion. She walked on in silence. Dawn light 
became a smudge on the low hills as they trudged forward. Hari was weak but knew that she must 
obey her mother as she had kept them safe all these years.

For as long as she could remember it  had been the same.  When very small, she had grown 
tired and angry at being constantly on the move. Her mother, the only  other being who offered her 
care, had explained to her that this was how it now was. We must keep going she had said each time 
Hari cried and demanded that they stop. And of course, as Hari grew older, she realised the wisdom 
of such a tactic. They had to constantly  search out places where no one else had been to find the 
dwindling supply of tinned food. This to stay alive, her mother advised. Hari could understand the 
tactic, but could not see why they wanted to stay alive. Being alive frightened her.

Food was scarce as was clothing. Most clothes were now burnt and the remainder 
disintegrating. Shoes or some kind of foot covering was the most essential item as the ground was 
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too hot to stand on in bare feet. Hari’s mother always seemed to find footware for the growing 
child. They were now half naked as were most of the people they encountered. As nothing was 
growing anymore, food, tinned food, was the constant quest of all travellers. 

Hari recalled the regular view of her mothers struggling back as she led them somewhere. 
She saw again the familiar sack bag which contained all of her mothers possessions bouncing on 
her mothers hip. Sometimes, the falling soot covered her mother so completely that she seemed to 
fade into the surrounding desolation. At such times Hari drew strength from the shuffling form of 
her mother, who always seemed to have more substance than Hari even when they were both 
fading. 

Her mother was her substance. Many times they had been in serious trouble, as most people  
they  met were desperate and dangerous and her mother prevailed. Once, she recalled, they had been 
held captive by cannibals. Pounced on while asleep  by a group of five or so men and two women. 
Hari woke to find her wrists held by a big, scrawny woman. She heard her mother struggle beside 
her. Two men had her pinned down. Mother and daughter were pulled to their feet. They were 
surrounded by a grim faced group. The tallest man gave a hoarse chuckle. He looked at Hari. Come 
here, the little one. 

Leave her alone. Her mother pleaded. We have no food, let us go. The man continued to 
chuckle.  Come here the little one. Hari stood still. She was confused by the mans chuckling and her 
mothers fright. Her mother continued to resist the two men holding her. Take your paws off her. 
Don't touch....! She gasped. Hari stood silent to be observed in a special way by the tall man. 
  Suddenly the man reached a decision. Tie their hands. Coarse rope was produced and both 
Hari and her mother had their wrists bound behind them. Now move. The tall one ordered as he 
turned and led the way back into the thickets. Where are you taking us? Her mother had demanded. 
One of the women poked Hari in the back. Keep  walkin’ little juicy  one. Hari heard her mother wail 
in fright. No, please let my daughter go. Hari stumbled from the push and looked back at her 
mother. She had never seen such fear on her mothers face.  Mother, what are they  saying? She 
asked. The tall man called back. We're saying that we're right  pleased to meet you, aren't  we? This 
was met with a chorus of dry laughter from the straggling group.  
 Eventually they reached a broken stone farmhouse. The roof was entirely gone as were the 
windows. Smoke swirled from the interior. Hari and her mother were pushed around to the rear of 
the building where a smaller stone outhouse was located. It  was crumbling, but still had a metal roof 
and one stout door. Get in there, till we need you. Another man grunted as he pushed the two 
females inside. 
 Hari slumped against the rough stonewall. Mother, what are they  going to do with us? Why 
are they locking us in this place? Her mother was busy with her bonds. She grunted a reply. Wait, 
Hari. I'm trying to loosen my wrists; they didn't tie them that well. Hari whispered. The rope has 
hurt my arms, mother. 

That's the least of your worries, daughter. He mother replied. There, I'm free; now turn 
around till I release you. There was movement in a far, dark corner, which made both females 
pause. Will ye help us too, mother? A faint voice whispered. 

Hari felt her mother tense. Who's there? She called quietly. A scrawny voice answered. Two 
old men, two worthless, meatless old men who should be set free. A second voice then spoke with 
more urgency.  But who need to eat afore that. The young ‘un looks meaty. These two old men were 
not tied they rushed forward to grab at Hari, whose arms were still tied behind her. C'mere child. 
Don't struggle. One rasped. Hari screamed in terror as she was dragged away from her mother. 
Mother, help  me. He is hurting me. Hari was pulled back over into the corner where the old men 
had been sitting. 
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Her mother stayed back. She was struggling to loosen a stone from the crumbling wall. The 
two old men threw themselves on top of Hari. She felt  teeth sink into her arm, drawing blood. 
Mother help me. She wailed. Hari looked up. Her mother was standing over the struggling group. 
She struck at the nearest male head. The one chewing on Hari’s arm.  Hari heard stone on bone. 
Leave her alone! Her mother snarled. The man rolled off Hari, screaming and holding his head. Her 
mother continued to strike him Leave her alone, leave....! The other man lay still and called to her 
mother.  Stop. Stop, you've killed him.

He was going to eat my daughter alive. Hari heard her mother say. Now you back away, 
or… The second was cowering and whining. Don't hit me with that stone, please. Get over there 
and away from my daughter. The man scrambled away. 

Hari looked down at her wound. Mother, he was trying to bite my arm. I know, Hari, you are 
safe now. Her mother untied Hari.  What are we going to do, mother? Let's sit over in the corner and 
pretend to be still tied. Her mother advised. The noise will bring someone to investigate. They has 
just sat down with hands hidden behind their backs when the wooden door was thrown open. 

A voice called. What's going on in here? What happened to him? Hari’s mother spoke. The 
two old men started fighting. The other old man agreed. Yes, yes. I killed him for you; now let me 
go, please.

The man at the door laughed. Well, thanks for preparing him for us. He's skinny, but he's 
enough for tonight’s meal. We'll have you tomorrow, old man, and the child for a feast later. He 
dragged the body out and locked the door. The old man whimpered.

What are they saying about me, mother? Hari asked. Listen Hari. He mother whispered. 
They'll settle down to sleep after their feeding. We can escape then. Hari sniffed the air. What's that 
smell, mother? That's flesh cooking. You've never smelled that before, Hari. We'll wait a while and 
then leave. How will we leave, mother?

That stone I used as a weapon, I pulled it from the wall. It's crumbling. We can loosen more 
to squeeze out when its time. Now rest, we're going to be alright. 

Hari dozed in spite of her tender arm and the noisy  shouting from outside. Soon she was 
awakened by her mother’s cautious removal of stones from the wall beside them. We’re almost 
there, Hari. Just a few more stones and we'll have room to climb out. It's gone quiet outside. Are 
they  asleep, mother? Yes. Their bellies are full and they sleep. Now Hari, quietly  slip out through 
the gap.

The old man whispered. Can I come with you, mother? Hari on the outside felt her mother 
pause. You can use the hole when we are gone. Her mother said. But don't make a noise and get us 
caught. I won't, mother. Thank ye.

Hari’s mother crawled out through the opening to crouch beside Hari. Her mother nodded in 
a direction. Now Hari, hide over there behind that boulder and wait for me. Where are you going, 
mother? I'll be back before you can breath six times. She crept away and Hari stared after her. I'll 
breath quickly so that she'll come back soon. She promised herself.  Very soon she sensed her 
mother slide in beside her. Now, Hari, let's go. What have you there, mother? They  were crawling 
away and her mother was carrying something.  It's meat. Cooked meat, an arm, I think. Here, she 
handed the long object to Hari. There’s not much left on the bone, you've never tasted cooked meat 
Hari. A little treat to make up  for the fright. Now lets go. Wait, I’m eating. Hari complained. This 
was a new experience. The object was difficult to handle unlike the familiar tins. Come on, chew as 
we walk, Hari. Hari sucked at the bone as she followed her mother. She recalled that this was the 
first food she had ever eaten that wasn’t from a tin. 

Most of Hari’s days were grimly uneventful. She walked in a trance with only her mother’s 
stooped back to view. To either side, when she cared to look, were the same dull landscapes of 
brown and black. Smoldering trees, crumblin buildings, stagnant pools, reflecting the roiling clouds 
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overhead.  The deep, heavy clouds weighed down on everything. Constantly in motion. Riven by 
rumbling incandesence which regularly sent down angry bolts to torture the already tormented land. 

Why are the clouds so angry, Hari had once asked her mother on a particularly  frenzied 
night. We have sinned, Hari. Not you, not I but someone sinned. Her mother offered. The clouds are 
angry and we are to be punished forever. Hari thought this was an unfair situation, but she hadn’t 
the energy to muster any anger in return. 

Sometimes she welcomed anything to break the monotony. The only trouble was, any 
departure from the norm, was usually dangerous. She recalled an incident shortly after their escape 
from the canibals. Two scrawney  women had passed her and her mother and then turned and 
followed them as they climbed a steep hill looking for somewhere to sleep for the night. The 
women were skeletal and their pale skin was covered in the soot of their surroundings. Like Hari 
and her mother they were beginning to disappear into their background.

Hurry! Her mother urged but Hari was too listless to increase her pace and her mother had to 
return for her daughter. This had given the following women an opportunity to catch up with them.  
One of the scrawney women hobbled forward. Share, she muttered as they  drew near and she 
produced a battered tin without any  label. Share, she repeated and held the tin out towards Hari and 
her mother.  

Hari couldn’t believe it, someone offering to share a precious tin. Her mother didn’t believe 
it either. She showed her knuckles and made a get away from us motion with her head, then turned 
to walk away. Hari was still staring in facination at the tin in the womans hand, when the woman 
hurled it  at her mothers head, catching her solidly  on the side of her face. Hari’s mother fell to the 
ground without a word and the women rushed past Hari and pounced on her, trying to prise her sack 
from her grasp as she lay bleeding. 

Hari became energised. She rushed forward and launched herself wide legged and wide 
armed at the protruding, knobbled spines of the crouching attackers. She landed across both 
womens backs and such had been the force of her momentum, she and they had spilled forward 
clearing her prone mother. The women had screamed hoarsely  at Hari and tore at her face, pushing 
her clear of their bodies. The disruption had given her mother time to recover and climb to her feet. 
By the time the women had regained their feet, Hari’s mother had armed herself with a stout branch 
which promised severe damage to anyone who approached her. 

Hari, get  the tin. Called her mother. She nodded towards the missile and Hari ran to it and 
scooped it up as her mother held the assailants at bay. Go or die. Hari heard her mother offer. Give 
back, screamed the attacker. Go, or die. Hari saw her mother move forward brandishing the branch. 
The two weighed up the situation and her mothers fierce glare and decided to retreat.  

Crying woefully, they went back down the hill and soon the sound of them was no more. 
Hari watched as her mother found brackish, soot filled water and washed her wound. It wasn’t too 
deep  once the blood had been cleared. She then tended to Hari’s face scratches. One ran from her 
eye to the corner of her mouth and it stung with the water. 

We must keep moving, Hari, her mother advised. We could have slept here tonight, but now 
must move on away from the women, they will return. A weary Hari could see the sense in this. 
Buoyed up  by the acquisition of another tin, whatever its contents, she found the energy to walk 
beside her mother as they advanced through the sultry night.

This was the experience of her young life. Most people they met, whether alone or in 
groups, were hostile with hunger and thirst. Except  the man. Hari still thought  of him as the man, as 
he had been different. The man had been kind to them, but mother was wary. She thought about him 
and had a strange feeling that weighed her down. She had no word for this feeling but she did not 
like it. 
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The man had come upon them just two sleeps ago, as they made their way towards the land 
bridge. They were down off the higher peaks of the mountain. Now they struggled with more gentle 
slopes. They had slept in a hollow on the side of the hill where mother had a good view of the 
surrounding area and the approaching fires. She was always careful, but tiredness overcame her and 
she slept heavily  beside Hari. It was Hari who woke to see the man sitting nearby staring at  them. 
He was as skinny as Hari and her mother, but tall. He wore short torn trousers and open toed 
sandals. His hair was as unkempt as hers. He wore no mouth mask. Through his great beard, he 
wrinkled his mouth upwards, which unnerved Hari. She looked towards her sleeping mother. 

The man held out an open tin can and swirled it so that she could hear water moving. He 
turned up the corners of his mouth again. Hari began a slow manouver on her hands and knees 
towards her mother. The man turned his head to watch her progress, but made no attempt to 
interfere. Mother, whispered Hari and her mother came awake immediately. Sitting up she followed 
her daughters gaze to take in the man. He held out the tin again and swirled water. Her mother 
beckoned to Hari to move closer to her. The man left down the tin and backed away. He went over 
the brow of the nearby hill. They could hear him crunch through brittle timber. 

When his sound had faded, they both rushed over to the tin and mother peered into it. She 
smelt it and eventually dipped her finger in and tasted the liquid. Satisfied that it was in fact water, 
she offered it first  to her daughter. Hari removed her mask and  drank greedily. Then her mother 
drained the rest. It was the purest water Hari had ever tasted. 

They  prepared to leave and were standing when the man reappeared with two unopened tins 
balanced in one hand. His other hand was concealed behind his back. Most likely he was holding a 
weapon.  Hari froze, waiting for her mothers reaction. Her mother stepped in front of Hari and they 
both waited to see what he was going to do. Hari couldn’t take her eyes off the tins. Rarely did they 
find two tins together. The man bent and carefully left the tins on the ground a short distance from 
Hari and her mother and stepped back and sat to see what they would do. He obviously wasn’t 
leaving. His other hand was still behind his back. 

No one ever gives away food Hari reflected, remembering the two old crones. Her mother 
shared her view. She made no effort to move towards the food. It  is probably a trap, Hari said sadly 
and turned to walk away. Her mother, goaded by hunger, inched cautiously forward, fists clenched 
and raised, warning the man. 

The man made no effort to lunge. He held out his visible hand palm upwards and gestured 
towards the tins. Hari had never seen this sign before but it looked harmless. Her mother seized one 
tin and rushed back to stand beside Hari. The man made no move. Her mother decided that they 
should take what they had and leave, but Hari looked at the other tin lying on its side in the dust. 

She looked across at the man and he did his mouth twisting gesture again. She decided to 
mimic this.  Lowering her mask, she turned up  the corners of her mouth, as she inched forward and 
with her foot pulled the tin towards her. Her mother watched warily.

 As Hari bent to retrieve the tin, the man produced from behind his back another tin already 
opened. It  gave off a meaty aroma. He scooped out two fingers full of brown moist  stuff. Placing 
this in his mouth, he licked his fingers and made a satisfied sound. He then held the tin can towards 
Hari. 

She looked to her mother who was still standing tensely  weighing up the situation. Her 
mother, holding her tin ready as a missile, nodded her forward.  Hari approached and reached for 
the tin, balanced on the palm of his hand, expecting the man to try to grab her wrist. But he sat still 
as she removed the tin from his hand. She rushed back to her mother and between them they  finger 
scooped out the succulent meat.  

As they ate the man spoke to her mother. Can you speak, he asked. Yes her mother replied. I 
mean you both no harm, he explained. I am the one who weeps. You may have heard of me. No, 
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mother replied chewing hungrily. Hari had heard her mother speak on the man who weeps for all 
the sad people. She thought it only another tale, but here was this man claiming to be the one. Her 
mother had told her often about such people. 

About the woman who walked backwards, so as not to see the awful places she was going 
to. Or the man who talked into an empty tin and then held it to his ear, expecting a reply. Hari 
chewed silently, if her mother had decided to keep  her knowledge of the man to herself, then Hari 
reasoned there was a purpose to this decision.

She  listened to the man as he continued to talk. We all of us carry  a story, did you know 
this? He address her mother, who seemed indifferent as she scooped meat from the tin. What story? 
Hari asked through a mouthfull of food. I’m not sure. He answered her.  But it’s important, my 
mother told me this. I’m searching for the story that will explain to us what is happening. He 
sighed. But words are dying and this makes it more difficult.

He was beginning to sound like her mother, Hari lost interest. But the man was more intent 
on talking to her mother. I’ve travelled and tried to understand what happened. It  can’t always have 
been like this. He stood. I have food, if you share your story with me I’ll share my food with you. 

What story, her mother asked and Hari waited to hear what story he wished to hear. She 
knew most of her mother’s stories. Would he have a story  explaining the ongoing punishment for 
some unnamed sin, could he complete her mother’s tale of retribution? Anything you have heard, he 
offered. Anything that others have told you.  About what, her mother asked again, licking her lips of 
meat and handing the almost empty tin to Hari to finish. Well, the man replied, if I tell you some of 
the stories I’ve already heard you can say  if you’ve also heard them or other stories about what 
happened.

The man told them of many things that only  a person of wide travels could know. He had 
spoken to many people, as many wanted to know what had happened, why  they were here and what 
was going to happen now. He told of a great city just off the coast, deep in the sea, where people 
had once lived in large places. Hari was particularly intrigued to hear that these people had large 
rooms filled with tins and they went there each day to select whichever tin they  wished. She asked 
to hear about this wondrous place as often as the man could tell her about it.

He told that he met a man, an old man, who said he’d heard that in far away places people 
had burned each other with great explosions over dwindling water. Now you couldn’t go there 
without getting sick.

He told that the twinkling lights that they occasionally saw through the thick clouds above, 
were people looking for them, trying to show them the way home. An old woman had sworn that 
this was true. Others, he told, had proclaimed these lights were called the stars. Hari liked this 
name. somehow, it seemed right, but the searching lights seemed more promising.

He brought them to his local secret place where he had a metal box hidden beneath stones 
and undergrowth, which contained an assortment of tins. Many  still had labels on them.  Where had 
he gotten them. He had as he said, wandered far and wide and found more than he needed. He 
stored what he did not  eat. Some in the box for travelling and some in a secret place that he 
promised to take them to.  

Who left these tins for us to find, Hari asked him. No one knows for sure, he replied. Some 
say the people up  there with the lights throw them down. Others say the people under the sea are 
still there and they sneak up at night to leave us some because they have so much. Who knows. 

But, her mother observed, the tins seem to be getting fewer and fewer. Are the providers 
losing interest.  Who really knows, the man replied. They may just be losing patience with us. 

Talk some more Hari asked. She had no word for what she felt. But the man was at the 
centre of it. She began to form the opinion that the man was either from the sky or the sea. Talk 
some more. You must know who we are. None of us know that. He said softly. We don’t know who 
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we are or where we are. Did we ever know, he asked himself. Was it  always like this. I can’t  believe 
that it was always like this. 

Hari looked into his face and saw sadness. She knew that look. Her mother wore it  all the 
time. Was he going to weep. She loved to hear him talk.  He continued to finish his thoughts. I 
heard an old man once call this place the world. The world!  But that is not really a description that 
can help us, what is the world?  How big is it, what shape is it?  Is it the same everywhere? Hari had 
no answers only an unnamed feeling. But he wasn’t asking her anyway.

Mother broke into her reverie by asking the man a direct question.  Why  does your secret 
place of tins just happen to be closeby? If you travel widely, it  could be anywhere. The man curled 
up his mouth in the way  Hari liked it. This is my home, I suppose. He said quietly. I was a young 
boy on this mountain side. I travel far to find out what I can and I return here with my  store of tins 
and stories. The mountain is a good place to see in all directions. Very few climb it any more. But 
you two are new here, I’ve not seen you before. Where do you come from? 

We come from the place beyond the land bridge, mother answered. We seek tins and then 
we’ll return before the fires cut us off.  The man returned the tins he was holding to the the box and 
hid it again, carefully. They walked on in silence. Hari rubbed some loose skin from her cheek.

They  were climbing again. Although they had veered off at an angle, they were going back 
the way they had come. The man seemed to know where he was heading. Mother was frowning, but 
she had obviously  decided that for the moment, she would let the man lead them. The man liked to 
talk, even when climbing made it difficult. Have you noticed, mother, how quiet we are? He asked 
over his shoulder. Hari’s mother did not answer. 

He continued. It’s a long time since I last heard a shout. No one raises their voice. We have 
lost the shout, he declared. Why shout? Mother asked in a voice that was only a whisper. The man 
stopped his climb and turned to face her mother, who stood indifferent. Hari was more intrigued by 
his excitement. We must shout. He told her mother. Who will we shout at? Hari asked. I don’t know, 
perhaps each other. He concluded.  

This was a strange idea and Hari had to explore it. She was concerned by her mothers 
silence, these were the very ideas she always talked about. They all stood unsteadily on the sloping 
ground as Hari asked for more information. Why do we need to shout at each other? Because I have 
seen us as I travel. The man said.  Losing memory, losing who we are and falling into a sad silence. 

What is...? She couldn’t say the word it was new to her and it was gone. Memory is the 
word Hari. He told her. What is it? She asked. He scratched his beard as he thought. Well...I think 
it’s still knowing the things we knew many sleeps ago. 

It was Hari’s turn to look puzzled. That’s easy, many sleeps ago, it was heat, fire and hunger, 
the same as now. We don’t need a word for this. That is a useless word. 

No, Hari. The man offered. It’s more than that. We must hold on to memory, the stories that 
tell us who we are and what we must do. He was raising his voice to a mild shout. Hari had no word 
for it, but she felt she understood. 

Her mother finally responded. I am happy with your idea now, I thought you meant we 
should become violently  loud, attacking each other. Two females would lose out in such a place. 
No, the man chuckled, I mean we help  each other. We collect all the stories. When we have them all 
gathered we may have a full story. We will know. He clapped his hands and declared. If we knew 
more it would be better. But Hari worried. If we knew more it might be worse. She offered and the 
two adults were silenced by her observation.  

It didn’t last. The man had been silent for a long time and seemed bursting with talk. 
Suddenly he offered them his new thoughts. I have tried to appeal to the fire. He told them 
breathlessly as they climbed. It is the most powerful thing around. It is everywhere I go. And it  
wants to eat us all. An old woman told me that the fire understood what is said to it and it is 
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punishing us for occasionally pouring water on it.  Hari paused in her climbing. Here was the idea 
of punishment again. The man was continuing. I have composed a short  speech to the fire and I say 
it whenever it seems very angry. Can you say it for us now? Hari asked. The man paused and stood 
with hands clasped in front of him. He looked out to where the vast inferno raged below them. Then 
he bowed his head and spoke softly. Fire. He said. Fire, you are all powerful. We are weak. We need 
your assist. Fire you are all knowing. Know that we need to live in safety  with you. Fire you are 
kind. Be mindful of our flesh. Do not grate us too much in your punishing. He stopped and stood in 
silence. Hari stared at the top of his head. That seemed to be all of the fire speech. She had no word 
to describe how she felt. She heard her mother give a faint snort. 

They  walked on quietly, everybody  seemed content for the moment to mull over these recent 
exchanges.  Eventually, they paused to rest from the unyielding heat. The man spoke again. He 
seemed to want to tell his stories. In another place over there. He pointed from their vantage point 
out across the filthy waves and Hari looked in that direction. 

Over there, do you know what they call the tins? Hari was too tired to answer, but the man 
semed to be talking to himself again. Cans, he said. They call them cans. Cans, he repeated and Hari 
said it with him. They sometimes use them for what they call barter. What is barter, Hari asked, 
facinated by this lore. The man had revived her curiosity. They  give away a can for something else, 
the man explained. Hari was appalled at this reckless behaviour. What else is there, she asked.  
Footwear, the man replied, protection for the flaming soles of their feet. Hari nodded, the story 
made sense. 

Suddenly, as they stood and gazed out over the sluggish sea towards the mainland, two great 
orange coloured balls of shimmering water appeared on the surface of the sea.  They emerged from 
the water and hovered for a minute, side by side. Then one shattered sending a great volumes of 
dark coloured mist out over the sea. The misty  gas began to ignite and explode, sending a great 
sound wave to the three standing on the hillside watching in terror. The other ball leaped free of the 
water and soared into the sky, heading for the place where people bartered cans for shoes. They 
watched as it  arched into the dull sky and fell into dense foliage where it erupted in a great ball of 
flame and smoke. The noise reached them a few minutes later. Flames leapt into the sky. 

Hari turned to look into the ashen faces of the elders, but they hardly shared a glance. 
Silently as if by  accord, they both turned and continued their climb upwards. Hari followed. She 
wanted to ask if the people under the sea were sending these fireballs up to them, and why? She 
could tell that her mother and the man had often seen these fireballs. They were resigned to their 
existence. Hari resolved to do the same. She wouldn’t ask about  them. The world is on fire, why not 
the sea also. 

Later, as they climbed, the man bent and gathered some kindling and showed them how to 
make a small fire and keep it  hidden from passersby. They  burst open two tins and ate sweet fruit 
and more meat chunks which they  heated. To be followed by  water as clear as any Hari had ever 
drank. It  grew dark as they ate. In the searing heat and failing light, they  each lay  down to get some 
sleep.

No touching was possible, due to the accumulated effect of scalding blood flowing through 
tender veins. Hari and her mother never touched because of the unpleasant jump in temperature. Yet 
Hari woke that night to see the man and her mother lying together. Hari lay still, eyes almost closed, 
watching this strangeness. They  were whispering, suddenly her mother pulled away, probably  the 
climbing body heat. No more children into this. Her mother said. No more born to this. She began 
to cry. Hari jumped up and pushed the man aside and sat very close to her mother. She placed a 
hand lightly on her mothers shaking shoulder. The man went off somewhere and didn’t return for a 
long time. He left his bag of tins behind. 
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 Early next morning, Hari and her mother made a fire as they had seen the man do, making 
sure to keep it small and sheltered from the road. Hari went  to the man’s bag to get breakfast. One 
of the two remaining tins had a label on it. This tin was a different shape to the usual cyndrical ones. 
It was a flat rectangle. And it  showed a picture of a strange creature which her mother told her was a 
fish. Her mother also told her that she had heard that these fish had swum in great  numbers in the 
sea. Hari tried to imagine large groups of fish in tins swimming about in the slurping sea. Such 
abundance was a marvel. They forced open this tin and heated the contents. They were just  sharing 
the fish when the man returned. He brought clear water. They ate in silence. 
 Hari decided to test her idea that he might be from under the sea. She sipped the water he 
gave her. Could you take us to the great city under the sea. No, he replied. I once tried to row out on 
a log to see if I could see it. The sea is too filled with soot to see very far down.  If they are still 
there they are in darkness.

They  may have lights like the people in the sky. She reasoned. Perhaps, was all she could 
get from him. We are on our own. Her mother advised. Don’t look for help. No help  is coming. 
Whoever we are, we are alone. 
 That night Hari lay  awake. She often woke in the middle of the night, roused by fires and 
slept during the weak light of day. She regularly  felt disoriented without understanding why, as 
humans no longer followed the arc of sun and moon. This was a new place, new behaviours must be 
learnt but there wasn’t enough time. 

The others were already asleep. She peered upwards hoping to find a break in the cloud 
cover and to see one of the lights of those who were searching for them. She vowed she would 
stand and wave. She wanted to be found.  But there was nothing. The sky was murky. The night was 
silent. No other creature was making a sound. There was only  the great hot wind that  carried the last 
breath of a world dying.

Next morning, they woke to find themselves covered in ash. A wind was rising and the ash 
was spreading. It was darker than usual. The man stood and looked out to sea. Her mother joined 
him. From their vantage point they could see that the permanent cloud of smoke that hung in the air 
was shifting. A storm is coming in off the sea. He said. We must shelter.  We are almost at my  secret 
place. 

He led them to a steep, dried creek, Hari followed him with her mother behind. They hauled 
themsleves forward by grasping any rocky  outcrop. The wind grew in intensity. It began to howl. 
We must hurry. The man advised. The rain is also coming, we’ll be soaked if we don’t reach shelter 
before then. He seemed to know where he was going. He never stopped or veered away. He kept to 
a path that was familiar to him. They followed. 
 Black hail pounded them, stinging their exposed bodies. Hari screamed and the man reached 
back to take her hand and help  her to hurry. The noise of the hail on the ground and the rising fury 
of the wind terrified her. Not much further. He shouted. Keep going Hari. Her mother encouraged 
from behind her. 
 Eventually, the man stopped and pushed a large, partly burnt bush to one side to reveal a 
narrow gap in the gulley rock wall.  They squeezed into the narrow space in the rocks and the storm 
noise abated somewhat. Breathless they  all leaned against the side walls and stared out at the 
darkening day. 
 We’re safe now. The man asserted. He led them deeper into the cave which opened out into 
a large cavern. He had his supplies here. A large pile of tins covered by canvas. Hari and her mother 
stood and stared at them in wonder. We’ll start a fire and get some food, he called to them. He had 
some dry  kindling to hand and soon had a small, cheerful fire going. They cooked meat and treated 
themsleves to fruit  cocktail. Water running down the wall drained into a natural stone container and 
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here Hari tasted again the pursest water she had ever tasted. The storm rose in intensity but the 
rocky fastness offered them ample security. They huddled around the fire to wait out the storm. 
 Hari noticed in the flickering light, some shapes on a side wall. What are they, she asked the 
man. That is my record of the stories I have gathered. He explained. Hari got to her feet. Can I look 
at them? She asked as she walked away from the fire. The man rose. Be careful, Hari, the floor at 
the back of the cave is full of deep breaks. You could fall down. He took her by the hand and 
brought her over to the cave wall. See, he said, pointing to strange shapes. That  is how I think the 
city under the sea looks.

How did you do this. Hari asked. He bent and picked up some burnt timber and scratched a 
mark along the wall to illustrate his method. Hari laughed and startled herself. She had never made 
this sound before. The man made a man chuckle, but it was soothing to Hari.

Here, the man said picking up a piece of stick with a burnt end on it. Try for yourself. Hari 
was puzzled. Try what? Make marks about something you saw as you walked with your mother, he 
suggested. Hari had never thought in this way. To use her mind to remember and record.  Grasping 
the stick she drew the burnt end across the rough wall. She though she would mark out the most 
important thing. When she was finished she let her arm drop and she stood to see what the man 
would say. Would he understand what she had marked? Hari, that  is a tin. He chuckled. You are 
very good at marking. Hari felt blood in her face. Her mother called her to go to sleep.

Eventually they all slept. While outside night came with no abatement of the storm which 
had been generated out on the heated waters off the coast. As they slept, the first of the rain bands 
advanced undercover of darkness, dumping torrential downpours across the entire area.  With no 
one to witness it, rain and sea combined to form a great amphibian beast of watery violence, which 
advanced onto the land in search of anything to destroy. 
 The creek filled as of old with running water. It came in immense quantity. Pouring off the 
mountain top and surging down to the boiling sea. Much of it found its way into the the cave where 
the group lay. The man was on his feet as the first surge found them. Hari was already spluttering as 
she climbed to her feet. The fire was out they were in darkness. 
 Here, the man called to the women. Over here. They waded through rising water towards his 
voice. Another surge took Hari off her feet and her mother submerged herself in search of her 
daughter. The man caught both of them and steadied them. Gripping Hari by the waist he easily 
lifted the thin girl up onto a stone ledge. The water was rising in the cave. It was too strong at the 
narrow opening for them to leave. It filled the gap  with foaming wantonness. Her mother was 
floating. The man assisted her onto the ledge as the water became more aggressive. He was afloat. 
He placed his hands on the ledge and prepared to climb up bedside them, but an incredible volume 
of water entered the cave, roaring and swirling, it took him away from them. 

It tore at  Hari’s legs seeking to dislodge her also. She shrank back into the niche and clung 
to her mother. It was too noisy to talk. They were waist deep in water on the ledge as it  pulled at 
them in noisy abandon. Then it all ceased. The water finally  receded and they sat shivering waiting 
for its return, but none came. 

The storm was sated or moved on.  They  checked to see if  both of them were alright. The 
flood had taken their shoes. They looked down at their sodden naked feet. A serious situation, as 
walking on the hot earth was unthinkable. 

They  climbed down and went in search of the man. He was gone as was the store of tinned 
food. Towards the back of the cave there were many wide fissures. He and the food had been 
carried down into one of them. Hari noticed that the stories on the wall were also gone. 

Fearful of being caught again by the water they  went and sat outside the cave and waited for 
morning. Hari from this vantage point, looked around her at the newly washed world. The sky  and 
the land below were devoid of any sign of life. She had no word to describe what she felt but she 
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was lonely. Most of the world now was empty of the pulse of life. It was the end of a long story that 
was closing in a wretched climax.

Sombre light came and with it the incessant rise in temperature. They stood as the ground 
was too hot to sit  on. Hari began to dance from one foot to the other as the stone and clay surface 
burned into her bare feet. The soles of their feet were flaming.

Her mother came to a decision. She removed her skirt covering and tore it into two parts and 
tied these around her feet with her supply of twine. She then removed Hari’s skirt and did the same. 
They  stood naked. With crude foot cover they began to move back down the creek. They could now 
continue with thier interrupted journey to the landbridge. Their descent was much quicker than their 
climb yesterday. 

Further down, they searched for the metal box with the other tins, but it was gone. Washed 
away by the flood. By chance, one tin had become lodged in a crevise. Hari spotted it and they 
pulled it out. We’ll keep it for another time. Her mother advised. Lower down they crouched as they 
heard a male voice muttering. Hari knew that it wasn’t the man. 

They  moved forward and cautiously looked around a boulder to see a grizzled naked man 
sitting talking to himself. His only  garment was a pair of boots. He  laughed, showing a mouth of 
scant, bent teeth.  He was clutching a tin with a fish on it.  Hari began to protest that this was one of 
theirs, but her mother silenced her.  To the amazement of both women the man lifted up a small 
metal object which had lain beside him and with ease proceeded to open the tin without the aid of 
an opening stone. 

What is the shiny thing? Hari asked quietly. He didn't use an opening stone to open the tin? 
Her mother couldn’t take her eyes of the object. It's called a tin opener, she whispered, my mother 
told me about them, but I thought them only a story. Hari, we must have it. Find me a large stone. 
He won't trade it for a stone, Hari advised, but her mother spoke tersely as she selected a fist sized 
stone and began to rise. The stone is for his head, stay here.

Coming quickly  up  behind the man she got in the first blow as he turned. He dropped tin and 
tin opener and seized a nearby  stone and rose to meet her, even as she struck him again. Blood 
poured from his temple. They fell on each other fists raised and falling in torrents. Hari stared in 
horror as both torn faces became indistinguishable. Her mother fell to her knees and the man’s 
scrawney arm rained blows on her head. Her hair was matted with blood. Somehow, she regained 
her feet and smashed her stone into the mans already  broken face. Hari closed her eyes and let the 
sound of conflict pour over her. Finally  it  stopped. Hari was afraid to open her eyes. But she must. 
She did.

Her mother was standing unsteadily with the tin opener in her hand, the man huddled at  her 
feet. Blood streamed from her broken face. Hari came forward. Her mother handed the tool to her 
daughter and sank to her knees. The man lay dead beside her. Fish lay spilled.

Her mother slumped sideways. Hari went on her knees to cradle her mother broken head. 
Mother are you alright? Get up. Your head is bleeding, she said. Daughter the man is dead. Her 
mother whispered. He fought to keep it. The tin opener is ours, yours. She spoke through broken 
teeth, choking on blood. Her mother was whispering. Hari leaned forward to hear. Take this Hari. It 
is a great thing. See how it opens the tins. Tie it  to your waist. Don’t ever lose it.  She coughed on 
blood. Take the mans boots. Return your cloth to a skirt. The less men see of you the better. Hari 
nodded silently.

Come mother. Hari pleaded as she grasped her mother to help  her rise. Her mother sank 
further down. Mother, mother! The fires are getting nearer as you said they would. What will I do, 
Mother?

Hari....Her mother spoke her name in a voice that dwindled into a fading whisper and was 
gone. She stopped moving. Hari stood for a long while beside the two dead humans and the long 
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dead fish. Then she did as her mother asked. Taking the tin opener and the mans boots she walked 
aimlesly  with no one to guide her.  She sometimes crossed the same place again. But always getting 
nearer to the landbridge. It grew dark. Only the advancing fires offered light.

She had found a shallow hole near the road and slept there until almost dawn. Hari woke 
with salt eyes. Her mouth tasted of soot. Her belly rumbled. She felt a deepening sense of lethargy. 
Light was filtering through the turbulent clouds. It  was time to be on the move. She rose and 
stretched cramped limbs. Her bones creaked and pained. Even though a child, Hari was resolutely 
old. 

Now she had to decide what to do. She had one tin and a tin opener with very little hope of 
finding more tins. She set off in the direction of the stunted forest. That was the way they had been 
heading. They were near the land bridge. She had no word for what she felt.  

Leafless trees lined the road. Their black, bony fingers clawing at the low, turbulent clouds.  
Up ahead she saw the forest was still burning. Nothing can stop  the burning her mother had said.  
Swirling embers stuck in her hair. A great arc of massive fireballs raced overhead. Their noise was 
deafening, the smell sickening.  The hot foul air  swallowed her.

Hari looked about her at the utter devastation. The reassuring familiarity of awfulness. She 
had no word to describe how she felt. She wondered if there were ever words to describe such an 
experience as this. 

A lone figure emerged out of the hazy place ahead of her on the road. It was coming towards 
her. Who was it? Hari didn’t care anymore. As they passed she saw that it was a boy younger than 
her. A repulsive and dishevelled tramp. He wore nothing but broken shoes too big for him. He 
ignored her as he shuffled past, dragging a leg. 

The smoke was getting thicker as she approached the burning trees. The fires had met. The 
way to the land bridge was cut off. She began to choke. She turned back. Any way  was as good as 
the other. She had nowhere to go. She dragged her large boots through deep ash furrows, the 
precious tin opener slapping against her thigh. 

The boy  was coming towards her. They had both turned back. Their paths would converge 
again. Was he seeking her? No, as he sensed her approach, he veered off the road and went towards 
the sea. 

Hari did the same. She left  the road and followed the boy through broken foliage onto a 
clear stretch of land sloping down to the sea that stretched black and torpid as far as the smoke 
would allow her to see. She pulled her oversized boots through the debris. This was not a traditional 
beach created over millenia, but a new beach-head assembled by  the ever encroaching sea. A new 
rubble strewn beach front created by a world in a hurry to complete a process started a few short 
centuries ago.

Hari looked about. The boy was sitting upright on this charcoal beach. His legs out in front 
of him, his arms stretched back behind him for support. He was staring out at the sludge covered 
water as it slowly swirled lifelessly. 

Hari sat near him. But not too near. She copied his pose. They sat  in silence. She looked up 
at the equally lifeless sky. The hot air seeped in through her face mask making it hard to breath. Her 
throat was raw. The endless soot  fell on both of them. Rousing herslf, she used her tin opener to 
effortlessly open her last tin as she had seen the old man do. It contained stewed apple chunks

. She placed the open tin roughly  between them. The boy ignored it.  His eyes were 
unseeing, his face blank.

Hari found that she could barely keep her own eyes open. She finally found the elusive 
question forming. This question was something she had always wanted to ask her mother, but it had 
been crowded out by the relentless need to stay alive. Now that need didn’t seem to matter and the 
question crept into broachable awareness.  She felt an urge to whisper it to the boy. She looked 
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sideways at his still figure as she considered the uncertainty. It  finally had a shape, but  still no 
purpose, but she would ask it anyway. She coughed softly  and cleared her sore throat. What does it 
all mean? She whispered. 

The question could find no purchase between them and Hari didn’t  know what emotion it 
was bringing to her. She could not re-form the question and she doubted if the boy would be able to 
asnswer anyway. She had no word to describe how she felt and the question was gone and it didn’t 
matter. It really didn’t matter. The time for quries was well passed. 

She looked upwards through the breaking clouds of early morning and saw the twinkling 
lights fading one by one. She knew with certainty, that they were not searching lights. They were 
only stars, whatever they were. Her mother had been right, no help was coming from the sky. Their 

distance proved their uselessness. The dead, steaming, filthy waves were closer with greater 
swirling potential. 

She spoke inwardly to her mother explaining that she was tired, justifying her lethargy, as 
she knew it was not her mother’s way. I don't  want to go anywhere, mother. My eyes have had their 
fill of…what had the man called it? The world. She shuddered, she was sick of the world and she 
felt that the world was sick of her.  

She felt it, a deep pause within her body. A pause that was growing, comforting.  Maybe if I 
sit here, mother, the people from the city under the sea will come and bring me to the room with all 
the tins. I'll have my own tin opener.  Sighing, she lay back on the littered beach.  I’ll close my 
eyes, mother, and wait for them…….

       And the heat rose.......           
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Chapter Six: ‘I’ @ 6 Degrees Celsius.

 My father ran his finger across my forehead. He had not done that this since I was a youth.  I 
sat in the dark and sensed his shallow breathing.  Then, his thumb and forefinger softly grasped my 
nose and traced its length. I held his other hand, it was cold. Tenderly he ran a finger down from my 
nose to find my mouth.  We lived in permanent dark with only  the fires in enclave to light us.  
Touch was how we mostly communicated. 
 I thought back over the years of my growing, when he would take me by  the elbow and guide 
me to the enclave to eat.  I don’t remember my mother. She was heaved upwards when I was very 
young.  My father says she had a beautiful face. I would have loved to feel it, he told me.
 He ran a finger tenderly across my mouth.  ‘Oh’ my father sighed quietly.  I was startled by a 
recognition of the message he was sending me. From my earliest childhood he had performed this 
little ritual always ending his exploration of my face with this little sound of surprise at how 
handsome I was. Or so he declared it. I couldn’t tell. You can’t really  see yourself in the enclave 
firelight. 
 We always went together to the enclave to eat. This was the only time when we could see each 
other. Flickering images of father and son and other dwellers. The enclave is our larger cave area 
which has a fire burning to cook the meal of raddid and cadd, mixed. Once we were back out in the 
tunnels and in our own smaller cave, we were in total darkness.
 I felt his hand in my grasp tighten its grip on my fingers and them relax. I listened to hear the 
final breath leave him. I placed my hand on his chest to see if there was any movement. There 
wasn’t. My father was dead and I was alone in the tunnels. 
 My father had often spoken to me of what he called ‘our exile’, but  I was comfortable here. 
There was a safe familiarity to the enclosed space. If this was exile I was glad I was here and not 
somewhere else.  My world was close, I could encompass it not only with my hands but also with 
my mind and heart. My father spoke of something lost but I had everything I needed here in the 
small twisting tunnels.
 I sat  now beside his cooling body. I knew what was expected of me. I must tell the gatherers 
so that they could take his body up to those above for a ceremonial burial.  The above were kind 
and brave. They accepted the risks of being above in order to care for our dead and to send us down 
news of conditions. They did this at great personal risk. My father had explained all of this to me. 
 We below were protected from the worst of the heat above.  The tunnels were cold and dark. 
They  were cooler than above. I had grown used to groping my way  around as I completed my 
chores. I was on a detail that exchanged dead raddids with the others for dead cadds. We had found 
that a diet of raddid was not healthy. Many who ate only  raddid eventually  fell ill. They grew thin 
and sleepy.  The raddid has lots of protein, I am told and this is good but not enough, an elder 
explained to me.  
 So we exchanged our prepared raddids with the others in the other tunnels for their preppared 
cadds, which had more mixed nutrients. Neither side exchanged live creatures as this might lead to 
their being able to breed without exchange.  I had for a time when younger worked in the preparing 
of the raddids for exchange. We cut  off the head and skin. The skin made clothes to keep out  the 
cold. That was how you’d know the other if you met in a tunnel, they  would feel different in their 
clothes. 
 I sat for a long time beside my father. We had never been apart for long. He had explained 
things to me. He had protected me from the gatherers who could be rough and he had filled me with 
curiosity about the above. What was it really like. He had spent his whole life wondering this.  
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 I decided that I would bring his body up to above myself. This would avoid the gatherers 
treating him cruelly as they heaved him upwards and it would give me a sight of what above was 
really like. He would have liked that. 
 So, without telling the gatherers, I placed his stiffening frame over my  shoulder and began my 
going up. Shortly, as I was about to go into a tunnell leading upwards, I met someone. We both 
began our recognition feeling. He was one of us, his cloth was softer than the cadd people, and I 
was the same. We relaxed.  He felt the body on my shoulder and then he felt about my head, 
seeking further recognition ‘Where are you going with the body?’ He asked. ‘You’re not a 
gatherer.’ They wore hoods to protect them from the light above. 
 ‘It’s my father’ I said, which was not an answer. ‘I’m going up.’ Which was also not a full 
answer.  I pushed past him and went up. He didn’t try to stop me, but he might tell the gatherers 
who might follow me and they knew these tunnels better than I.  I hurried trying to protect my 
fathers head from too many bumps. 
 It was hard going. My legs hurt and my  father grew heavier and still I could see no light 
which I believed you would begin to see as you got near to above. I heard shouts behind me. The 
gatherers were coming to claim their right. They were far behind I had a good start but they  had no 
body to carry and knew the way. I began to jog, crouching to protect my father from the rough roof.  
This made my legs hurt even more. 
 With my outstretched hand I sensed the tunnel bend to my right. I stumbled around and 
bumped into another person moving slower than I.  ‘Hey.’ He called. ‘Slow down, where’s the 
funeral?’  He chuckled at his own wit. 
 I sensed him turning. I could hear the body he was carrying drag against the tunnel wall. He 
was blocking the tunnel, I would have to deal with him.  We both felt  for recognition. I knew him as 
a cadd gatherer and he knew me as a rabbid who was not a gatherer. ‘What are you doing?’ He 
asked. 
 ‘Taking my father up.’ I said. 
 ‘By yourself, without your gatherers.’  He chuckled again. ‘They won’t like that.’
 ‘They don’t, they are following me. Can I pass?’ 
 ‘Yes.’ He agreed and I sensed him pulling to one side to allow me pass. ‘Do you know where 
to go?’ He asked as I inched past him. 
 ‘I’m just going above.’ I said.
 ‘You can’t go out.’ He protested. ‘You have to take the body to the waiting space.’ 
 ‘Where is that?’ 
 He pushed past me again and said. ‘Follow me and I’ll take you there.  I can’t wait to hear 
your gatherers moaning about your act.’ 
 We set off and made good progress as my guide knew all the tunnells.  ‘We are almost there.’ 
He informed me as we trudged along. My back was aching. I didn’t know how they did this every 
day.  There were a lot of deaths below. 
 ‘Don’t you ever go above?’ I asked, I was disappointed as I’d hoped to see what my father 
had always wished to see. 
 ‘We call it  up.’ He said. ‘And no we don’t ever go up. We stay down as we’re advised to do. 
It’s dangerous up there.’ 
 ‘But aren’t you curious?’ I asked as we slouched along. ‘Wouldn’t you like to see, just see, 
what it is like.’ 
 ‘No.’  He grunted. The body was weighing on him. ‘What’s the point. We know from the 
telling that it is dangerously hot and there’s a light that hurts your eyes. Why would you want to live 
like that?’ 
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 ‘I don’t know, I’d just  like to see it.’ I was gasping with exhaustion. ‘Have we much further to 
go?’ 
 ‘Almost there.’  He was as breathless as I. The floor was sloping upwards.  ‘Can you see the 
light beginning? He asked. 
 I was astonished to lift  my  head and to see grey shapes around me. These were the rock walls 
of the tunnel and I could make out features. ‘What is happening.’ I asked. I was fearful. 
 ‘It is the light from up.’ He explained, pleased to have knowledge that I did not have. ‘It gets 
even brighter as we near the waiting space.’ He chuckled again. ‘Come on, we must get there before 
your gatherers.’ 
 I was getting nervous, I had heard often about the dangers of the light and here it was, 
waititng for me as I advanced. I shifted my  fathers body to a more comfortable position, 
comfortable for me that is, as he had no such worries anymore. 
 The light was becoming distressing, it hurt my  eyes. I closed them and moved forward in 
familiar darkness.  I could hear him, the cadd other, shuffling forward in front of me and I could 
hear the raddid gatherers closing in behind me. I was sorry now I’d decided to go above. 
 Suddenly he stopped and my father’s feet bumped into the head of the other corpse. ‘We’re 
here.’ He declared. ‘Open your eyes. You wanted to see.’ He was enjoying his position of 
experience. I opened my eyes carefully and was blinded by a strong grey  light. It  was not as bright 
as I’d felt it would be. He was watching me, I could see his face for the first  time. He had smiling. 
‘Well, what do you think of it?’  
 ‘I can take this. It’s alright.’ I declared knowing he was hoping I’d be squirming.  ‘This above 
is not that frightening.’ 
 ‘This is not abov....up.’ He declared as he lowered his corpse from his shoulder and into his 
arms. ‘This is only some light seeping down from up there.’ He nodded with his head to the roof of 
the tunnel. ‘Now let’s get your body in here.’ He indicated a natural cave enclosure beside us and 
led the way in. 
 I followed and saw that it was quite a large space with stone ledges carved all around the 
walls. corpses lay on three of these, covered in scraps of fur.  I watched as he laid his body on a 
vacant one and indictaed that I do the same.  I placed my father carefully  on a ledge. I understood 
that now those above would collect him and bring him above for a funeral service. They were very 
caring.
 Suddenly feet approached from outside and I turned to see two hooded, raddid gatherers 
entering the space. They were not happy.  They rushed at me and pushed me roughly  back against 
the cave wall, banging my head against its rocky surface. ‘What do you think you’re doing?’ They 
both shouted. ‘Heaving bodies is our chore.’ 
 ‘It’s my father.’  I explained. ‘I wanted to make sure he was heaved properly.’  This seemed to 
enrage them even more. They banged me against the wall again. I looked towards the cadd gatherer, 
but he was just standing enjoying the row.  One of the raddid gatherers then struck me on the side of 
the head. Pushing me hadn’t been enough. The other gatherer prepared to also strike me when one 
of the corpses rose up on its shelf and spoke. ‘Stop this rowdy behaviour in the waiting space.’
 I almost fainted with fear. The three gatherers were no better.  The two raddid one’s ran from 
the room and back down the corridor. The cadd one was trapped as the speaking corpse was located 
between him and the exit. He staggered back against his own corpse. I was just terrified into 
immobility. 
 The corpse swung its legs down from the shelf and sat upright. It was a female. The fur robe 
she had been draped in fell away  to reveal a near naked body with terrible sores covering her face 
and upper body.  I could not tear my newly seeing eyes from this sight. Neither I nor the cadd 
gatherer had a surface like this. She was covered by weeping mounds of darkish colour with lighter 
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coloured area surroundind each mound. They  looked very  angry. Was this what a female looked 
like? I cast my mind back to seeing females in the enclave by  the firelight and they had not looked 
like this. 
 ‘Why do you disturb my waiting?’ The sitting woman demanded of me.  I shrugged, I was 
only heaving my father for burial. It was the two raddid gatherers that had caused the disturbance.  
And then another thought struck  me. ‘What are you waiting for?’  Surely this was a space for the 
dead to wait for burial. 
 ‘I am waiting for death.’ She answered. So she was in the right place, just a little early. 
 I looked at  the cadd gatherer, he seemed as bewildered as I.  She stood and staggered. ‘I am 
near death. I wait here for the finish.  The sun is our enemy.’ 
 I had no reply  to this as I had never heard of this enemy before. ‘Are you from above?’ I 
asked, as it would be as well to know if this sun lived there. 
 ‘He means up.’ He, the cadd, explained to her puzzled face. 
 ‘I don’t know what you both talk about.’ She complained. ‘I am from the surface.’ 
 Up, above, surface. Were they all the same place? It was all becoming very confusing. I began 
to wish that I had not ventured upwards. 
 ‘He want’s to go to the....surface.’  He, cadd, explained me to her. ‘Could he go up?’ 
 ‘Why would you want to surface?’ She turned to face me and I lowered my eyes, partly in 
embarrassment and partly because I could not look at her sores.  
 ‘My father.’ I indicated the figure of my father lying inert on the slab. ‘He always dreamed of 
going above. He never did go. I just wanted to go for his sake, is all.’ 
 She sighed. ‘When your father was young, it  might have been an adventure, but now....’ She 
sighed again. ‘Now it is faltering.’.
 I didn’t know this word so I stayed silent, hoping she might explain. But he spoke instead. 
‘What does that mean?’ 
 ‘It means, I suppose, that what was working is not  any more.’ She looked away from me and 
at him. I examined the back of her neck, it too was filled with sores.  She staggered slightly again 
and sat on the ledge that had held her body in repose. 
 ‘But we in down depend on you.’ He complained. ‘It can’t stop, you can’t stop. We can’t bury  
our dead in the rocky tunnels. We need you to take them for burial.’ 
 ‘Burial...?’ It was her turn to look confused. I looked into her face. Here was a change in 
information. There was some confusion about the burials. 
 ‘What do you do with our bodies?’ I asked her. I was worried now about my father’s burial. 
 ‘We......’ Her voice trailed off and she came to a decision. ‘You should come to the surface 
with me to see for yourselves. Everything is changing, we may need a new arrangement.’ 
 ‘I thought you were dying?’  I asked as she still seemed very sick as she sat with with her 
hands clasped on her lap. 
 ‘I am, but your questions and confusions are forcing me to return. I came down here feeling 
that I could do nothing, now you two and you may be able to muster more from below, could alter 
things.’
 ‘I just want a look at how you live is all.’ I protested as she seemed to be enlisting me in some 
plan that was forming.
 ‘Me too.’ He replied. ‘Just a look, mainly for him.’ 
 ‘There’s not much to see, you’ll be disappointed, the island is almost gone.’ 
 I felt that an island whatever it  was, would be worth seeing even if almost gone, I’d never 
seen one.
 ‘What’s an island?’ He asked. I liked him, he made me look smart.  
 ‘Well....’ Her voice was faint. ‘An island is a land mass surrounded by water, see.’ 
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 I didn’t see and I looked at him encouraging him to ask for more details, but he was too 
confused to to be able to ask any more questions. 
 She stood having reached a desision. ‘You’ll have to follow me to the surface and see for 
yourselves, come on.’ She was unsteady, she slid a hand along the rocky wall as she moved towards 
the exit.
 I looked to where my father’s body lay. ‘What about my father, will I bring him, or is he 
alright here?’
 ‘Bring him if you want to protect him.’ She offered. How could you protect the dead? I didn’t 
know so I heaved his body up onto my shoulder. It was not as easy  as earlier as it had stiffened and 
his bones were more visible.  I rested this almost straight form on my shoulder and waited until if 
folded in the middle across my shoulder before following the other two out of the chamber. He did 
not bring his corpse with him, but it probably was not a relative. 
 I was both nervous and excited as we moved up the slope towards an ever brightening area. 
The rock walls seemed to be glowing. It hurt my eyes and I kept them almost closed but I wanted to 
see, this was why I had ventured up. 
 And we were out through a cave mouth. We were up, above and on the surface. The heat was 
unbearable. The light also. But the heat....my skin blistered and my  fur clothing felt ready to burst 
into flame.  This was a terrible place. The above people really were brave to endure this on our 
behalf.  I kept my eyes almost closed and I used my father’s body to shield me from the source of 
the blinding glare. 
 ‘See what I mean?’ She asked.
 I squinted in the direction she was indicating and my mind was overwhelmed by  it all. There 
were no enclosing rock walls, it was all too open. This was exile. I became giddy. Someone had 
taken away the roof and there was swirling stuff and horrible bright  light everywhere above me. I 
reached out to steady myself and there was nothing to cling to. I fell to my knees moaning.  My 
father slipped from my grasp and settled on the strange surface. 
 ‘Stay calm, it’s all natural.’ She advised.
 Stay calm in this madness. What was beneath me? Something soft  and crumbling covered the 
familar rocks like a dust. I’d never felt  such a strange surface before. I longed for, needed the 
familiar hard darkness of the tunnels.  I rolled over and pulled my  knees up to my chin. He was no 
better. He was already a crumpled silent heap beside me.
 ‘What is that terrible thing that is hurting my eyes?’ 
 ‘That is the sun. Don’t look directly up at it.’  She advised.  
 I had no intention of looking at it. I closed my eyes as tight as possible, but it still lit the inside 
of my lids, seeking to blind me.  I would be blinder than in the darkness of the tunnels. I hugged my 
knees to me. 
 ‘This is all that’s left  of the island.’ She kept talking in the belief that it would distract us from 
this madness, as if we could open our eyes to look at anything in this insane place.  She continued 
to explain. ‘Once it was a vast place. With towns and roads and churches and schools. Other islands 
have been completely submerged.’ She knelt beside me abd whispered. ‘I think I’ll explain to you 
as he seems a bit stupid.’ Sometimes confused silence can be mistaken for wisdom. She was still 
talking but my mind would not listen. Her words were as strange as this place and only added to my 
hysteria. 
 ‘Let me go home.’ I pleaded. ‘Please bury my father and let me back below.’ 
 ‘Your father won’t be buried.’ She said with finality. This news was so startling and so 
personal that it overtook my panic. A suitable burial for my father was important, even more 
important than my impending breakdown, now she was hinting that this would not happen. 
 I tried to ignore all that surrounded her as I sat up and stared at her. ‘What do you mean?’ 
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 ‘Your father won’t be today’s funeral, he’ll be this evenings meal.’ She said it calmly  knowing 
how it would affect  me. I opened my mouth to respond but she continued to alarm me. ‘The parts 
where the blood gathers are kept for the wise one. He likes to chew on them.’ 
 I knew now that I must have gone mad with my fathers death and that I was still deep within 
the tunnels in an insane state. Knowing that I was safe in the tunnels, even if mad, was a comfort. 
 He had been listening, he sat up and declared. ‘I knew it, I always knew it.’  He leaned on my 
shoulder as he climbed to his feet. ‘Somehow I never believed the story of reverential burial, it 
always seemed too cosy. Don’t you agree?’ He spoke to me, but I had never thought much on such 
matters, being on other duties. I didn’t like him as much now as he was making me believe that I 
was not mad, but living in a mad world. This woman had said things about my father, I couldn’t 
bring myself to repeat. But I couldn’t escape back into the tunnels without finding out his fate. 
 ‘But it can’t be true, what you said.’ I shouted as I too stood unsteadily. He steadied me. 
 ‘Look about.’ She spoke matter of factly. ‘Nothing is growing on the surface. No grass, trees 
and certainly no animals.’ She rubbed at the thin dust covering the rock surface. ‘See, not enough to 
grow anything. It’s all been washed away.  What are we to eat?’ 
 ‘But not my father.’ I screamed. ‘He is my father.’ 
 ‘Not any more.’ She spoke softly, trying to appease me, but  she only succeeded in alarming 
me. ‘Your father is now dead and we are living and we need  food.’ 
 ‘Please not my father.’ I pleaded. I looked down at my father’s pathetic figure lying on the 
dusty soil. He looked so vulnerable. He needed my help. I scooped up the body and made for the 
entrance to the tunnels. He stood in my way. 
 ‘Where are you going to take him?’  He asked. ‘What are you going to do with him? You can’t 
bury him in the rock floor. The gatherers will only heave him back up here, you know that.’ 
 ‘What can I do?’ I asked both of them. I was determined not to let anyone eat him. But I 
couldn’t think straight in this strange place. The woman, the sad dying woman, seemed more 
sympathetic than my male companion. But I had to remind myself that  she was one of those who 
ate our kind. 
 ‘Listen.’ She offered to me. ‘That is the way things are, but we might be able to change it so 
that you can save your father.’ 
 ‘Save him, he’s dead.’ He chuckled. We ignored him. 
 ‘What can we do?’ I asked. 
 ‘Come over here in the shade.’ She said and beckoned to us to follow her towards a rocky  
outcrop  which had a shaded side. I hefted my father onto my shoulder and we went into the shadow 
but the heat followed us. I was faint. I could hardly  breath. This was a terrible place, why would 
anyone decide to live here when there were the tunnels? She was outlining the situation on the 
surface for us.
 ‘Do you see that rock in the water?’  She used another new word. Water, what could it be? I 
looked in the direction she indicated and almost collapsed all over again. This place just kept 
getting more insane. The land she had pointed to was moving, rising up and collapsing on itself. I 
was terrified. I heard him beside me moan in quiet terror. 
 ‘What sort of a place is this?’ I whispered. ‘The land moves, it is in motion.’
 ‘That isn’t land.’ She explained. ‘It is water. Think of the rain that pours into your tunnels.’ 
 ‘The flooded tunnels.’ He seemed to understand. ‘It’s rain, a lot of rain.’
 ‘Well, this is the sea not  the same as rain. But you see that rock, I’m trying to explain our 
predicament, when I was a young girl, I could walk across the land to that rock. Now that land is 
under deep  water. The sea is still rising. Once all around here.’ She swept her arm in a wide circle. 
‘Once all this was wine country.’
 ‘What’s wine?’ He asked. He certainly liked to learn new words. 
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 ‘I hear my father talk still about it.’ She answered. ‘He was a farmer down there.’ She pointed 
in a direction and I was forced to look again towards the shifting sea. ‘He had a vinyard.....That’s 
where they grew the wine fruits.’ She explained to him as he opened his mouth to ask another 
question. 
 We stood all three with this information. She with her memories, we with our discoveries. 
And we all sweated. Finally she roused herself. ‘The arrangement that has you two in the tunnels 
and we here on the surface, may have been sensible once, but all is changing. We will have to come 
to a new arrangement. After a pause, the sea is rising again. The wise one won’t change, as he likes 
this arrangement. he and his two wise sons. But it is changing around him.’ 
 ‘If he’s wise won’t he know this?’ I asked. I liked the idea of someone with wisdom to save 
us. She snorted and he snorted quietly in agreement. 
 ‘I said the wise one won’t change as he is in charge of the group now as he interptrets the holy  
painting to suit his ends.’ 
 ‘What’s a holy painting?’ I knew he’d ask so I just stood quietly waiting for the answer. 
 ‘It’s an oil painting of this area when the world was working. It shows this hill surrounded by  
the vinyards. It is a complex painting, filled with human figures doing all sorts of things. The wise 
one says that he alone can explain it.’  She snorted again. ‘He can’t  even read the caption on the 
bottom put there by the painter. I know the old language and I’ve told him and everybody what it 
says.’
 ‘What does it say?’ I felt this was a sensible question to ask. 
 ‘It says, ‘The dark wood and the sunlit hill of the cloven hoof.’ She intoned. ‘The wood which 
was vinyards, is gone replaced by the sea but the split rock at the summit remains intact, see.’ She 
pointed to the summit of the mountain and we squinted up a great rock split  in two. ‘The cloven 
hoof.’  She explained. Even he was too confused to ask a follow up question.  
 ‘Why doesn’t the wise one know the old language?’ I asked and this seemed to please her. She 
smiles through her swollen mouth at me. 
 ‘Because he’s not from around here. He arrived in a small boat just before the seas got really  
angry. He came to find people like us, he said, to lead them to someplace called Siberia, where 
vinyards flourished and people were safe.’ 
 ‘Why didn’t you all go?’ I asked.
 ‘Because the sea had become even more violent. The boat was small but some men did take 
his boat and sail away to find Siberia, but a huge storm swept the sea later that day and we believe 
they drowned. They never came back for us as they’d promised.’ 
 ‘And the wise one...? He asked.
 ‘He stayed and mated with a surface woman and had two sons, the wise sons they are called 
but they are his enforcers.’  She snarled now. I was glad I hadn’t asked that question. I moved my 
father into a more shaded position as the light was moving around to reduce the shadow available to 
us. 
 ‘This arrangment may once have been sensible.’ she repeated. ‘But not anymore. We have 
water  We have regular monsoons so water is not a problem. But the heavy downpour washes away 
all structures and soil from surface and floods the tunnels.  We spend more and more time in the 
entrances to your tunnels. Drought and flood have driven people across the world into shrinking 
enclaves. 
 ‘What’s a...?’ He asked.
 ‘An enclave?  I suppose it means......’
 ‘No, our enclave floods regularly, what is a drought?’  He interrupted.
 ‘We don’t have much drought here...it’s an extended period of months or years without rain, 
deserts spread, I’m told in such conditions, pushing people out.’
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 ‘And what do you...we get here?’ I thought it best to understand our situation. She seemed to 
have wisdom herself. 
 ‘Here we get vicious rainfall off the warm sea. It  has washed everything away. The trees, the 
plants even the soil. Still I suppose we’re lucky, most of the planet is uninhabitable.’ She tried to 
smile but pain clouded her face. 
 ‘Where can I put my father, this sun is getting him?’ I asked her but he answered.
 ‘Don’t worry he won’t get sun burnt.’ 
 ‘You can bring him to my fathers cave.’ She was more practical. ‘It’s not an entrance to a 
tunnel, it’s just a deep cave. I’d like you to see what he has done there.’
 Shielding her eyes she stepped out  into the glaring light and walked up the incline. ‘Come 
on.’ She instructed. 
 We followed her. It  was a steep climb and I was breathless with the climb and the stiffening 
weight of my father, who was now folded permanently in the shape of the drape across my 
shoulder.
 As we climbed she told us more about her fathers cave. ‘Because the rain tears everything 
down and washes them away, people on the surface have occupied caves large and small. We will 
probably  have to move into the tunnels soon. We can’t grow anything. That’s why we need your 
dead for food. You have the animals, but  we have nothing here. Nothing lives in this heat.’ She 
paused, breathless and moaning slightly. I felt that  death was near for her. She straightened and 
continued to walk and talk. ‘My father was a farmer and he claimed ownership  of a large cave into 
which he has carved troughs, which he filled with soil, while we had it and there he grows 
vegetables. They are largely safe from the monsoon floods which wash everything away. No other 
soil exists on the surface now. He shares vegetables when ready on special days. Carrots, beans and 
peas.....’ She seemed to be listing for comfort.
 ‘So your father is still a farmer, what do you do on the surface?’ I asked. She looked pretty  
fine from the rear, my  eyes were getting better, I had to resist feeling her fur as we did below, as she 
might not understand. She spoke over her shoulder as she pushed on uphill. ‘I am the only teacher 
here. There are about ten children and young people, I try to get them to understand what  is going 
on and how we might make it better.’
 ‘Can we make it better?’ He asked and she had no reply. I think she is just getting tired. 
 ‘So, can we meet this wise one?’ I asked. ‘He might help with my problem with my father.’
 ‘The wise one.’ She laughed. ‘The wise one is only  interested in his own welfare.  He has 
already declared himself the overlord, with his interpretations of the painting and his stories of 
faraway  Siberia, but my father, and I as teacher, are well respected. He dare not move against  us, 
even with his two brawny wise sons.’ She stopped to lean her hands on her knees, breathing deeply. 
‘The wise one won’t help you.’ 
 ‘This heat is terrible. I miss our tunnels.’ He complained.
 ‘I think we’ll all have to join you in the tunnels very soon.’ She replied. ‘Not much further 
now.’ 
 We rounded a large shimmering boulder and she stopped and screamed. ‘What is this? What 
has happened? Where is my father?’
 I looked to where she was pointing as she began to run towards a large cave opening. There 
was no one around and no activity  that  I could see to cause her distress. I tried to hurry after her but 
my burden slowed me. He was not inclined to hurry  into some danger, he stayed behind me as we 
advanced to see her drop to her knees and gather somthing in her hands while looking about and 
asking the same questions. 
 ‘What is it? What is wrong?’ I stood over her and she looked wildly about. The stuff in her 
hand was spilling through her fingers and blowing away in the freshening breeze. She stood and ran 
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into the cave and we heard her cry even louder. The cave looked cool and inviting, we followed her. 
She was standing before a hollowed rock basin much like the ones in the tunnels for collecting rain 
water. It was empty, I could not understand what was causing her upset. 
 ‘What is wrong?’ I asked. 
 ‘Can’t you see? I told you my father had saved the last  soil for growing vegetables and now 
it’s gone. Someone has scattered the soil outside and taken the crop of vegetables.’ 
 ‘Who would do this? He asked and she gave him a withering look. 
 ‘Who do you think. The two wise sons in who. But why? She looked about in tears. ‘If they  
had even left the soil in the cave we could have saved some.’ She looked about. ‘Although I see 
they  also took my fathers seeds.’ She pointed to a strange shelf made of brown material. ‘He used to 
store seed there on the wooden shelf, so it is probably too late to save anything.’ She gingerly patted 
tears on her sore face. ‘And where is my poor father?’
 ‘I thought you and your father were too respected to be touched.’ He offered   as he sat on 
another wooden thing. She was too sad to be hurt by such comment. 
 ‘I suppose once I went to the waiting room to die, they moved against my father who is in 
poor health.’ 
 ‘But where is he?’ I asked. ‘Where would he go if he was in trouble?’ 
 ‘The women.’ She declared. ‘The women would mind him if he is hurt.’
 ‘Then lets’ go there.’ I said, shifting my father to my other shoulder. She placed her hand on 
my arm. ‘Your father is a heavy burden, why no place him on the bed behind the curtain. He’ll be 
safe there till we return.’
 She led me to a patterned fabric hanging from the roof of the cave and as she pulled it back I 
saw a strange item. It was also covered by these patterned fabrics. ‘This is, or was, my bed.’ She 
explained. Lay him there and we’ll close over the curtain. He’ll be safe.’
 I did as suggested, glad to be freed of the weight of my father in this awful heat which seemed 
to suck all life out of the air. We then followed her to another cave a distance away. Here she was 
met by  crying women who explained the behaviour of the wise trio. Her father had been beaten up 
and his seeds and vegetables taken to the wise ones cave by his wise sons. 
 ‘They  say they’ll grow their own vegetables and if we do as we are told we may  get some.’ A 
tearful woman explained. 
 ‘Where is my father?’ She assked.
 ‘Inside being cared for. He is very badly injured.’ The woman said. 
 She rushed into the cave and we heard her start again with the wailing. He and I looked at 
each other and decided we’d best go  in to see if he was as badly hurt as reported. He was. Two 
women were treating a deep gash on his head. He lay unconscious. His eyes were swollen and there 
was blood around his mouth. The wise sons had really worked on him. He was barely breathing. 
She cradled his head and cried softly. The women stood around. The children looked surprised to 
see their teacher in such distress. 
 Neither he nor I had any ideas about care for an injured person. In the tunnels such injury got 
you heaved to the waititng room. Suddenly he stirred himself. He tried to sit up a confused look on 
his face. He looked straight at  his daughter but did not recognise her. He yelped and slumped and it 
was over, he’d be heaved soon. 
 We went to the entrance of the cave to get out  of the way of the women consoling her and 
preparing the body for evening meal. It was too hot to go all the way out. The very ground 
shimmered to my eyes. This was no place for a man. 
 ‘I’m not eating her father, are you?’ He suddenly asked. I was startled, I hadn’t even thought 
about it. But he was right. We hadn’t eaten all day, my stomach was grumbling. In the tunnels 
below we had raddid and cadd, but above they only had each other. This was no place for humans. 
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 One of the women joined us. ‘You are from below I hear.’ I smirked at his scowl as the 
woman used our term. ‘Can you help us with the wise trio?’ 
 Before answering, I thought it best to stall with some more questions. ‘So, what did they  
destroy the growing for?’
 ‘They didn’t destroy it, they just moved it all to the wise cave.’
 She had joined us at the cave mouth and spoke. ‘How did they move everything?’ 
 ‘They just scooped it all out of the troughs and carried it to their cave.’ 
 ‘Spilling the soil as they went?’ She asked carefully. ‘Is that what happened?’ 
 ‘Yes, I think so, something was spilling as they walked, they left a trail behind them. Then 
they  came back for your fathers seed and took that. They say they’ll grow even more vegetables 
than he did.’ 
 ‘Not without the soil they won’t.’ She declared. ‘They  have ruined the last source of minerals 
for the children.’  She looked around to see if anyone else saw the enormity  of what had occured. 
No one did. Well... he sort of did.
 ‘Not very wise.’ He observed and she smiled at him. I scowled. 
 ‘So will you help  us?’ The woman asked again. ‘You are fine men from tunnel life, you can 
handle the wise sons.’
 ‘I dunno.’ I stalled. ‘They sound very viscious. look what they did to her father.’ I offered 
reasonably.  She made no effort to encourage us to become involved in an above dispute. She was 
still not focussed on matters, I could see that she was hiding great pain. 
 We were joined by two hobbling old men who came panting down the hill towards our cave. 
They  called greeting and got replies. Stepping into the cave entrance they carried more news of the 
wise ones. They addressd her. ‘The wise sons went back to your cave and took your table and two 
chairs that your father made many years ago.’
 ‘Let them, I don’t care. Nothing in there is of any use to me now.’ She spoke flatly  and with 
finality. But I had a concern, my father was on the bed thing. What if they  wanted the soft  bed for 
the wise one? What would they do with my father lying there?  I stepped out of the cave and turned 
towards her cave. she called after me. ‘Where are you going?’
 ‘ I’m going to save my father.’I called back as I made the best time I could in this heat. 
 ‘Oh yes, his father.’ I heard her explain to the surface people. ‘Come we must help him.’ I 
heard feet and panting breath behind me as I hurried forward. I didn’t  look to see who it was. He 
would hardly  bother. But he did. As I stood outside her cave and listened to movement inside, he 
stood beside me, she on the other side, a small crowd of others stood a little way off. 
 Suddenly a man emerged from the cave with my father bent in his usual pose across his 
shoulder. He stopped when he saw the crowd and called back into the cave. A second man appeared. 
He was carrying the bedclothes.  I weighed up the one carrying my  father. He was as tall as me, but 
looked more frail.  Tunnel life obviously  built us up  more than the sluggish activity on the surface. I 
felt  more confident, except there were two of them and I wasn’t sure I could count on him if it came 
to violence. 
 ‘Put my father down.’ I commanded with enough confidence to ensure he complied. But he 
didn’t. The wise sons had grown up expecting everyone to fear them. They had not learned fear 
themselves.  He laughed and hefted my father into a more comfortable position and made to stride 
past me. I grabbed his upper arm to slow his progress while I thought about my next action. To my 
amazement, he howled in pain and pulled away from me so sharply that he let  my father fall to the 
ground. I looked to his still body, I don’t know what I expected, just to see that he was alright.  
Then I turned my attention to the wise son who was fretting and rubbing his arm where I had 
grabbed him. 
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  I noticed that  he had weeping bumps like her, all over his shoulders and chest. They  weren’t 
as bad as hers but looked very tender all the same. I reached out and poked with my fist at a 
particularly sore looking one on his chest. He screamed and fell back, calling to his brother to help 
him. The brother I saw, was also similarly blemished. I beckoned him forward, he declined. 
 ‘Put those bedclothes back in the cave.’ I ordered. I don’t know why I said that, she had 
declared no further interest in anything in there. I think I was testing how far I could push the wise 
brothers. The bedclothes were returned to the cave and the two then came forward. He had stepped 
forward to stand beside me. ‘Let’s teach them a lesson for what they did to her father.’ He growled. 
 The wise sons were displaying some wisdom at last. ‘We’re very sore. Don’t touch us please.’ 
They  pleaded, but he stepped forward and slapped the second brother across the flat of his chest, 
making him scream and stagger back and fall to his knees. His brother, the one who had dropped 
my father shivered and looked down at his brothers distress. They  were pathetic. I slapped the 
standing one across the side of his head. This got him wailing as he bent to help  his brother to his 
feet. There was no fight in either of them. The crowd laughed at their distress.
 ‘Right.’ I said. ‘We’re going with you to get her vegetables back. Lead us there.’ They  set off 
with us and the entire crowd following. What would the wise one do I wondered. He couldn’t be as 
cowardly  as his sons.  But he was.  He was too feeble to resist. I had never seen such a skeleton still 
walking. He wouldn’t  make a decent snack.  We retrieved the vegetables and later that evening we 
cooked her father with his vegetables.  
 He and I ate only  the vegetables. She joined us with a plate of carrots and beans. ‘Where is 
your father?’ She asked as she sat. ‘He is outside.’ I replied. ‘He is getting softer again. He is not as 
stiff, I’m not sure what this means.’
 ‘It means you have to make a decision about him’ She said softly. 
 ‘I can’t bring him back down. We always bring our bodies up  and now that I konw what you 
do with them I can’t leave him here.’ 
 ‘I’ve been thinking and there is one other place where he’ll be safe.’
 ‘Where?’ 
 ‘The sea.’
 ‘That mad water, always creeping up on us?’ 
 ‘Yes, he’ll be safe there. The sea is dead. The warm water reduces oxygen..’ He looked up but 
she held up a hand to stop him asking the question. ‘All life in the sea, vegetation and animal, 
asphixated...don’t ask.’ She told him. ‘He is dead,your father,  and will be safe there.’
 We had to move further into the cave for the night as one of the regular monsoons roared over 
the mountain. I saw a wall of rain drummnig down on rock and swirling past our cave entrance. The 
children were put further back in and covered with furs from below to comfort them. The adults 
tried as best they could to rest and ignore the downpour and the howling wind. 
 The next morning he and she came with me all the way down the mountain to the sea lapping 
against the sloping side of our refuge. I took my father in my arms and stepped into the warm water, 
I went in until it  rose to my waist. I found it difficult to keep my footing on the sloping ground. He 
was floating beside me in his mottled fur of cadd and raddbid. I whispered my goodbye and pushed 
him out into the choppy water. It took him greedily and swept him away from me, very  soon he was 
only a smudge in the distance. He looked so peaceful. My heart was at peace, but not for long. 
 Suddenly, quite near my father, a huge column of water rose a great distance into the sky and 
a foul smell reached my nose. She on land screamed at me. ‘Methane, get out of the water, quick.’
 I turned and scrambled back up the slope with the water dragging at my legs. It was telling me 
that air was precous I heard:  ‘Hurry.’ She screamed and I saw her pull him behind a large boulder. 
They  were lost to my view and I stambled out of the last of the water and tried to run towards where 
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they  were hiding. But it is hard to run, I couldn’t breath because the vegetation is gone from the 
land as well as the sea and oxygen as she called it, is also scarce. 
 I reached them and was moving around the rock when a gigantic explosion reached my ears 
and flames filled the world. The light was so bright that I could not see. My stomach threw up last 
evenings meal. Someone screamed, I think it was him.
  My ears felt they had burst. I put my hand up to feel one of my ears and it  was bleeding. I 
still could not see. He called out that he was blind. She was somewhere nearby whimpering. The 
smell was overpowering. My stomach tried to emit again but it was empty. I reached out until I 
could feel the surface of the rock. Darkness and rockface. I felt a reassuring sense of home. He 
called out, I sensed him also moving towards the rock. ‘I can’t see, where is everybody?’ She cried. 
I moved towards her voice and gripped shoulder. ‘Don’t worry, we are all safe.’ 
 ‘But I can’t see.’ She cried again. 
 ‘Hold onto me.’ I advised. I felt him also grip her and we moved uphill. We were more in our 
element than she, even though we did not have the comfort of nearby walls.  I heard voices calling 
and I made my way towards them. Light was beginning to seep back into my injured eyes. I blinked 
to clear my vision and saw a small group of men and women coming towards us. I released her into 
their care, he and I went to find a shelter and consider our position. I was now freed of 
responsibility to my father and I could begin to think on other matters. 
 ‘Are you ready to go below.’ I asked him.
 ‘You mean down.’ He grinned.‘Yes I am, this is not a fit place for us.’
 ‘We need to talk to her and her people. The sea is still rising. Soon this mountain will be 
under water. They must make a decision.’ 
 That evening she assembled the fifty or so residents. The wise trio were invited but stayed 
away. Everybody else was ready  to discuss what had been unthinkable to their forebears, vacating 
the surface of the planet. She stayed silent and did not in any way try to influence the decision. 
 ‘It will be hard on the children.’ One woman observed.
 ‘There are children below.’ I explained. ‘They will take care of the children.’
 A vote was called for and taken. A majority agreed to go down or below. Two older men 
decided to stay and watch events. She stood and went outside as the details of relocation were being 
discussed. I followed her out. It was dark we could hear the sea close by, wild breakers crashing on 
the old road up to where we stood. 
 ‘Why didn’t you say something in the discussion?’  I asked her.
 She turned to me and I could see the pain in her pale face. ‘Because I will go down with you, 
but I’ll go to the waititng room. Death is near for me.’ 
 ‘And you know that will be a problem for us as we won’t be able to heave bodies upwards 
anymore.’
 ‘I’m sure you’ll find a solution.’ She said and then added ‘The cadds I understand are 
carnivores.’
 Over the next few days arrangements were made to bring the surface dwellers down. He and I 
went down and prepared the way. Eventually the day dawned for the evacuation.  The sea was still 
making steady advance. Great rolling waves battered the surface of the mountain as the water 
climbed towards our cave entrance.  The boulder that had sheltered us from the methane explosion 
was now submerged.  He and I stood with her and the descending group at the only entrance 
remaining open. The other four were now sealed watertight. We the entire group stood in the 
unbearable heat and light and looked around for the last time. When if ever we would see the 
surface again was unsure. 
 He and I were working on the detail sealing the opening. We were almost finished.  We were 
breathless from the exertion. He slumped back against the wall. I turned and looked at him and we 
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shared a smile on faces lit by  the last rays of the burning sun, on faces soon to be returned to 
familiar darkness.
 I hoisted the last boulder and readied myself to insert  it into the last  opening. I wondered what 
would become of us when the sea covered the mountain entirely  and we became part of the sea bed. 
But as she who has just died observed:‘I’m sure you’ll find a solution.’
 I wasn’t so sure, time would tell, I hammered the last boulder into place plunging us all into 
total dark.

And the heat rose........

The End?
There’s still just about time for an alternative story.
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